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CONDITIONS OF SALE 

CAI N_D 

. All bids are to be PER LoT as numbered in the catalogue. 

. The highest bidder to be the buyer. In all cases of disputed bids the lot shall be resold, but the 

auctioneer will use his judgment as to the good faith of all claims, and his decision shall be final. 

. Any bid which is not commensurate with the value of the article offered, or which is merely a 

nominal or fractional advance, may be rejected by the auctioneer if in his judgment such bid would 

be likely to affect the sale injuriously. 

. The name of the buyer of each lot shall be given immediately after the sale thereof, and when so 

required, each buyer shall sign a card giving the lot number, amount for which sold, and his or her 

name and address. A deposit at the actual time of the sale shall be made of all or such part of 

the purchase prices as may be required. 4 If the two foregoing conditions are not complied with, 

the lot or lots so purchased may at the option of the auctioneer be put up again and resold. 

. Title passes upon the fall of the auctioneer’s hammer, and thereafter the property is at the purchaser’s 

risk, and neither the owner nor the Company is responsible for the loss of, or any damage to any 

article by theft, fire, breakage, however occasioned, or any other cause whatsoever. 

. Articles not paid for in full and not called for by the purchaser by noon of the day following that of 

the sale may be turned over by the Company to some carter to be carried to and stored in some 

warehouse until the time of the delivery therefrom to the purchaser, and the cost of such cartage and 

storage and any other charges will be charged against the purchaser, and the risk of loss or damage 

occasioned by such removal or storage will be upon the purchaser. In any instance where the bill 

has not been paid in full by noon of the day following that of the sale, the Company reserves the 

right, any other stipulation in these conditions of sale to the contrary notwithstanding, in respect to 

any or all lots included in the bill, at its option, either to cancel the sale thereof or to resell the same 

at public or private sale without further notice for the account of the buyer and to hold the buyer 

responsible for any deficiency sustained in so doing. 

. All books are sold as catalogued, and are assumed to be in good SECOND-HAND condition. If mate- 

rial defects are found, not mentioned in the catalogue, the lot may be returned. Notice of such 

defects must be given promptly and the goods returned within ten days from the date of sale. No 

exceptions will be made to this rule. Magazines and other periodicals, and all miscellaneous books 

arranged in parcels, are sold as they are, WITHOUT RECOURSE. 4AII Autograph Letters, Docu- 

ments, Manuscripts and Bindings are sold as they are, without recourse. The utmost care is taken 

to authenticate and correctly describe items of this character, but neither the owner nor the Company 

will be responsible for errors, omissions or defects of any kind. 

. Buying or bidding by the Company for responsible parties on orders transmitted to it by mail, tele- 

graph, or telephone, if conditions permit, will be faithfully attended to without charge. Any pur- 

chases so made will be subject to the foregoing conditions of sale. Orders for execution by the 

Company should be given with such clearness as to leave no room for misunderstanding. Not only 

should the lot number be given, but also the title, and bids should be stated to be so much for the 

lot. If the one transmitting the order is unknown to the Company, a deposit must be sent or refer- 

ence submitted. Shipping directions should also be given. 



9. The Company will afford every facility for the employment of carriers and packers by the purchasers, 
but will not be responsible for any damage arising from the acts of such carriers and packers. 

These Conditions of Sale cannot be altered except by 

an Officer of the Company 
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FOREWORD 

HE sinall collection of thirty-five manuscripts and one hundred thirty-three books 

described in this catalogue is the most valuable and interesting to be sold by auction 

in this country since the Robert Hoe sales of 1911 and 1912. The outstanding artistic 

and historical importance of nearly every item here listed, the remarkable circumstance that 

not one of them has changed hands for the past century or more, the additional interesting 

fact that they come directly from two old family libraries formed two hundred years ago and 

belonging to one of the most illustrious families of great Britain, made the task of the cata- 

loguers not only pleasant but even thrilling. My personal share in this volume has been the 

description of the manuscripts, but I have often envied those of my colleagues in bibliography 

who were handling the Americana and the early printed books. 

The selections to be sold have been removed from the two ancestral seats of the Marquess 

of Lothian: Blickling Hall, in Norfolk, England, and Newbattle Abbey, in Midlothian, 

Scotland. The Lothian family is one of the most ancient and most famous in the Scottish 

peerage. For many a century, its genealogy has occupied a prominent place in all historical 

works. As far as can be ascertained, it takes its origin in two brothers Kerr, of Anglo- 

Norman lineage, who settled in Scotland in the thirteenth century. Their descendants 

branched off into two separate races of border chieftains, the Kerrs of Ferniehirst, now repre- 

sented by the Marquess of Lothian, and the Kerrs of Cessford, headed today by the Duke of 

Roxburghe. The Kerrs of Ferniehirst acquired, in the early seventeenth century, the titles of 

Earl of Lothian and Earl of Ancram, which have remained in the family until the present 

day. As may be seen from their bookplates, the successive heads of the Lothian family were 

booklovers since the seventeenth century. These bookplates were doubtless placed in the 

volumes by the Third Marquess of Lothian (1690-1767), the Fourth Marquess (1710-1775), 

and the Fifth Marquess (1737-1815). One of these is doubtless the “Ancram” whose bold 

signature occurs so frequently in the volumes hereafter described. The Sixth Marquess (1763- 

1824) married in 1793 Henrietta, daughter of the second Earl of Buckinghamshire and heiress 

to the estates of Blickling Hall, thus uniting in one hand the two famous manors of Blickling 

and Newbattle Abbey. 

The library at Blickling had been brought together in the early years of the eighteenth 

century by Sir Richard Ellys (1688-1742), of Nocton in Lincolnshire, a noted Greek and 

Hebrew scholar and a friend of the learned bibliographer Michael Maittaire, who seems to 

have been his librarian. When Sir Richard Ellys died, it was found that his estates were 

entailed on his second wife, and, after her death or marriage, on the families of Hobart and 

Trevor, into whose possession they ultimately passed. His library was removed from Nocton 

to Blickling Hall, where it remained undisturbed for considerably more than a century. 



The selections listed hereafter fall naturally and without difficulty under three heads: 

manuscripts, from the eighth to the nineteenth century; printed books, mainly of the fifteenth 

and early sixteenth centuries; and early books on America, the Far East, navigation, and 

travel. Hach section is arranged in chronological order, thus emphasizing the historical inter- 

est of each individual series. 

It would be pointless to attempt to enumerate in this foreword the more important numbers 

in this catalogue: there is hardly an item in it that will not have a particular appeal for more 

than one collector. Yet there are quite a number of pieces of unique interest—even for non- 

specialists—that it scarcely would be fair to pass under silence, even in the most cursory 

examination of the books here described. 

For the first time in the annals of the American auction room will be offered for sale, as 

the first two lots of the first session, an English manuscript of the eighth century, the Lincoln 

Psalter, and an Anglo-Saxon manuscript of the year 971, the world-famous Blickling 

Homilies. The possession of two such volumes would give distinction to any library in the 

world, and the British Museum has nothing in its show-cases more worthy of the scholar’s 

admiration along these particular lines. 

No less important a monument for the history of the British book is the amazing Tiky¢t 

Psalter, written and illuminated about the year 1310 in a Nottinghamshire monastery by a 

prior, John Tikytt, whose name is inscribed on the fly-leaf in an almost contemporary hand. 

Unknown hitherto to all art historians, the Tikytt Psalter is destined to become a landmark 

in the annals of English illumination, an inestimable document of the transitional period when 

the monks (according to modern scholars) ceased the work of illumination themselves and 

began to call upon the assistance of professional artists. 

The three magnificent French illuminated manuscripts of the early fifteenth century are 

of a type familiar to all visitors to great European museums; but where do we find in private 

hands such beautifully preserved and such wonderfully fresh examples? 

Other manuscripts in the Lothian collection comprise mediaeval texts like the Roman de 

la Rose and the unique codex of Floriant and Florete, Bibles, prayer-books, historical tracts, 

and medical recipes. Several are in admirable bindings; among these are Sir James Lindsay’s 
recipe book, Catherine de’ Medici’s Italian poetry, and Diane de Poitiers’ Lives of great 
Romans. 

The first session concludes with two charming Walter Scott manuscripts well worthy to 
stimulate any collector’s curiosity. 

Some fifty early printed books illustrate the development of the typographical art, from the 
first dated Bible (1462), never yet sold in this country, to a couple of excellent Caxtons in 
one volume and the almost unknown Siege of Rhodes by one of Caxton’s companions. A 
Venetian Eusebius of 1470 illustrates in a remarkable way the very origins of book-illustration, 
a phase which is even more brilliantly represented by the stupendous Boccaccio of Colard 



Mansion, printed at Bruges in 1476, the first dated book from that city, adorned with nine 

copperplate engravings, the only perfect copy in existence. All other known examples are in 

public libraries; only two others contain illustrations and both are imperfect. It is no exaggera- 

tion to describe the Lothian copy as the most important early illustrated book ever offered 

for sale. 

One Diane de Poitiers binding has already been mentioned; there is another example from 

her shelves, in an equally remarkable state of preservation, covering a beautifully illustrated 

early Boccaccio. The magnificent Maioli binding and the delightful volume with Queen 

Elizabeth’s arms are both of outstanding beauty and interest. 

Among other early English books, the Coverdale Bible is certain to attract considerable 

attention. 

Nor is the second session, with the stately series of early Americana, books on travel and 

on navigation, less full of rare and unique items; every one of these has some point about it 

to make it attractive for almost any collector. Specialists of Americana do not need to be told 

how seldom the works of Peckham, of Rosier, and of Nicholl appear in catalogues. Hakluyt 

and John Smith have always been names to conjure with, and the earliest tracts on Virginia, 

whenever they come up, have always been star lots in the sales room. 

The copies from the Lothian collection are nearly all in superb condition and compare 

more than favorably with the two similar gatherings which have appeared of late years on 

the London market. As may be seen from the catalogue, quite a number, on close examina- 

tion, have proved to be of hitherto undescribed editions or issues. Several were unknown to the 

editors of the recent Short-Title Catalogue. Attention may also well be drawn to the unusual 

collection of early English books on the art of navigation, so attractive for the American 

collector and represented here by charming specimens unlisted in any bibliography. The inter- 

esting books on the Near and Far East are also well worthy of every book-lover’s attention 

and form the most pleasing selection of works of that description ever offered for sale in the 

auction room. 

A novel feature of this catalogue is the number of facsimile reproductions; in all but a few 

instances, the illustrations are the exact size of the originals and are placed opposite the actual 

descriptions. We believe that the four colored reproductions are among the most successful 

yet made in this country. 

SEYMOUR DE RIccI 
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AN EIGHTH CENTURY ENGLISH MS. 

IN UNCIAL LETTERS 

PSALTER in Latin, according to the Roman version, with occasional Gallican readings. 
Manuscript on vellum (latter part of the vit century), 88 leaves (12 x g inches), 24 lines to 
the page. VIII Century 

Folio. Rough blind-tooled calf of the early xvim century. 

Entirely written in uncial letters, certainly in England and possibly at Canterbury, as it 

closely resembles another Roman Psalter in the British Museum (Cotton MS. Vespasian 
A. 1), formerly belonging to St. Augustine’s Abbey, Canterbury. A few leaves are missing 
(Ps. I—IX, 93 IX, 30—XXXI, 3; XXXVI, 15-38; L, 20—LU, 6; XCIV, 6—CI, 9; CIX, I—CXI, 4). 
The uncial writing is of extreme beauty, and there are several large initials and head-lines, 

such as are seldom met with in manuscripts of so ancient a date. As early as the xvi century, 

the learned Maittaire, when librarian to Sir Richard Ellys, at Nocton, in Lincolnshire, correctly 
described the manuscript as of the vi century: “Dr. Bentley, Dr. Walker and Mr. Casley”, 

he writes on a fly-leaf, “agree that this MS. is 900 or 1,000 years old and as old as any thing 
we have in Latin.” The present binding probably dates back to Maittaire’s supervision of 
the library. 

A remarkable feature of this Psalter is the presence, between the lines, of a number of early 
Anglo-Saxon and Latin glosses in several hands of the rx and x1 centuries. These are of con- 
siderable linguistic importance and have been carefully published by E. Brock as an appendix 
to the 1880 edition of the Blickling Homilies (pp. 251-363). “The glosses”, writes Brock, 
“are in two hands. First, a few old ones, written in red; some are in Saxon, some in Latin. 
The others are full two centuries later; they are written in black, and are far more numerous 
than the red ones. Of these also some are in Saxon, some in Latin.” “Beside the Psalter”, 
Brock also says, “the volume as it is now bound contains a calendar which fills three leaves. 
This stands before the Psalter; it is written in a hand of the fourteenth century. At the end 
of the book are two leaves; the first bears on its first page some extracts from the Gospels in 
Latin, namely Mark xvi, 14-20; Matthew ny, 1-2; Luke 1, 26-38 missus verbum tuum; John 1, 
1-7 lumine; 9-14, the latter part of verse 7 and the whole of verse 8 being omitted. On the 
other leaf are the names of several clerks of the city of Lincoln.” 

Nothing is known about the early history of this inestimable volume, ONE OF TWO OR 

THREE UNCIAL MANUSCRIPTS STILL REMAINING IN PRIVATE HANDS. In the fifteenth century 
a calendar was added at the beginning, and a number of members of the Lincoln corporation 
from 1505 to 1635 have written their names on various pages. Throughout that period this 
Psalter (like the Blickling Homilies) must therefore have belonged to the City of Lincoln, but 
how it got there and how it came to Nocton remains to be discovered. The Blickling Psalter is 
fully described in the New Palaeographical Society, pl. 231-232, with excellent reproductions 
and an explanatory text from which much of the above information is derived. 



THE BLICKLING HOMILIES 

AN INCOMPARABLE ANGLO-SAXON MANUSCRIPT 

NINETEEN HOMILIES in Anglo-Saxon, for various Sundays and festivals, and on 

a few special subjects. Manuscript on vellum (A.D. 971), 149 leaves (81% x 6 inches) (many 

cropped or repaired in the corners and margins, some misplaced by the binder). Apparently 

written by two scribes, one using a smaller and more angular hand. Prefixed is a Calendar 

(ff. 1-6) in a xv century hand, with five leaves (ff. 7-11) of a Breviary of the xiv century. 
A.D. 971 

Folio. Elegantly bound by Charles Lewis, in fawn morocco, with a clasp. 

FoR SEVERAL HUNDRED YEARS THIS WONDERFUL MANUSCRIPT, ONE OF THE VERY FEW 

ANGLO-SAXON MANUSCRIPTS EXISTING IN PRIVATE HANDS, BELONGED TO THE CITY OF 

LINCOLN; from the xm century to the year 1609, the margins contain notations by various 

mayors and sheriffs of Lincoln, recording their nomination or election. 
These historical records of the great English city, although they are of considerable local 

importance, seem to have escaped the attention of all British historians and have remained 
unnoticed and unpublished. Similar annotations are to be found in the vu century English 

MS. Psalter [ Number  }. 
Tue BiickLING HomILiEs, OF WHICH THIS IS THE ONLY EXTANT MANUSCRIPT, 

although some of these sermons are to be found elsewhere in notably different versions, ARE 
AMONG THE MOST IMPORTANT EXAMPLES OF EARLY ANGLO-SAXON LITERATURE. Ever since 

they have been known they have received a place of honor in every history of English literature. 
No OTHER ANGLO-SAXON MANUSCRIPT OF ANY IMPORTANCE EXISTS IN PRIVATE HANDS; 

NO AMERICAN PUBLIC OR PRIVATE LIBRARY SEEMS TO OWN ONE SINGLE MS. PAGE IN ANGLO- 

Saxon. Nor should it be forgotten that the palaeographical value of such a manuscript is 
on a par with its literary and linguistic interest. English writing before the year 1000 is hardly 
to be found outside of the great national repositories, and the year 971 is clearly to be read in 
one of the sermons of the present manuscript. 

The Blickling Homilies are discussed in all the standard works on early English literature; 
their importance is emphasized by Richard Wiilker, in his Geschichte der Englischen Literatur 
(Leipzig and Vienna, 1896, 8vo, pp. 64-65); by Henry Morley, in his English Writers (Lon- 
don, 1888, 12mo, II, p. 314), and in a number of other works. They even have their para- 
graph in the Encyclopaedia Britannica, 14th ed., III (1929), p. 718. 

“The Blickling Homilies”, writes John S. Westlake in The Cambridge History of English 
Literature (1, 1907, pp. 114-116) “are nineteen in number, but several are incomplete, and some 
are mere fragments. The earlier homilies are sermons, properly so called; but the later are 
largely narrative in character, and are based on legendary sources. 

{ Description concluded on third page following | 
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“The style of these Homilies stands midway between the style of Alfred and that of 
Aelfric; it is more developed than the one, more primitive than the other; it is rude, vehement 
and homely, more indulgent of legend and shows the primitive love for recitative; the syntax 
is clumsy, and the vocabulary often archaic. On the other hand, the treatment is sometimes 
very poetical, though this characteristic appears rather in simile and metaphor than in rhythm 
of structure. The redness of the rose glitters in thee, and the whiteness of the lily shines in 
thee, says Gabriel to Mary; and Heaven is pictured as.a place where there is youth without 
age; nor is there hunger nor thirst, nor wind nor storm nor rush of waters. The palm branch 

in the hand of the angel who announces to the Virgin her approaching death is bright as the 
morning star, and the Lord appears to Andrew with a face like that of a fair child. Equally 
poetical are the passages that deal with more sombre themes, such as doomsday, the lamenta- 
tion of the lost at the harrowing of hell and the vision of St. Paul of the souls clinging to the 
cliffs from which the devils sought to drag them away.” 

The Blickling manuscript was first examined (March 16, 1843) by Benjamin Thorpe, the 
learned editor of Aelfric. Some readings from it were printed, as early as 1851, by Godwin 
in his edition of the Anglo-Saxon life of Saint Andrew from the Cambridge manuscript. 
(Transactions of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society, 1851.) 

The first complete edition was printed in 1880 by the Rev. R. Morris, The Blickling 
Homilies of the Tenth Century from the Marquis of Lothian’s Unique MS. A.D. 971, edited 
with a translation and index of words (London, Trubner, 1880. 4to, xviii—392 pp., and 
1 lithographed facs., being vols. 58, 63, and 73 of the publications of the Early English Text 
Society. 

Two reproductions, with a descriptive text, are given in the New Palacographical Society, 

pl. 210. See also J. Zupitza’s critical remarks in Zeitschrift fiir Deutsches Altertum, XXVI 
(1882), pp. 211-224. 

From the Lincoln corporation the Blickling Homilies passed into the library of Sir Richard 
Ellys at Nocton, in Lincolnshire, and thence to the Hobart family and to Blickling Hall. 



THE ROYALE BIBLE 

BIBLE in Latin, Old and New Testament, including the Epistle of St. Paul to the 
Laodicaeans. Manuscript on vellum (end of the xu century), 392 leaves (181, x 1234 inches). 
Written in England. Elaborately decorated with beautiful illuminated initials at the beginning 
of every book (a few carefully suppressed for an unknown reason), and with a splendid full- 
page painting in gold and colors opposite the first page of Genesis, showing in seven medal- 
lions the Trinity and the Six Days of Creation. XII Century 

Large folio. x1x century blue embroidered cloth binding with a royal crown in the centre. 

A STATELY MANUSCRIPT. There is nothing to show where this great Bible was originally 
preserved. That it was held at Blickling in singular reverence is proved by the fact that several 
highly distinguished visitors have left their signatures on the first page: “Wellington October 
27th 1819°—“Castlereagh”—“Alexandra 7 December 1898”—“Albert Edward P. {the late 
King Edward vit} Dec. 9/98”—‘“Victoria, Dowager Empress Frederick & Queen of Prussia, 
Dec. 9 1898.” 

Like THE Tixytr Psatter {Number 7], THIS SUPERB VOLUME HAS REMAINED UN- 
KNOWN TO ALL HISTORIANS OF EARLY ENGLISH ILLUMINATION. It perhaps belongs to the 
same school as the celebrated Huntingfield Psalter in the Morgan Library. 
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BIBLIA LATINA 

BIBLE in Latin, with the interpretations of Hebrew names at the end. Manuscript on 

uterine vellum (xut century), 630 leaves (55% x 4 inches). Written in France, in a small and 
very elegant hand. Charming red and blue initials with delicate tracery. At the beginning of 

each book are larger initials, enclosing small miniatures of the highest quality. At the begin- 

ning of Genesis, a large capital I occupies the whole height of the page, decorated with a 
square miniature of the Crucifixion and seven four-lobed medallions of the Creation. 

XIII Century 

12mo. Red straight-grained morocco, circa 1810, the back and sides decorated with blind-tooled ornaments 
and gilt flowers and leaves on a pointillé background. Broad inner dentelle, leather joints, blue tabis end-leaves, 
gilt edges, a charming binding signed by Bozérian-Jeune. 

A MARVELOUS MANUSCRIPT. The eighteenth century inscription on the fly-leaf, “Ex 
BBL. FF. Min. Pruvin”, suggests that it belonged to the Franciscan Monastery of Provins, 
south-east of Paris. 
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BIBLIA LATINA 

BIBLE in Latin, with the interpretations of Hebrew names at the end. Manuscript on 
uterine vellum (late xu century), 683 leaves (57 x 4 inches). Written in England in a 
minute and beautifully regular hand. Red and blue initials with delicate tracery. Larger 
initials at the beginning of each book enclose small miniatures of the greatest beauty. At the 
beginning of Genesis, a large capital I occupies the whole height of the page, decorated with 
seven almond-shaped medallions symbolizing the Seven Days of Creation. XIII Century 

12mo. Eighteenth century English mottled calf. 

ANOTHER AMAZING SPECIMEN OF MICROSCOPIC CALLIGRAPHY. 
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AN EARLY COMMENTARY ON BOETHIUS 

EXPLANATIO librorum Boetii de consolatione philosophica. Manuscript on vellum 

(circa 1300), 118 leaves (105 x 734 inches). Probably written in Italy. Large red initial 
on first page. Circa 1300 

Small folio. Modern brown blind-tooled morocco. 

The famous work of Boethius, De Consolatione Philosophiae, is described by Gibbon as 
“a golden volume, not unworthy of the leisure of Plato or Tully, but which claims incompar- 
able merit from the barbarism of the times and the situation of the author.” Mediaeval 
scholarship held it to be a classic and a text-book for daily meditation. It was translated into 
every European language and commented upon by a number of famous scholars, including 
Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln. 
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A MONUMENT OF EARLY ENGLISH ART 

PSALTERIUM in Latin, followed by canticles and prayers. Manuscript on vellum 

(circa 1310), 155 leaves (127 x 85g inches). Written in England. Elaborately decorated 

with large and small illuminations on more than two hundred pages, also with extremely fine 
initials in gold and colors. Circa 1310 

Folio. Old green morocco, handsomely decorated back with a red morocco title-piece, narrow gilt borders 
around the sides, inner dentelle, marbled end-papers, bound circa 1790 by Scott of Edinburgh, with his black 
oval ticket. On several pages appears the signature “Ancram”. 

A MANUSCRIPT OF ENTHRALLING BEAUTY AND ARTISTIC MAGNIFICENCE. From an in- 
scription written about A.D. 1400 on the first fly-leaf, we learn that this manuscript was 
penned and illuminated by Brother John Tikytt (or possibly Tikyll), prior of Wyrkesopp 
monastery: “Orate pro anima fratris Johannis Tikytt sacre pagine bacallarii et quondam 
prioris monasterii de Wyrkesopp qui istum librum propriis manibus scripsit necnon deauravit, 
cujus anima requiescat in pace. Amen.” The Augustinian monastery of Wyrkesopp (now 
Radnor, in Nottinghamshire) was founded in 1103 by William de Luvetot. 

John Tikytt apparently died before his work was completed. Down to leaf go every page 
is fully decorated with large or small miniatures, a beautiful small painting at the foot of each 
column of the text, elaborately gilt and colored titles to each Psalm, splendid borders, colored 
bands in the text, etc. From leaves gr to 114 the decoration is merely outlined or sketched 
in, with parts of the coloring. From leaf 115 to the end, the spaces for the paintings and 
initials have remained blank. This gives us a full insight into the technical methods of English 
illuminators of this early period, as we can follow John Tikytt’s work from the very first faint 
outline to the finished painting, every stage being represented by several examples. 

‘THERE ARE NO LESS THAN SEVEN FULL-PAGE MINIATURES OF THE GREATEST BEAUTY: 

the tree of Jesse (f. 5 verso), the large D (f. 26 verso) with four medallions and three coats 
of arms, the large D (f. 38 recto), with numerous groups of figures, the great D (f. 51 recto) 
with four coats of arms, the letter S (f. 64 verso) with three further escutcheons, the E (f. 78 
recto) with one shield, and even the great unfinished C (f. 92 verso) are true masterpieces of 
the illuminator’s art, hitherto unknown to the historians of early British painting. 

‘THE MANUSCRIPT ALSO CONTAINS A NUMBER OF SMALLER MINIATURES IN INITIALS, ALL 

OF THE GREATEST BEAUTY, AND SOME FOUR HUNDRED DELIGHTFUL SMALL GROUPS OF 

SCRIPTURAL SUBJECTS in the lower margins of the pages, every group explained by appropriate 
inscriptions and scrolls, forming an ample museum of Christian iconography. Various English 
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coats of arms (14 different escutcheons) decorate the borders. As in other manuscripts of this 
period, the heraldry seems to be largely of a decorative nature. 

IT IS HARD TO BELIEVE THAT SUCH AN ARTISTIC TREASURE SHOULD HAVE REMAINED UN- 
NOTICED BY EUROPEAN SCHOLARS. Yet the only mentions of it we can discover are a line in 
the Statistical account of Scotland (1794), reprinted in the new edition (1845, I, p. 68), and 
a short paragraph in the Correspondence of Sir Robert Kerr, II (1875), pp- 537-538. 

There are hardly any early English manuscripts of which we can name the illuminator: 
speaking of the xiv and xv centuries, Eric Millar goes so far as to declare: “It is hardly neces- 

sary to say that the name of no artist of the period has come down to us.” To THIS RULE 
THE TIKYTT PSALTER IS A NOTABLE EXCEPTION. THE HISTORICAL IMPORTANCE OF THIS 
VOLUME CAN HARDLY BE OVERRATED. Its style connects it with Queen Isabella’s Psalter at 
Munich and with two other Psalters at Lambeth and in the Fitzwilliam Museum. 



AN EARLY MANUSCRIPT OF THE — 

ROMAN DE LA ROSE 

GUILLAUME DE LORRIS anp JEHAN DE MEUNG. Le Roman de la Rose, 

in French verse. Manuscript on vellum (xiv century), 183 leaves (gl x 634 inches). 
Written in France. Two columns to a page, the first letter of each verse illuminated. At the 
beginning a fine initial A (“Aucunes genz dient qu’en songes . . .”) with a very delicate rect- 
angular miniature in the best style of the early Paris school. There is another equally charming 
miniature on leaf 45 verso. XIV Century 

Small folio. Wooden boards and x1x century smooth gray-brown calf, with clasps. On the fly-leaf is an 
erased ownership inscription of the late xv century: “Ce livre appartient a Anthoine L....n receveur général.” 
At the foot of the first page is a signature, circa 1600: “Haraucourt.’ Other names on the last leaf, with mis- 
cellaneous handwriting. 

The Roman de la Rose is the most celebrated poem in the whole of early French litera- 
ture. At the end of the fourteenth century it was already a classic, and its popularity in France, 
in England, and in Italy was unrivalled. Many manuscripts exist which have been sedulously 
listed and examined by French scholars. This one has entirely escaped their knowledge and 
remained unknown to the late Professor Langlois who printed, a few years ago, a bulky 
description of all manuscripts then known to be on record. 
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THE UNIQUE MANUSCRIPT OF A FRENCH 

ROMANCE OF CHIVALRY 

FLORIANT ET FLORETE, a romance of chivalry in French 8-syllable verse. Manu- 
script on vellum (xtv century), 69 leaves (gl x 634 inches), containing 8,270 lines, written 
in two columns with red and blue initials to every verse, a large number of larger initials in 
gold and colors, and a fine initial S on the first page (somewhat rubbed), with a border sup- 
porting two fantastic animals. (Not quite complete at the end.) XIV Century 

Quarto. Seventeenth century vellum binding. Eighteenth century Lothian book-plate (variety without 
the name). 

A MANUSCRIPT OF UNDENIABLE LITERARY IMPORTANCE, as it has alone preserved the text 
of this entertaining French metrical romance of the fourteenth century, relating the loves and 
adventures of the youthful Knight Floriant, the lost son of Elyadus, King of Sicily. 

Before the Lothian manuscript was discovered, the romance of Floriant and Florete was 

supposed to be lost, and all that remained of it was a later prose adaptation, known by 
two fifteenth century manuscripts in the Paris Biblicthéque Nationale (MS. francais 1492 
and 1493). 

The Lothian manuscript has been published for the Roxburghe Club by Francisque Michel, 
“Floriant & Florete, a metrical romance of the fourteenth century edited from a unique manu- 
script at Newbattle Abbey” (Edinburgh, R. & R. Clark, 1873. 4to, Ixvii—296 pp., and 
2 plates). 
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LA CITE DE DIEU 

SAINT AUGUSTINE. De civitate Dei, the City of God (I, 1-V, 26), translated into 

French by Raoul de Praelles, who dedicated his translation to King Charles V of France. 

Manuscript on vellum (circa 1410), 173 leaves (171/4 x 123 inches). Written in France, 

probably at Paris. Elaborately decorated with one very large miniature at the beginning of 
book I, four half-page miniatures at the beginning of books II, III, IV, and V, and fifty-nine 

smaller miniatures, all in books I and II. They are the work of a French artist of the highest 

merit, and are equal in quality to the best volumes made for Charles V, Charles VI, and the 

duc de Berry. Leaf 2 begins “celui qu’ il avoit vew”. Circa 1410 

Folio. Russia leather, circa 1790, gilt back with emblems, narrow scroll border, narrow inner dentelle, by 
Scott of Edinburgh, with his black oval ticket. With the xvi century Lothian armorial bookplate (variety 
without the name). The signature “Ancram” occurs in a number of places. 

A MANUSCRIPT OF GREAT BEAUTY. The borders are very similar to those in the celebrated 
Paris manuscript of Josephus, “Les antiquités judaiques’, written for the Duc de Berry (Biblio- 
théque nationale, MS. fr. 247). 

“Augustine’s ‘City of God’”, writes Gustav Kruger, “his great work, the most elaborate, 
and in some respects the most significant that came from his pen . . . is designed as a great 
apologetic treatise in vindication of Christianity and the Christian Church, the latter conceived 
as rising in the form of a new civic order on the crumbling ruins of the Roman Empire; but it 
is also perhaps the earliest contribution to the philosophy of history.” The mediaeval illumin- 
ator’s interpretation of Augustine’s “City of God” has been considered so important by art 
historians that two splendid volumes have been written on the subject by Comte Alexandre 
de Laborde. 

Attention must be drawn to the remarkable portrait of King Charles V of France in the 
first miniature of the book, with the translator Raoul de Praelles offering him his newly com- 
pleted book. 

This manuscript is mentioned in the Statistical account of Scotland (1794; new edition, 
1845, I, p. 68) and in the Correspondence of Sir Robert Kerr (1875, I, p. 537). 
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BOCCACCIO 

JEHAN BOCCACE. Des cas des nobles hommes et femmes, translated into French 
prose by Laurent de Premierfait. Manuscript on vellum (early xv century) 318 leaves 
(1634 x 1134 inches). Written in France, probably at Paris. Elaborately decorated with two 
large paintings (the second apparently in a slightly later hand than the other illuminations in 
the manuscript), ten beautiful holly-leaf borders and fifty square miniatures of the highest 

artistic quality. Leaf 2 begins “nous traictions . . .”, leaf 4, “duquel toutes choses . . .” 
XV Century 

Folio. Russia leather, circa 1790, gilt back with emblems, narrow scroll borders, narrow inner dentelle, by 
Scott of Edinburgh, with his black oval ticket. With the xvm century Lothian armorial bookplate (variety 
without the name). The signature “Ancram” occurs in a number of places. On the last page are traces of an 
erased inscription in a fifteenth century hand. 

A MAGNIFICENT MANUSCRIPT. The admirable frontispiece to book I represents the Fall, 
with the Garden of Eden, the Tree, Adam and Eve before and after the Fall. On the left, a 
beautiful portrait of Boccaccio seated at his table. 

In medieval France, Boccaccio was even more popular than Dante and Petrarch. 
This manuscript is mentioned in the Statistical Account of Scotland (1794), and in the 

new edition (1845, I, p. 68); also in the Correspondence of Sir Robert Kerr (1875, I, p. 537). 
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EDV Yoo. E@AIDES 

TITUS LIVIUS. Roman History, books I-X and XXI-XXX, translated into French 

prose by Pierre Berceure for King Jean II le Bon, books XXI-XXX styled “seconde décade” 
in this codex. Manuscript on vellum (early xv century), 2 vols., 262 and 192 leaves ( 167/g x 
1114 and 1614 x 121 inches). Written in France, probably at Paris. Each volume is deco- 

rated with a large painting on the front page, surrounded by a most delicate holly-leaf and 

foliage border and nine square miniatures of great beauty and unrivalled freshness, so that the 
whole work contains two large and eighteen smaller illustrations, not to speak of the hundreds 
of gilt and colored initials, on which two different illuminators seem to have worked, one in 

Vol. I, the other in Vol. II. Leaf 2 begins “auspices de la chose . . .” XV Century 

2 vols., folio, Russia leather, circa 1790, gilt back with ernblems, narrow scroll borders, narrow inner dentelle, 
by Scott of Edinburgh, with his black oval ticket. With the xvur century Lothian armorial bookplate (variety 
without the name). The signature “Ancram” occurs in a number of places. 

A SPLENDID MANUSCRIPT. Of all Roman historians, Livy was the most popular during 
the second half of the Middle Ages. His courtly and verbose captains and statesmen were 

held as a model to all young knights of the French and Burgundian courts, and its was through 
him that Roman virtues were admired and imitated by the readers of Romances of Chivalry. 

This manuscript is mentioned in the Statistical Account of Scotland (1794; new edition, 
1845, I, p. 68) and in the Correspondence of Sir Robert Kerr (1875, U, p. 537). 

13, 

IMPORTANT EARLY FRENCH MANUSCRIPT 

PIERRE SALEMON. Livre sur aucunes secretes, privées et familliaries demandes faites 
par le roi Charles VI, 1409. Manuscript on vellum (xv century) 266 leaves (1014 x 732 
inches). Titles in red, blue, and gold ink, with spaces reserved for illuminated initials. Signa- 
tures in blue throughout the volume. Leaf 2 begins “doint salut de ame . . .” XV Century 

Small folio. Russia leather, about 1790, gilt back with emblems, narrow scroll borders, narrow inner dentelle, 
by Scott of Edinburgh, with his black oval ticket. With the xvm century Lothian armorial bookplate (variety 
without the name). The signature “Ancram” occurs in a number of places. 

{ See illustration opposite second page following | 

+ 
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BOOK OF BELIAL 

JACOBUS DE THERAMO. Liber Belial. Manuscript on vellum (early xv century), 
48 leaves (121/44 x 94 inches). Written in Northern Italy in a small semi-gothic hand. Red 
initials and rubrics. On the last leaf, in another hand, the Athanasian creed (“Quicumque 
vult salyus esse, ante omnia opus et ut teneat catolicam fidem . . .”). XV Century 

Folio. Modern dark-purple blind-tooled morocco, with gilt fleurons. 

A VERY ATTRACTIVE AND WELL PRESERVED MANUSCRIPT, signed at the end by the scribe: 
“Explicit liber Bellial scriptus manu dompni Jacobi Grassi de Camplo. Deo gratias. Amen.” 
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VALERIUS MAXIMUS 

VALERII MAXIMI, viri clarissimi, Factorum et dictorum memorabilium Romanorum 
et exterorum libri. Manuscript on Vellum (early xv century) 133 leaves (1114 x 87 inches). 
written in Italy. Large and small initials in red and blue, with elegant tracery. XV Century 

Folio. Modern brown blind-tooled morocco, with gilt centre-pieces. 

THIS IMPORTANT MANUSCRIPT OF A ROMAN CLASSIC has been copiously annotated in the 
margins by two commentators of the xv century. On the last leaf they had apparently in- 
scribed their names, but a later owner has carefully erased them. It is just possible to make 
out parts of the second entry: “Valerius mei Cini Johanis de Barisanis (?) de Florentia.” 
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Vals bes C1, Ie (O] Ui: 

HORABE, in Latin. Manuscript on vellum (circa 1460), 93 leaves (83g x 636 inches). 
Written in France. Each page has a broad foliage border, often extending to the three sides, 
richly illuminated in gold and colors, several pages showing a gold background. There are 

twelve roundels in the calendar, showing the occupations of the months, and ten large arched 

miniatures, brilliantly preserved and obviously the work of one of Fouquet’s best continuators. 
Circa 1460 

Small quarto. French red morocco of the early xvim century, gilt fillets, gilt back, gilt edges, lettered 
“HEURES ANTIQUES”. From Blickling Hall. 

A LOVELY BOOK OF HouRS. The miniatures represent: 1. The Annunciation; 2. The 
Visitation; 3. The Crucifixion; 4. The Nativity; 5. The Message to the Sheperds; 6. The 
Adoration of the Magi; 7. The Presentation of Jesus to the Temple; 8. The Flight to Egypt; 
g. The Coronation of the Virgin; 10. King David. 

In the border of the last miniature is a charming small group of a hunter aiming his cross- 
bow at a bear. On the hunter’s blue tunic are the large gilt initials k.r. If these are to be 
read Karolus Rex, they may possibly give a clue to the original owner of the book, who could 
well have been a member of the hunting staff of King Charles VII of France. 
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A BEAUTIFUL EARLY MANUSCRIPT ON 

AGRICULTURE 

PETRUS DE CRESCENTUS. Liber ruralium commodorum. Manuscript on vellum 
and paper (December 20, 1466), 203 leaves (1214 x 814 inches). Written at Bergamo by 
Johannes Benalti de Benaliis, for his father. Titles in red. Elegant initial C enclosing a half- 
length portrait of the author. Arms at the foot of the first page (gules a chevron argent ac- 
companied in chief by two dragons issuant and affronted argent). A. D. 1466 

Folio. Dark brown morocco, by Orrock of Edinburgh, gilt edges. On the first page is the signature (circa 
1780) of the “Marquis of Lothian”. 

AN UNUSUAL MANUSCRIPT ON AGRICULTURE. The interesting colophon reads as fol- 
lows: “Explicit liber de ruralibus commodis editus a magistro Petro de Crescentiis Bononiense 
et scriptus per me Johannem filium D. Benalii de Benaliis anno curente 1466, et est Domini 
Benalii de Benaliis civis Pergami et finitum fuit die 20 Decembris.” 

Beneath this colophon, the first owner has copied out a long recipe for purifying wine (“ad 
liberandum vinum cum tota vigore simul et semel ab omni corruptione”). It is not in our 
power to guarantee that the laws of this country will allow the purchaser of this manuscript to 
print this remarkable formula. 
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AN EARLY FLEMISH PRAYER BOOK 

HORAE in Flemish, beginning with the Seven Penitential Psalms. Manuscript on vellum 
(circa 1470), 186 leaves (434 x 31 inches ); in an elegant Gothic hand with titles in red, small 
and large initials in gold and colors, illuminated floral borders and fifteen charming full-page 
miniatures. Circa 1470 

r2mo. Old Flemish wooden boards, circa 1550, covered with brown calf elaborately gilt in a Renaissance 
pattern, gilt and gauffered edges, metal clasps, an unusual and handsome binding, lined with two leaves from 
a XV century liturgical manuscript. 

The miniatures represent: 1. The Last Judgment; 2. The Virgin, standing; 3. The Descent 
from the Cross; 4. The Entombment; 5. The Crucifixion; 6. Veronica; 7. The Mass of St. 
Gregory; 8. Portrait of a lady, the first owner of the book, worshipping the Virgin; 9. Christ 
appearing to the Virgin; ro. The Annunciation; 11. The Virgin and St. John standing at the 
foot of the Cross; 12. The Virgin enthroned; 13. The above-mentioned lady kneeling before 
the Virgin and St. Anne; 14. St. Barbara, standing; 15. St. Mauricius, standing. 

An early owner, “Gasper Vant’ Lantenaer”, has twice written his signature (circa 1600) 
on a fly-leaf. 
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THE COQUILLE HORAE 

HORAE in Latin, with rubrics in French. Manuscript on vellum (circa 1480), 140 leaves 
(814 x 534 inches). Probably written in or near Nevers. Each page is decorated on three 

sides with a broad floral border showing here and there fantastic animals. In addition to 
twelve small rectangular miniatures in the calendar, there are fifteen full-page paintings in 
excellent preservation. Circa 1480 

Octavo. Brown calf, elaborately gilt, with center and corner-pieces of foliage on an azured background, a 
French binding, circa 1570, skilfully backed and inlaid, circa 1840, by the great English binder, Charles Lewis. 
From Blickling Hall. 

A CHARMING BOOK OF Hours. The large miniatures represent: 1. St. John the Evange- 
list; 2. The Annunciation; 3. The Visitation; 4. The Nativity; 5. The Message to the Shep- 
herds; 6. The Adoration of the Magi; 7. The Presentation of Jesus to the Temple; 8. The 
Flight to Egypt; 9. The Coronation of the Virgin; 10. The Crucifixion; 11. The Pentecost; 
12. David and Goliath; 13. A funeral service; 14. A lady kneeling before the Virgin; 15. The 
Trinity. 

At the foot of the miniature of the Annunciation appear the arms of the lady for whom 
the book was made: azure, 3 scallop-shells or, impaled with hermine (“Coquille’ and 
“Garnier” ). An inscription informs us that “Dame Charlotte Garnier, vefve de feu Gilbert 

Coquille, Sieur des Espoisses, pere de Maitre Anthoine Coquille, a fait faire ces Heures-cy, 
Dieu leur face miséricorde.” 

On the fly-leaves at beginning and end are numerous xvi century entries (1610-1683 ), 
recording contemporary events and the birth of various Coquille children, mainly at Nevers. 
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POPEIPIU Sil 

AENEAS SYLVIUS (subsequently Pope under the name of Pius II). Historia 
Bohemica, libri V (leaves 1 r-80 r); Polybius, Bellum Punicum, translated from Greek into 
Latin by Leonardus Aretinus (leaves 80 v-118 v); Leonardus Aretinus, Bellum Kartaginensium 
cum rebellibus et conductis (leaves 119 r-138 v). Manuscript on vellum (1493), 138 leaves 
(10% x 734 inches). Written in Rome. Illuminated initials in gold and colors. Not quite 
complete at the end. A.D. 1493 

Folio. Modern brown blind-tooled morocco. 

On the first leaf is a most interesting letter in Latin from John Colet to Christofer Urswyke, 
dean of Richmond and Grand Almoner of King Henry VII, dated from Rome, April 1, 1493. 
Colet had already sent Urswyke a printed copy of the same work, although he felt sure that 

other printed copies had reached England (“Nec forsan eciam fuit necessarium ut impressus 
liber ad te mitteretur, quoniam, ut opinor ad vos istuc in Angliam eadem hec impressio ex 

eodem genere libros eandemque historiam transjuderit. Quid enim in hac nastra aetate in 
libris ets alicubi quod idem non ubique est.” ) 

Urswyke gave the manuscript to an English college: “Ex dono D. Christophori Urswyke 
quondam Invictissimi Principis Regis Henrici Septimi elemosynarii magni hujus quoque 
Collegti decani . . . animabus propicietur Deus, Amen.” 
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WITH NINETY-THREE GROTESQUE MINIATURES 

HORAE in Latin, for the use of Paris, with the calendar in French. Manuscript on vellum 
(circa 1500), 69 leaves (834 x 55% inches). Elaborately decorated in gold and colors with 
broad scroll and compartment borders to every page. There are 24 oblong miniatures in the 
calendar (signs of the zodiac and occupations of the 12 months), 23 large miniatures of the 
school of Jean Bourdichon, 12 small miniatures of saints in the border of the last three pages, 
and 93 very curious oblong grotesque groups of animals, birds, and insects occupying the 
lower margin of as many pages. Circa 1500 

Octavo. English diced Russia leather, circa 1860, gilt edges. From Blickling Hall. 

AN EXCELLENT EXAMPLE OF FRENCH ILLUMINATION. The frolicking animals in the lower 
borders are characteristic of the satyrical tendencies of Parisian miniaturists under the reign 
of Charles VIII; they announce the Rabelaisian spirit which has its pictorial culmination in 
the Songes de Pantagruel (1565). 
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IN A MAGNIFICENT 

DIANE DE POITIERS BINDING 

VIES DE SCIPION, de Hannibal, de Pompée, de Cicéron, in French prose. Manuscript 
on vellum (circa 1530) 310 leaves (11 x 75% inches). Beautifully written with red and blue 
titles, with spaces left blank for illuminated initials. Circa 1530 

Small folio. Sixteenth century dark olive morocco; the back and sides are entirely covered with an elaborate 
orange strapwork of interlaced bands and scrolls. In the centre of each side the interlocked crescents of Diane 
de Poitiers, with her monogram H D D [Henri, Diane, Diane] recurring no less than four times on each side. 
Raised headbands, four straps. In an olive straight-grain morocco box case, with the arms of the Marquess of 
Lothian stamped in gold. The signature “Ancram” occurs on several pages. 

An exceptionally fine example of the famous Henri II-Diane de Poitiers bindings, in per- 
fect preservation. 
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BOUND FOR QUEEN CATHERINE DE’ MEDICI 

BERNARDINO MANETTI. Stanze nel parto d’una figliuola di Madama Catherina la 
Christianissima Reina di Francia. Manuscript on vellum (15..), 31 leaves (8 x 51 inches). 
Beautifully written in italics. An Italian poem in 8-line stanzas. XVI Century 

Octavo. Original olive morocco binding, elaborately decorated with silver tooling and white painted strap- 
work by a French artist of considerable merit. In the center of each side the double K monogram of Queen 
Catherine de’ Medici, with the same monogram repeated no less than twelve times in smaller size on various parts 
of the covers. The back is covered with a network of silver lines. In a case with the Lothian arms. 

A BINDING OF SINGULAR BEAUTY AND IN A MOST REMARKABLE STATE OF PRESERVATION. 

It has not been touched by the repairet’s hand since the day it was made. 

As may be seen from Quentin Bauchart’s Femmes Bibliophiles, BINDINGS MADE FOR 
QUEEN CATHERINE DE’ MEDICI ARE AMONG THE RAREST OF ALL FRENCH ROYAL BINDINGS. 

ONLY TEN OR TWELVE GENUINE EXAMPLES ARE KNOWN TO EXIST, nearly all in public 
libraries, and the last one sold by auction realized, in a Paris sale of 1930, some $12,000. 

The great similarity of this binding to some of those made for Maioli is easy to explain, 
now that we know that Maioli was Queen Catherine de’ Medici’s private secretary. 
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A MEDICAL MANUSCRIPT 

IN A BEAUTIFUL EVE BINDING 

MEDICAL RECIPES in English, French, and Italian, collected on the continent by Sir 
James Lindsay. Manuscript on paper (late xvi century), 123 leaves (8 x 6 inches). Very 
legibly written. XVI Century 

Small quarto. Original French olive-brown morocco, the back and sides entirely covered with a semée of 
monograms (a double C, a double M, and a double B, alternating with seals of Solomon. On each side is the 
name “IACQVES . DE. LYNDSAY . CHEVALLIER” and the initials “S. I. L.” [Sir James Lyndsay} in an oval medallion 
of foliage; lower down are Spanish mottoes: “Hazienda puede fortuna quitar mas noel (sic) animo, and Con 
trabaios se mantienen animos generosos.” A beautiful binding, probably by Clovis Eve, in perfect preservation. 
Has the xv century Lothian bookplate (variety without the name). 

A BEAUTIFUL BINDING. The recipes contained in this charming manuscript ought to be 
published; the following are a few titles selected at randon: “to make a hollow touth fall; a 
balsame for a greene wounde, approoved (signed: Hen. Regnolds) ; pour faire huille de succre 

fort bonne pour la toux et rume; emplastre de Madame de Beveronne pour le mal des dentz; 
les vertus de Ponguent qu a faict et composé Monsteur Du Son; receptes pour dartres rouges 

qui démangent et ne peuvent guérir esprouvée par feu Monsieur de Torcy; recepte pour faire 

P idromel de Monsieur de Hautement; recepte pour la bruslure expérimentée par Monsieur de 
Fleurigny; eau singuliére pour tenir la peau du visage luisante et jeune, venue celle recepte de 
madamoyselle Charamont; eau commicque de Monsieur le grand prieur de France filz du roy 
Henry [Xme.; pour la dissenterie par Monsieur Marchant médecin.” 
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A CONTEMPORARY MANUSCRIPT OF 

LEICESTER’S COMMONWEALTH 

THE COPY OF A LETTER written by a Master of Arts of Cambridge to his Friend 
in London concerning some talk passed of late between two worshipful and grave men about 
the present state and some proceedings of the Earl of Leicester and his friends in England. 
Manuscript on paper (circa 1580-4), 66 leaves (91 x 634 inches), neatly written in an elegant 
Elizabethan hand, with marginal notes. Circa 1580-4 

Small folio. Original limp vellum binding. From Newbattle Abbey, with a note on the fly-leaf in the hand 
of the late Marquess of Lothian. 

This scurrilous libel on Lord Leicester, commonly known as Leicester’s Commonwealth, 
was ascribed at the time to Father Parsons and often quoted as Father Parson’s Green Coat. 
Mote recent research suggests that Father Parsons was not the author, but that the book was 
compiled by a courtier who endeavored to foist the responsibility of it on Father Parsons. It 
was first printed, doubtless in the Netherlands, in 1584, but manuscript copies were already 
being secretly circulated at the English court. 

Of the several old transcripts in existence this is perhaps one of the earliest and handsomest. 
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VENETIAN REGULATIONS 

REGULATIONS of the City of Venice, from 1439 to 1582. Manuscript on vellum 
(late xvi century), 185 leaves (117/g x 8Y inches). Written in a bold Venetian minuscule, 
with the table at the beginning in a slightly smaller hand. XVI Century 

4to, original Venetian binding in dark red morocco with gilt and blind-tooled fillets, and elegant gilt center- 
pieces, the corners slightly repaired. With the engraved bookplate of the Earl of Ancram. 

The regulations, which are of considerable historical interest, concern the power and 
authority of the various Venetian magistrates and corporations, the cashiers, clerks, and ap- 
praisers of the Custom House and the Ports of Venice and Mestre, with curious details on the 
taxes, duties on wines and grapes, precautions against smugglers, and other subjects still dis- 
cussed after 350 years. 
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MONARCHY DEPRAVED 

HISTORICAL DOCUMENTS. A valuable collection of no less than twenty-nine 
Italian historical documents of the sixteenth century, mainly concerning the relations of the 
Holy See with Spain, but one, at least, of considerable English interest. The following is a 

detailed list of this important collection: 
Instruttione sopra le cose di Palliano—Instruttione per il Duca di Palliano con il Signor 

Marcantonio Colonna.—Discorso sopra le cose de Caraffi—Capitoli concertati fra il Duca di 
Parma et il Marchese di Marignano sopra la suspensione delle armi.—Instruttione per Spagna 
nell’andata del Cardinal Farnese (May 19, 1539).—Articoli passati fra Giulio III et il Re 
Christianissimo (1552).—Li successi nel regno d “Inghilterra dopo la morte d ’Edoardo VI 
fin all arrivo in quel regno del Serenissimo Principe di Spagna, Filippo de Austria (go ff.) — 
Relatione di Ferrando Gonzaga a Carlo V sopra le cose di Sicilia (July 31, 1546) —Informa- 
tione delle cose della citta di Siena (1546) —Sommario de ’alcune cose degne di memoria della 
Religione delle Hospitale di San Giovanni Hierogolimitano, in a dialogue between Mer. 
Giustiniani, Cambiano, and Hieronimo Querini (115 ff.)—Ragguaglio della guerra fatta tra 
Papa Paolo IV et Re Filippo di Spagna per le cose di Napoli (1558) .—Instruttione di M. 
Giovanfrancesco Lottino sopra I’ attione del Conclave—Discorso notabilissimo sopra le cose 
di Siena.—Alcuni successi delle cose di Siena del 1550 e 1551.—Conventione con i Sanesi 
(August 3, 1552).—Investiturae regni Neapolitani a Julio II in favorem Ferdinandi de Ara- 
gonia et a Leone X in favorem Caroli V.—Relatione del primo congresso per la pace fra Im- 
peratore et il Re di Franza.—lInstruttione per D. Antonio di Toledo, in Francia (Sept. 2, 1560. 
—Letter from Pope Pius IV to the Doge of Venice (Sept. 23, 1560) with the answer.—Condi- 
tiones pacis inter Caesarem et Regem Galliae—La prima (e seconda) capitolatione fatta dalli 
Signori di Correggio col Duca di Ferrara (1557).—Capitula facta inter Julium II et Domini- 
um Venetorum (1510).—Paul V, Discorso al Cardinale Caraffa sofra il negotio della pace con 
Re Filippo (54 ft.).—Replica del Cardinale Caraffa al Re Christianissimo.—Capitoli et con- 
ventioni, between Philip II and the Pope—Instructiones pro Cardinali Carrafa ad Philippum 
II.—Particolare informatione al Re di Spagna, on the Venetian navy, etc—Memoria di quel 
che fruttano al Re di Spagna le bolle della Cruciata et altre bolle . . .—Index scripturarum 
regum ac pontificalium scripturarum, a list of Bulls, letters, etc. (6 ff.) —Entrate et esiti della 
Camera Apostolica, Roma (63 ff.) —Manuscript on paper (late xvi century) 571 leaves 
(1014 x 734 inches). Neatly transcribed in several Italian hands. XVI Century 

; Folio. English brown calf of the first years of the xvi century, speckled edges, with a gilt back decorated 
with foliage in the Eve style, lettered “MONARCHY DEPRAVED M.S.”. 
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AN EARLY AUTOGRAPH ALBUM 

THE ALBUM AMICORUM of Sir Michael Balfour, Baron de Burley and Balgarney. 

Manuscript on paper (1596-1610), 119 leaves (61/4 x 4¥/2 inches), bearing signatures of royalty 

and the nobility, watercolors and early engravings (the latter mostly painted over in gold and 

in colors). A.D. 1596-1610 

Octavo. Original dark red morocco binding of the xvi century, elaborately gilt, the sides and back covered 
with scrollwork, the edges gilt, gauffered, and painted. With the xvut century Lothian bookplate (variety with- 
out the name). Also bears a later Lothian bookplate, and, in a number of places, the signature “Ancram”. 

AN ENTERTAINING AND UNUSUAL ALBUM AMICORUM. English albums of autographs 
are of the greatest rarity, and this example is one of the most charming in existence. Prince 
Henry has written in it beneath the date “z609”, the charming Latin sentence: “Fax mentis 
honestae gloria” (f. 23). Eleven years before, his father James I, then James VI of Scotland, 
had penned (f. 22) the proud mottoes: “Est nobilis ira leonis” and “Parcere subjectis et 
debellare superbos.” 

Amongst other signatures may be noted the following, in the order of their occurrence in 
the manuscript: Christian [V, King of Denmark and Norway (1598) together with Queen 
Sophia of Denmark and Anna Catherina of Denmark; James VI and Prince Henry (as 
above); Queen Anne, wife of James I; Ulric of Norway; Frederic Ulric, Duke of Brunswick 
and Luneburg; Louis Frederic, Prince of Wurtemberg; Belisarius Vinta; Hippolito de Colls 

(1610); Benjamin Buwinckhausen; Daniel de Hutten; Georgius Wagn; of Prag; Wilhelm 

Kyntzky; William Murray, Lord Tullibardine; William Barclay (Nancy, 1599); Johan 
Jacob Wormsser (1608); Theodorus Beza (1604), etc. 

The paintings include some curious female Venetian costumes, two with movable flaps; a 

view of Donatello’s statue of Gattamelata at Padua; views of Venice; and armorial bearings 
of great beauty. 

This manuscript is mentioned in the Correspondence of Sir Robert Kerr (1875, II, p. 538). 
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IMPORTANT HISTORICAL TRACTS 

COTTON (SIR ROBERT). A political treatise, divided into thirty-seven chapters, show- 
ing the advantages of peace to the British nation, and discussing the relations of England with 
France, Spain, and the Holy See. Manuscript on paper (early xvu century) 85 leaves 
(12 x 8 inches). XVII Century 

Folio. Original limp vellum binding, with ties. With xvi century Lothian armorial bookplate (variety 
without the name). 

AN EARLY MANUSCRIPT COPY OF ONE OF SIR ROBERT COTTON’S POLITICAL TRACTS. 
During his lifetime and after his death (1631) they were privately circulated throughout 
England and were only printed a number of years later. Sir Robert Cotton’s great reputation 
as a historian, antiquarian, and book-collector lends considerable authority to any treatise from 
his pen. 

——————— ee 
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AN EARLY HISTORICAL MANUSCRIPT 

WOTTON (SIR HENRY). The State of Christendom, a most exact and curious dis- 
covery of many secret passages and hidden mysteries of the times. Manuscript on paper 
(early xvii century) 292 leaves {12 x 75% inches). Very neatly written, in two different hands. 

XVII Century 

Small folio. Original xvi century limp vellum wrapper. With xvi century Lothian bookplate (variety 
without the name). 

Sir Henry Wotton (1568-1639), diplomatist and poet, was for many years the British 
envoy at Venice. After his death, his Reliquiae were printed in 1651 by Izaak Walton, with 
a biographical introduction. 

The State of Christendom was first printed in London, in 1657, after it had circulated for 
some twenty years in privately transcribed manuscript copies, of which this is a remarkable 
example. 
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A LIFE OF BAYARD 

BAYARD (CHEVALIER). L’ Abrégé des plus généreuses actions du Chevalier Bayard. 
Manuscript on paper (1652) 182 leaves (9 x 634 inches). Neatly written in a French hand 
with pen and ink frontispiece, head- and tail-pieces. Engraved portrait and map inserted. 
Ruled. A.D. 1652 

Quarto. Original French light brown calf, gilt fillets, the back decorated in the Le Gascon style, narrow 
dentelle, speckled edges. 

Contains several poetical pieces, such as Deseudry’s Ode en vers au Chevalier Bayard. 
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A VALUABLE WALTER SCOTT MANUSCRIPT 

SCOTT (SIR WALTER). The House of Aspen, a tragedy founded upon a German | 
story. The original manuscript on paper, 95 leaves (101 x 8 inches), written in the hand of 
an amanuensis, but with numerous corrections in the author's autograph. The whole of the 
fifth act (leaves 76-95) is in Walter Scott’s hand. 

Small folio. Red morocco, by Orrock, with the Marquess of Lothian’s arms. 

THE ORIGINAL MANUSCRIPTS OF SIR WALTER SCOTT’S WORKS ARE NOW NEARLY ALL 

LOCKED UP IN PUBLIC COLLECTIONS. The two or three examples which have appeared on 
the market in the last ten years have sold at increasingly high prices. In the near future it 
will no longer be possible to secure one at any price. 

Although written in 1799, The House of Aspen seems to have been printed for the first 
time in 1829, in The Keepsake. It is reprinted in Cadell’s edition of Sir Walter Scott (1829), 
Poetical Works, XII, pp. 363-441. 
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ANOTHER REMARKABLE WALTER SCOTT MANUSCRIPT 

SCOTT (SIR WALTER). The Eve of Saint John, a Border Ballad. The original 
manuscript on paper of this delightful poem, in fifty four-line stanzas on 15 leaves, three being 
blank (914 x 7% inches), entirely in the author’s autograph, obviously his first draft, with 

many corrections and alterations, showing how anxious he was to improve his verse before he 

gave it a final shape. 

Quarto. Unbound. In a half morocco slip case. 

A REMARKABLY PLEASING EXAMPLE OF Sir WALTER SCOTT’S AUTOGRAPH, DISCLOSING 
HIS METHODS OF WORK AND OF CONSIDERABLE LITERARY INTEREST. 

The mention of “Ancram Moor” in the fifth stanza explains why this manuscript was so 
carefully preserved by the Marquess of Lothian. 

“The Eve of Saint John” was first printed in Scott’s Minstrelsy of the Scottish Border 
(1802). It appears in Cadell’s edition (1829) of the Poetical Works, IV, p. 183. 
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AN EARLY FRENCH DIARY 

OF A JOURNEY TO MADAGASCAR 

CAROL (J. A.). Voyage a Madagascar. Manuscript on paper (1817-19), 122 pages 
(834 x 7 inches). A.D. 1817-19 

Quarto. Red straight-grained morocco, broad Grecque border, broad inner dentelle, leather joints, a hand- 
some English binding. Circa 1820 

A BEAUTIFULLY WRITTEN MANUSCRIPT. A very interesting and apparently unknown 
description of Madagascar, probably written while the author was in captivity in England. 
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A HANDSOME ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPT 

IN THE ORIGINAL BINDING 

THE KORAN, in Arabic. Manuscript on paper (probably xvmt century), 499 leaves 
(171, x 12 inches). Beautifully written in black and red on a salmon-pink background, with 
gilt ruling and ornaments. Elaborate marginal annotation in a smaller hand. The two first 
pages are richly illuminated in gold and colors, with highly finished floral borders of consider- 
able artistic merit. Probably XVIII Century 

Folio. Original black morocco, the back plain, each side decorated with seven ornamental stamps, embossed 
in gold and accompanied by straight painted fillets. 
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THE FIRST DATED EDITION OF THE BIBLE 

BIBLIA LATINA. 481 leaves, gothic type, double columns, 48 lines to a column; chap- 

ter headings, terminal legends, and two colophons and printer’s marks printed in red; lombard 

initials and chapter numbers printed in red and blue, and some in blind, afterwards colored 
red and blue, by the rubricator; large decorative initial with floral marginal extensions and 

corner ornaments illuminated in colors and gold on the first page, and large illuminated mar- 

ginal initial at the beginning of the first book of Genesis (page 7); 137 decorative initials of 
various sizes with filigree arabesque ornamentation, executed by hand in red, blue, and purple; 
headlines supplied in alternate red and blue letters, and initial strokes throughout in red. 

Mainz: Fust and Schoeffer, 1462 

2 vols., folio, early eighteenth century English crimson levant morocco, gilt tooled backs, sides decorated 
with a gilt tooled central panel defined by a narrow ornamental roll band, with inner and outer corner fleurons 
in gilt pointillé tooling, the whole surrounded by a wide border composed of delicate floral dentelles tooled in 
gilt; marbled end-papers, gilt over marbled edges, with place-finders of red, green, and yellow silk ribbon in each 
volume. 

A SUPERB COPY OF THE FIRST DATED EDITION OF THE BIBLE, A TYPOGRAPHICAL PRODUC- 

TION OF OUTSTANDING IMPORTANCE. A PERFECT COPY, IN VIRTUALLY PRISTINE CONDITION, 

PRINTED ON WOVEN PAPER water-marked with the device of a bull’s head and the cross of St. 

Andrew, measuring 1514 x 1114 inches. Three variant forms of colophon (A, B, C) are 
recorded in different copies of this edition. One of them contains no reference to the art of 

printing and occupies six lines. The other two, occupying seven lines, both contain such a 

reference and are similarly worded, but present certain variations in spelling. In the present 
copy the final colophon, which is of variation B, occupies seven lines (see illustration opposite 
the following page), and reads as follows in translation: 

This little book, made in the city of Mainz by the ingenious 

invention of printing, without the writing of a pen, has been 

consummated to the service of God, through the industry of 

Johann Fust, citizen, and Peter Schoeffer of Gernszheim, clerk 
of the same diocese, in the year of our Lord 1462, on the eve 

of the Assumption of the Virgin Mary. 

This book is not only the first dated edition of the Bible, but also THE FIRST EXAMPLE OF 

A BOOK FORMALLY DIVIDED INTO TWO VOLUMES, as evidenced by the short colophon (consist- 
ing of the date 1462 and the armorial device) on leaf 242 verso, which divides the work into 
two parts. 

{ Description concluded on following page } 



The small lombard initials and chapter numbers in this book are of particular interest. 
Some of them are ACTUALLY PRINTED in red and blue, but a considerable number of them 
have been painted in by hand over a blind impression of the letter. The difference in color 

between the printed and the painted initials is quite apparent, the latter being brighter and 
more lustrous than their typographical counterparts. Just why these two different methods 
should have been employed in producing otherwise similar initials has not been definitely deter- 
mined, but it is considered probable that the hand-painted initials were introduced in order to 
impart to the volumes the bright appearance of a manuscript. 

The larger decorative initials are exceptionally fine. They incorporate certain decorative 
motifs in the body of the letter, which is sometimes painted in two colors, and are further 
enhanced by a surrounding tracery of delicate filigree arabesques. The two illuminated initials 
at the beginning of the first volume impart to this masterpiece of typography a touch of the 
rich splendor of medieval manuscripts. Both are painted in bright colors whose skilful shad- 
ing lends a sculpturesque effect to their graceful scrolls, and both are heightened with burnished _ 

gold. The first initial is F, and the second I. 

This copy belonged at one time to a monastery in Cologne, according to the following 
note which is inscribed on the first page of each volume: “Ex Bibliotheca FF {[Fratrum | 
Cruciferorum Coloniensium.” ‘The lower margin of the first page of the second volume also 
bears a coat of arms suspended from a branch, outlined in purple and reddish ink. It after- 
wards came to Blickling, doubtless with the library of Sir Richard Ellys. It is mentioned in 
Pettigrew, Bibliotheca Sussexiana, I (1827), p. 296, note, and by S. de Ricci, Catalogue rai- 
sonné des premieres impressions de Mayence (1911), p. 91, No. 13. There are occasional 
marginal annotations in a minute and neat contemporary handwriting. 

THIS IS THE FIRST COMPLETE COPY OF THIS EDITION EVER OFFERED FOR SALE BY AUC- 

TION IN AMERICA, AND IS ONE OF THE FOUR OR FIVE COPIES NOW REMAINING IN PRIVATE 

HANDS. 
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LERIE EDT EIOSPRUNGEPSsORSEL IN. 

PLINY THE ELDER. Naturalis Historia. 355 leaves, 52 lines to a page; two large 
initials supplied in gold, with backgrounds of interlaced scrolls drawn in ink and partly colored 
in red and blue; other large and small initials supplied in blue, and chapters and paragraph 
headings supplied in red. Venice: Joannes de Spira, 1469 

Folio, English eighteenth century red morocco, gilt tooled back, triple gilt fillet border on the sides, gilt 
inside borders, gilt edges (backs faded and rubbed; lower margin of first leaf strengthened; a few slight stains) ._ 
No blank leaf at the end of this copy. 

First EDITION OF THIS FAMOUS ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF LEARNING AND ART. ONE OF THE 

THREE KNOWN PRODUCTIONS OF JOANNES DE SPIRA, THE FIRST PRINTER IN VENICE. A 
LARGE COPY, measuring 1534 x 113@ inches. For beauty of typography, regularity of press- 
work, and width of margins, this volume is generally considered one of the masterpieces of 
early typography. The present volume is an exceptionally fine one, with two large decorative 
illuminated initials, another smaller one, and many other graceful initials in blue. This vast 
and comprehensive work may be considered the FIRST PRINTED ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF KNOWL- 
EDGE. It consists of thirty-seven books, the first of which includes a preface, table of contents, 

and list of authorities. The contents of the remaining books are as follows: ii, mathematical 

and physical description of the world; iii-vi, geography and ethnography; vii, anthropology 
and human physiology; viii-vi, zoology; xii-xxvii, botany, including agriculture, horticulture, 

and materia medica; xxviii-xxxii, medical zoology; xxxiii-xxxvii, mineralogy, especially in its 
application to life and art, including chasing in silver, statuary in bronze, painting, modelling, 

and sculpture in marble. At the top of the first page is the autograph signature of the human- 
ist Baccio Valori, who has added occasional readings from an early MS. Hain 13087; 
Proctor 4018. 



Emme nafcit repéte noug ac fine noibus:ficuti lapfacti metallis aurariis una 
Inuenta quac propter pulcbritudinem Alexandro regi miffa fuit ut auctor cft 

Theophbraftus-Coclides quo nic uulgatissic fiitt uerius G nafcat.In Arabia reptis 
inzctibus glebis Gs melle excog tradi ‘epteis diebus noctibufg; fine itermiffione. 

Ta oi terréo uitrofog; decutfo purgata purag; gleba artifica Ingenio uarie diftribui in 
uenas ductufg; maculay qmaxie uédibili ratioé fectatia .quodag; tate magnitudinis 
fecere ut eqs regi i ortéte trotalia ata; pro faleris pefilia faceret & alias o€s geme¢ mellis 

-decoctu nitetcit precipue corfici tof alio ufuactumomia abborreétes:qu¢ uarie funt & 
ad nouitaté accedere calliditate igenioy Cotingit ut nomé ufitata non babeat pbryes 

_appellat uclut: ipfius nature admirationé i bis uédicates cit finis nomina no fit qu¢ 
pfeq no eqde cogito.Innitera ex greca unitate coficta. Indicatifg: nobilibus gemmis. 
Imo etia plebcis raz dictu diftrixiffe fatis erit-Illud ucro memiffe coueict icrefcétibus 

—uarte maculis atqs uerrucis linea :que iterueniat multiplict ductu & colore mutart 
{epius noiai cadé plerungs materia. Nic comuiter ad ommiat gemmay obferuatioés 
ptinétia dicetts opiniées fecutt auctox.Cauc aut extuberates usliores urdet .Acdglibus 
figura oblonga maxic probat:deinde qu¢ uocat léticula poftca cliperdos & rotunda. 

-Angulofis aut minia gratia ueras a falfis difcernédi magna difficultas.Quippe cum. 
iteruenta fit ex ucris gémis ialtcrius generis falfas traducere & {ardoices e cerauniis 
glutinat gémis ita ut deprebendi ars non poffit:alifide nigro:aliide cadido:aliunde 
-muinio ffaiptis oibus i fuo gencre pbatissis.Quitmo etia extat comenarit auctoy quos. 
no eqdé demftrari qbus mois ¢ cryftallo {maragdi tigat aliggs traflucetes. Sardoix e 
Sarda. Ité ceterg ex aluis:neq; é ulla fraus ute lucrofior. 

Os cétra rationé deprebendédi falfas demdftabimus Gdo etia luxuria aduerfus 
fraudes mii dec& preter la que i pricipalibus qbufq: generibus priuati dixits 

tra{lucenté matutio pbari céfent:aut fi neceffe €1 Grta bora poftea uctat. Experiméta 
pluribus mois coftat:prima podere fi grauiores {erat :pott bec corpe fictitiis puftule 
Lptido apparet feabritia i cute i capillam éto frigoris icoftatia prius qadoculos puciat 
dejinens nitor. 

Quem modo tam rarum cupiens uix lector baber&: 
Quig; etiam fractus pence legendus cram: 
Rettiruit Venetis me nuper Opira Joannes: 

Exfcripfitg; hbros gre notante meos. 
Fe(fa manus quondam monco: Calamufg; quicfeat. 

Ning labor {tudio ceffit:& ingenio. 

| M.CCCC.LXVIUIII. 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF EUSEBIUS 

WITH WOODCUT BORDERS AND INITIALS STAMPED IN BY HAND 

EUSEBIUS. De euangelica praeparatione, translated from Greek into Latin by Georgius 
Trapezuntius. 142 leaves, roman type, 39 lines to a page; trilateral decorative woodcut border 
and large woodcut initial, both illuminated in colors and gold, supplied on the first page by 
the rubricator, and 12 other decorative colored woodcut rubricator’s initials in other parts of 
the book; numerous small initials in red and blue, and chapter headings in red. 

Venice: Nicolaus Jenson, 1470 

Folio, English early eighteenth century red morocco, gilt tooled back, gilt dentelle border on the sides (a few 
leaves faintly water-stained). 

First EprTloN. ONE OF THE FOUR BOOKS PRINTED DURING JENSON’S FIRST YEAR OF AC- 
TIVITY AS A PRINTER. Owing to the sharpness of the type impression, this volume is considered 
by some bibliographers to be the FIRST PRODUCTION OF JENSON’S PRESS, PRINTED IN NEW TYPE. 
This copy is of exceptional interest and desirability as it has been embellished by a rubricator 
with A DECORATIVE WOODCUT BORDER AND INITIAL, ILLUMINATED IN COLORS AND GOLD, AND 

TWELVE OTHER COLORED WOODCUT INITIALS. WOODCUT BORDERS AND INITIALS OF THIS 
TYPE ARE EXTREMELY RARE. They are considered by art historians as the earliest attempt made 
in Italy towards the illustration of books. The borders and initials were stamped in by hand 
after the book was printed and presumably in the rubricator’s shop, not at the printers, as the 
same borders occur on books from different presses. All the known dated examples have been 
found on Venetian or Paduan books of 1470, 1471, and 1472. One solitary manuscript (at 
Berlin) has been decorated with similar borders. 

Nearly all known examples of this technique are in public libraries, and the only other 
copy of Eusebius so treated is in the Vatican. 

The first of the woodcut initials used in the Lothian Eusebius is the letter E, illuminated in 

colors and gold on the first page. The other initials, a trifle smaller than the first one, and 
colored, are as follows: D, H (three times), N (four times), O, S (twice), and V. Descrip- 
tions and reproductions of other books similarly ornamented may be found in Prince 
d’Essling’s Les Livres a figures vénitiens, Vols. I (part 1) and III. Though similar in style, 
none of the borders or initials reproduced by Prince d’Essling are the same as those employed 
in the present volume, which are therefore possibly unique. 

A LARGE COPY, measuring 13% x 9 1/16 inches. (B. M. copy measures 13 x 8 13/16 
inches.) Hain *6699; Proctor 4066. 
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dicet: atq; ideo quactig; apud gracos ipfius opera 
ris») extét latina facere iftituent: cuangelica prxpationé 

ee eee quz in urbe forte reperta eft: prnmum aggreffi tra/ 

duximus.Quo quidem tn libro quafi quodam in fpeculo uanam atq; 
mulaplicem doctrinaillius uin licet admirari.Cuncta enim qux ante 

ipfu facta iuentaq; fuerunt qua tamen grece fcripta tuc inuenirétur : 

multo certius atque diftinctius ipfis etiam auctoribus qui fenpferunt 

percepiffe mihi uidetur. Ita quom conftet nihil fere preclarum ung 

geftum fuifle quod illis temporbus grace {criptum non extaref: nihil 

in rebus magnis naturaq; abdits quod a philofophis non effet explyv 

catum:omnuia ille tum memoriz tenacitate:tu meéts pcepit acumine: 
acut apes folent fingulis infidere Horibus: indeg; quod ad rem fuam 
conducit colligere:no aliter ile undig; certiora uerifimulroraue deligés 
mirabilem fibi atq; inauditu f{aenux cumulum confect: multplices S 

uartafg; philofophorum fectas no ignoraurt: infinitos pene gentum 

ommuum religionis crrores tenuit: orbis terrarum hiftonam ferte fua 

difpofitam folus cognouit .& cxtens tradidit. Nam quom non effet 
nefcius geftagx rerum hiftoriam utubare (actiflime pater nif diftincta 
téponbus pateat.Q uippe quom natura tépors faciat ut quai tépore 

fuerunt nifi guando fuertit faas:nec fuifle qdem ppter conf fufionem 

uideantur:eo ingenio:{tudio: induftria huic incubuit ret:ut omnium 

{criptorum peritiam in unum congeftam facile fu pauentt:diftictiusqs 

cuncta ipfis fuis ut diximus cognouerit auctonbus.Conferendo enim 

inter fe {ingulos:ueritatem quz ab omnibus fimul emergebat:nec ab 

ullo exprimebatur:confecutus eft.Quax omnia ab alus que feripfit & 

ab hoc opere perfpicere licet.Quod tlle ideo fufcepit:quoniam quom 
apud genau prxclaros philofophia uiros nobiliffimus effet:ac prifca 
paternama; deorti religionem catholicx uentats amore cotempferit: 
partim accufatibus fuum propofitum refpondere: partim noftra pro 
uirtbus furs uolutt céfirmare. Itaq; i duas uniuerfum partis negouum 

paratus eft: quarum primam, quz nunc traducta nobis elt: quail ilis 
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IMIS Jae Oke alu 

JOSEPHUS (FLAVIUS). De antiquitate Judaica. De bello Judaico. 287 leaves, 

gothic type, 50 lines to a page; two large decorative initials with extensive marginal scrolls 
illuminated in colors and gold, other large initials painted in colors, some with scroll extensions, 

and others with red arabesque pen-work backgrounds; numerous small initials and paragraph 
marks in red. Augsburg: Johann Schiissler, 1470 

Folio, German late eighteenth century calf, gilt tooled back, with the arms of the Marquess of Lothian 
added on the front cover (rubbed). 

FIRST DATED EDITION IN LATIN. FIRST DATED PRODUCTION OF THIS PRINTER. A LARGE 

COPY, measuring 1514 x 1114 inches. (B. M. copy measures approximately 15 x 111 inches.) 

EMBELLISHED WITH UNUSUALLY FINE PAINTED INITIALS. 

A blank leaf recorded at the beginning by some bibliographers is not in this copy, nor is it 

to be found in the two copies belonging to the British Museum. 

At the foot of the back is stamped in gold the name of the celebrated classical scholar 

Brunck, for whom the book was bound and whose library was purchased by Renouard. With 
the xrx century Lothian bookplate. Hain “9451; Proctor 1589. 
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in nequiflimos vlafca?, | Calg, 
Ic nobis eft finis biftorie-quam promi prom: 
fimus nos cum omi veritate travituros 

cognolcere cupientibus- quemaomodum hoc 
bellum a romanis gefti eft cum indets-et qua: 
liter quidem fie expohtum: lecturis ut oicane 
relinquatur, 4[ De veritate autem dicere con: 
fidencer non pigebit-g eam folum per omnia 
que feriph babuerint conieduram, 

\Verfus in iofephum belli inoaici, 
Juoaicam guerram-gentes+wrbe-facrasterram 
Fine hmul rifti profanguine peroita crilti, 
Jlofepbus ifte meus por enidit autoz hebreus, 

Qolephi biftoriographi viri darifhmi-libri 
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A RARE EARLY EDITION OF JUVENAL 

JUVENAL. Saturae. 59 leaves, roman type, 33 lines to a page, initial spaces. | 
[ Venice: Printer of Duns, Quaestiones, 1472, undated | 

Folio, early eighteenth century red morocco, gilt tooled back, decorative gilt panelling with corner fleurons 
and centre ornament on the sides. 

A RARE EARLY EDITION OF JUVENAL, PRINTED IN VENICE BY THE ANONYMOUS PRINTER 

OF DuNS, QUAESTIONES, 1472. This copy comprises only the Saturae of Juvenal, although 
some copies of this edition include a blank leaf at the beginning and 12 additional leaves at 
the end of the volume containing the Saturae of Persius. Hain 9676; Proctor 6788. 



Tunii Iuuenalis Aquinatis Satyra Prima. 

5 EMPER EGO AVDITOR 
tantum * nunquam ne xeponam 
Vexatus totiens rauci thefeide 
codri> 
Impde ego mibi recitauerit ille 
togatas - 

ic elegos? impune diem confumpferit ingens 

elepbus* aut {ummi plena iam margie libri: 
criptus & in tergo nec dum finitus oreftes® 
ota magis nulli domus ef fua: G mibilucus 
artis: & xoliis uicinum rupibus antrum 
ulcani:quid agat uéti: quas torqueat umbras 
eacus :unde alius furtiue deuebat aurum 
ellicula: quantas iaculetur monychus ornos, 
rontonis platani couulfags marmora damant 
emper :& afliduo rupt lectore columnz. 
xpectes eadem a fummo minimog poeta. 
tnos ergo manu ferule fubduximus:& nos 
onfilium dedimus fyllae: priuatus ut altum 
ormiret:{fulta eff dementia: cum tot ubigs 
atibus occuras periturze parcere chartz. 
ur tamen hoc potius libeat decurrere campo: 
er quem magnus equos aurice Hexit aldnus: 
iuacat: & placidirationem admittitis edam: 
um tener uxorem ducat fpado:neuia tufcum 
igit apru:& nuda teneat ue nabula mamma. 
atricios omnes opibus cum prouocet unus: 

Q uo todéte grauis iuueni mibi barba fonabat: 
C um pars niliace plebis :cum uerna canopi 
C rifpinus cyrias bumero reuocante lacernas 
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TWO RARE FIRST EDITIONS 

BOCCACCIO (GIOVANNI). Genealogiae deorum. 296 leaves (leaves 242 and 296 
blank), roman type, 41 lines to a page, initial spaces. Venice: Vindelinus de Spira, 1472 
{ with: } De montibus, silvis, fontibus, etc. 75 leaves, roman type, 41 lines to a page, initial 
spaces. Venice: Vindelinus de Spira, 1473 

2 vols. in one, folio, English early nineteenth century half russia (a portion of the lower margins of the first 
ten leaves of the first volume cut away; some faint marginal water-stains). The final blank leaf of the second 
item is not in this copy. 

First EDITIONS OF BOTH VOLUMES, FROM THE FIRST PRESS IN VENICE. The typo- 
graphical similarity of these two volumes indicates that they were intended to form a single 
volume together. The Genealogiae deorum was undoubtedly printed just before the De 
montibus, etc., which was issued in January, 1473. FINE LARGE COPIES OF BOTH VOLUMES, 

measuring 13 x gl inches. Hain *3315 and *3326; Proctor 4045 and 4048; G. W. 4475 
and 4482. 



petrarcham inclytum preceptorem meum honefta facie & laurea uireti 
confpicuum per idmet ftadium lento tamen incedentem gradu:non 
gquide labore attritum: fed altioribus cogitatidibus preffum: & celebri 
atq; comedabili grauitate deductum. Obftupuiafpectu primo mirat? 
quid circa tam infimum limen deduceret homo fublimis. ide memor 
Maronem folitum nonung gregem per imas ualles deducere : & align 
ened fuum: etia {upra aftra traniterre: rubore fuftufus plurime conftici: 
& fortunam ante alia damnaui meam:q eo me in difcrimen deduxiff& 
ut auditor ex minimis cum prgceptore luctarer:pendenfq; multa euelti 
gio animo circiuolut:an irem.{.& incoeptum iter perficerem:ut {tarem 
{eu potius omnino redirem: & preffa bumo ueltigia exturbarem. Ocy 
currebant aut mibi plurima fuadentia reditum:& ate alia clariffimi pre 
ceptoris mei fublimitas ftili ornatu redimita mirabili: & fententiarum 
ponderofitate plurima {tabilis:& infuper lepiditate uerboy delectabilis 
nimium:quatucung extranea uideatur materia.Pr¢terea notitia rerum 
cuius plurimum indiget labor ifte:quam adeo {ibi familiarem noueram 
ut uidifle omnia:& tenaci feruafle memoria uideretur. Et ca bis ruditas 
mea {tilus exoticus : biftoriard penuria : ingenium bebes: & fluxa med” 
ria ueniebant:a qubus perfuafus cum iam effem femiHlexus in reditum 
& ecce prouerbium uetus venit in mentem: quo aiunt contraria iuxta fe 
pofita magis elucefcit. Et ex co arbitratus fulgoris fui radios quatictigs 
de fe cla:iffimos opacitatis meg tenebras penetraturos poffe uidert itu 
entibus clariores: mutaui confilium : & ets reverentiam non pugil: 
fed obfequiofus feruulus & itineris {trator infinem uf; deductus fum: 
1olens iubenfg fi quod meritum mibi laboris bui? expectandu eft cau’ 
tos effe lectores : ut {1 quid in boc opere operi uri inclyti comperiantur 
aduerfum:damnetar illico : & {ua fequatur : tang uera {tanfq; fententia. 
Scripft quidem quod in buceam uenit. Ipfe autem (fi mores noui {uos) 

omnia multiplici trutinatione digefta:omia ponderofo librata iudicto 
{cripfit:{cribetqs. Si quid uero congruum fuis conforme {criptis copiat: 
diuing boitati doctring afcribarur Lug, 

Jo.Boccatii uiri clyriffimi de montibus:filuis: 
fontibus:lacubus:{tagnis feu paludibus: & de 

diuerfis nomibus maris opus diligentiflime 
ipreffum finit, Venettis Idus lanccac.[xxiti.- 
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FROM THE FIRST ROMAN PRESS 

STRABO. Geographia. [Translated into Latin by Guarinus Veronensis and Georgius 
Tiphernas. Edited by Joannes Andreae, Bishop of Aleria.} 238 leaves, roman type, 46 lines 
to a page, initial spaces. Rome: Conradus Sweynheim and Arnoldus Pannartz, 1473 

Folio, English early eighteenth century mottled calf, gilt tooled back, triple gilt fillet border on the sides 
(hinges cracked; first leaf rehinged and strengthened at margin). 

‘THIRD EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION, FROM THE FIRST PRESS IN Romeg. A FINE LARGE 

COPY, measuring 1514 x 11 inches. With marginalia by a contemporary hand in neat red and 
black humanistic script, and with a 52-page index, written in the same hand, at the end of the 

volume (the last page of index imperfect). Hain 15088; not in Proctor. The Hain descrip- 
tion is incorrect in regard to the number of leaves, there being actually 238 leaves instead of 235. 



imperacoref:uel confulef mitete: fed be quog tn diuiftonefaltaf diducuntur : puc ulu! 
poftulaueric. In initio ramen duaf confularefFecie ibyam fciltcee que romanif paret: 
ea ditaxat excepta. que priuffub [uba Fuit: nticuero fub Peolomeo eft:illtuf Filto. 
Et Afiam af balym:a montem taurG. galatif exceptif:a gentibuf : que fub amynra 
Fuerunt.preter etiam bithyntd:8 propontidem: precurafuero.x.In Europa qdem 
& adtacentibuf mfulif: eam feiltcee que ultertor Lberta dicieur: circa Berbim Flumen é: 
& Accacem:& exceltica narbonenfem. Terttam Sardintam cit cyrno:quared Sicild: 

quintam & fexcam Illyri parcem: que ad Eptrum uergit a Macedonia. Septimam 
Achatam uf in Theffaliam: a Ecoltd:8¢ Acarnantam:& nénullaf Epirt gécef que 
Macedonte funt contermmne: Octauam creté cum cyrenatca. Nond cyprai.Decima 
bythinta cum propontide & qbufdd pot peibuliCetera Cefar: puintsaf babecsin Gri 
aliaf pcuracoref mitcit: Confularef urrof:in altaf prortof:in altaf bommmef ex equeftre 
ordine. Regef uero 8 principef a decarche:ad ewf portioneffuncéac femper fuere. 

Afprafillutriflector quicung libellof 
St cupif arcificum nomina nofle:lege. 
A fpera ridebif cognomina teutona:Forfan 
Miurger arf mufifinfcta uerba utrum. 
Conraduf funeynbeym: Arnolduf pdnartzep magitra 
FLome imprefferune calta multa fimol, 

M.CCCC.LX-AIII1. Die uera 
Venerf. X UL. menfif Pebruarn. 
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A FINE LARGE COPY OF THE CATENA AUREA 

THOMAS AQUINAS. Catena aurea. 424 leaves, gothic type, double columns, 57 
lines to a column; four large decorative illuminated initials supplied in colors and gold, the 
first with a fine marginal extension of floral scrolls; other initials, paragraph marks, head-lines, 

and initial strokes supplied in red, and one initial in blue. Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1475 

Folio, English nineteenth century brown morocco over bevelled boards, blind tooled back, elaborate blind 
tooled diaper paneling on the sides, gilt edges (lacks quire [ff}, 10 leaves, and the first and last blank leaves; a 
small portion of the margins of the last two leaves restored; a few marginal wormholes, some repaired). With 
the Newbattle Abbey label. 

SECOND DATED EDITION OF SAINT THOMAS AQUINAS’ COMMENTARIES ON THE FOUR 

GOSPELS. A FINE LARGE COPY, IN VIRTUALLY IMMACULATE CONDITION, measuring 22 11/16 
x 12 11/16 inches. (The B. M. copy measures approximately 1834 x 12 7/16 inches.) The 
missing quire occurs between Chapter X, verse 21, and Chapter XII, verse 8, of Saint Luke, 
leaves 265-74 being absent. This is probably an original defect, due to carelessness in assem- 
bling the quires in the printer’s shop, for the early manuscript chapter numeration at the top 
of each page runs from Chapter X into and to the end of Chapter XII without change. The 
numeration is correct again beginning with Chapter XIII. Hain *1331; Proctor 1969. 



Cum wnerit paraclitus 
A\d miflam beate virginis 
Drabat mxta cruck 
Jn agenda mortuoy 
Wixit martha ad iefum 
Omne quod dat mmbi rater 
Amen amen d100 vo. q2 vet koza 
€go fum pams vmus 
Fn vigilia afcenfions 
SDublenatis oculis in celum 
$n vigilia penthe- 
Prodiligitis me mandata mea fer 
Feria fecunda 
adic &us dilexit mundum 
Feria tercia 
Amen amen d100 vobis gq non intrat 
fFeria quarta 
Themo potelt venire ad me 
YY die cozpors Xp 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF SEVERAL ROMAN HISTORIANS 

SCRIPTORES HISTORIAE AUGUSTAE. {Edited by Bonus Accursius.} 295 
leaves (should be 304, but lacks the first blank leaf and quire 0, 8 leaves, in the second part), 
roman type, 4o lines to a page; first initial of text supplied in gold, with illuminated floral 
border along the inner lateral margin, and with an illuminated coat of arms (party per pale or 

and vairy) surrounded by a green wreath on the lower margin of the same page, green wreath 
enclosing purple area painted around the list of contents of the preceding page; other initials 
and paragraph marks supplied throughout in blue and red (those in red are faded ). 

Milan: Philippus de Lavagna, 1475 

Folio, English eighteenth century sprinkled calf, gilt tooled back, triple gilt fillet border on the sides (rubbed). 

First Eprtion. A LARGE COPY, measuring 1234 x g inches. This volume contains 
Suetonius’ Lives of the Twelve Caesars and the writings of Aelius Spartianus, Julius Capito- 
linus, Aelius Lampridius, Trebellius Pollio, Flavius Vopiscus, Eutropius, and Paulus 
Diaconus, on the lives of the kings and emperors of Rome. The present copy contains an 
additional blank leaf at the beginning of the second part (after leaf 110) not recorded by 
the B. M.C. The signatures, stamped by hand in the lower right corner, are present (though 
partly trimmed into) in this copy; in most copies they are entirely trimmed away. The quir- 
ing of the second part is thus shown to begin A6, B8, etc., in this copy, a variation of the 

B. M. description which is given as A4, Bro-1, etc. With the early signature “Pyrrhi Gentilis 

Fortiguerre I. C. P.” inscribed on the lower margin of the first leaf of text. A 4-page index in 
contemporary manuscript has been added at the beginning of the volume. Hain *14561; 
Proctor 5845. 



EBONVS ACCVRSIVS PISANVS Salutem dicit plurima 
Magnitico equiti aurato. & fapieciflimo ac primo ducali fecretario Cic 
cho Simonetz . 

Onin iuria pfedto poflima no nullis audacia accufari uel ftul 
ticle potius:quod cum mihicolcius fim neq ingenii bonitate 
neq; doctrina neq; dicédi elegantia ualere saudeam tamé guic 

quam de tuis laudibus litterape monimétis madate eques aurate Clarif 
fime Cicche Simoneta.Sed ranta eft amoris uis pietatisq; mez erga te: 
ut in his omnibus difficultatibus huiufmodi quogs dicédi munus aggre 
diar . Vide autem ordiar ¢ Nam ft uolueroa{plendore maior tuon or 
diti orationem mea :dies me deficiat , Itaqz breuitatis graua cxteris 
prxtermiflis detis duntaxat bonis dicam :qux tota {unt tua sin tuaque 
poteftate fira X collocata.Naea quz corpori uel fortunz tributa {unt 
nemo poteft {ua effeaffirmare:cum breui etia temporis moniento col 
labi nonnag perireg; confuerfit Quis igitur te uno prudentior ! Quis 
grauior * Q_uis fapientior ¢ teftes (at locupletiflimi lingulag hag. tuaRe 
mirabiliamas uircucum przf{tantilfimi duo pricipes pater & filius Fra 
ciicus & Galeacius Maria Sphortiz :quicerte nunquam fare ommniug 

rep tantiog imperil gubernacula cibi comiliffent :nili & ingenit acrimo 
nia & cofultandi preftantia te unum omniam maxime uigere intellexif 
fene.. Nam de fide jufticiags tua quid dici no poflit & egregium excellé 
tflimuma;i primis 5 Te profecto innocentior nemo eft .nemo itegri 
tate melior . quinon modo nemini noceas fed & prolis omnibus fils 
acerrimus propugnator iniuriay omni. Pua autem cotinentia ata; fru 
galitas & omni inre modeftiatanta eft :ut cum omni antiquitate poffis 
de temperantiz laudibus certare Es tu pfecto animo infracto atay in 
concuffo: qui aulli prurbationi cedas.fed omnes animi motus fortiter cG 
ftancerg; modereris. Nam de Isberalttate tua ac munificentia in bonos 
uiros optimiuiri omnes & homines doctiffimi fplendidiffima teftimo 
nium perhibenc .Nrhil eft ueritate.nihil religione. nihil pletate apud te 
antiquius.qui pre diuinis praceptis & inftitutis reliqua omia & momeé 
tanea cenfeas & fragilia & caduca. Q_uis te igitur non merito amet . 
colat .obferuet -ueneretur ¢ qui fis ueluti quoddam fimulacrum perfec 
te abloluteque uirtutis inter homines : Quz quidem omnia cum 
mecum ipfe confydero : tanta pfundor animi uoluptate :ut prz lxticia 
nimia ux fim apud me.E fliciat deus omnipotens maximus;ut qua di 
tifiime fis Tusuts. guo & noftro illuftriffimo principi labores plurimos 
& moleftias fubtrahas:& bonis omnibus opem aflidue poflis auxilitigy 
afferre .Nam ego quafitum in me eft :fpem omné mea & ernclumeti 
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THE SECOND EDITION OF THREE GREAT POETS 

CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, PROPERTIUS. Albii Tibulli Elegiae. Sexti Propertit 

Elegiae. C. Valerii Catulli Carmina. {Without P. Papinii Statii Siluae.} 127 leaves (should 
be 188, but lacks the final blank leaf of the third part and the 60 leaves of the fourth part), 

roman type, 35 lines to a page; first initial of text supplied in green with colored arabesque 
ornamentation, other initials supplied in alternate red and blue. 

Venice: Johannes de Colonia and Johannes Manthen, 1475 

Folio, English eighteenth century red morocco, gilt tooled back, gilt decorative paneling with corner fleurons 
on the sides, gilt edges (small wormhole through closing leaves, occasional slight marginal water-stains and a few 
contemporary notes). On the first leaf is the signature of the celebrated Dutch scholar Janus Broukhusius, and 
there are two notes in his hand at the end of Propertius. 

SECOND EDITION OF CATULLUS, TIBULLUS, AND PROPERTIUS. A FINE LARGE COPY. 

Without the Sylvae of Statius which formed the fourth and concluding part of this edition. 
Hain 4759; Proctor 4303. 



Somniag;in faciem creditafepe meam 
A tq ubiflecreto noftra ad fimulacra loqueris 

Verefponfuref ingulauerba tace 
S eutaméaduerfum murarit lanua lectum 

Sederit :& noftro cauta nouerca toro 
C oniugium pueri laudate :& ferte paternum 

Capta dabit ueftris moribus illa manus 
N ec matrem laudate nimis:collata priori 

P ortet in offenfas libera uerba {uas 
S eumemor ille meacotentus manferit umbra 

Et tanti cineres dixerit efle meos 

D ifcite uenturam :iam nunc fentire fenectam 
Celibis ad curas:nec uacet ulla via 

Q uod mihi detractum eft :ueftros accedatad anos 
Prole mea paulum fic tuuat effe fenem 

E tbene habet nng :nag mater lubrica fumptum 
Venit in exequias tota caterua meas 

C aula p orata eft fentes me furgite teftes 
Dum ptiuin uite grata rependit humus 

M oribus :& cxlum patuit fim digna merendo 
Cuius honoratis ofla uehuntur aquis . 

Propertii Aurelii naute poeta finis i475. 

Catulli. Tibulli, Proptii. & liber Siluare Statii papt 
niiiiftouolummme cdtinet. Et iprefii{ut opere & 
impenta Johannis de colonia:& {ohannis manthe 

de gherfem qui una Veneciis fideliter Viuune. 
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THE MOST IMPORTANT EARLY 

ILLUSTRATED BOOK EVER SOLD BY AUCTION 

BOCCACCIO (GIOVANNI). De la Ruine des Nobles hommes et femmes. {Trans- 
lated into French prose by Pierre Faivre.} 290 leaves, bastard gothic type, double columns, 
33 lines to a full column, the first four lines of each book printed in red; 9 large engravings on 
copper, colored by a contemporary hand, have been pasted in by the printer in the blank spaces _ 
he had reserved for them; decorative initial and lateral border composed of interlaced scrolls, 
with leaves, strawberries, flowers, and the figure of a woman holding a bird, illuminated in 

colors and gold on the first page; other decorative initials with arabesque filigree ornamenta- 
tion, and paragraph marks, supplied in alternate red and blue; faint red underlinings and 
marginal ruling on each page. Bruges: Colard Mansion, 1476 

Folio, olive levant morocco over bevelled boards, back and sides elaborately tooled in gilt, displaying an 
arrangement of multiple panels incorporating a diaper pattern composed of the initials, coronet, and crest (a sun 
in splendor) of Sir Schomberg-Henry Kerr, Marquess of Lothian, with the Lothian coat of arms stamped in 
gilt in an oval panel in the centre of both covers, gilt inside borders similarly tooled, gilt edges, by Orrock & Son 
(Edinburgh), 1871. (A few blank margins repaired.) 

THE FIRST DATED BOOK PRINTED AT BRUGES. "THE FIRST DATED BOOK FROM COLARD 
MANSION’S PRESS. THE FIRST DATED BOOK WITH COPPERPLATE ILLUSTRATIONS. ONE OF 
THREE KNOWN COPIES; THE TWO OTHERS ARE BOTH IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES AND BOTH ARE 

IMPERFECT. "THE ONLY KNOWN EXAMPLE OF ISSUE C. 
Nothing is rarer, nothing is more desirable for a true bibliophile than a book from the 

press of Colard Mansion, Caxton’s friend and partner in his early typographical work at 
Bruges, from 1474 to 1476. Most of the twenty books from Colard Mansion’s press exist only 
in one or two copies. Only one other example of a Colard Mansion is known to be in private 
hands. 

It was only while the Boccaccio was actually being printed that it was thought desirable to 
illustrate it, not with woodcuts as had already been done for some German books, but with 
copperplate engravings printed on thin paper and pasted into the book. A certain number of 
pages had to be reset in order to enlarge the blank spaces left for miniatures so that there would 
be room for the large engravings. Copies exist with eight spaces for miniatures and no spaces 
for engravings (A issue); with seven spaces for miniatures and a space for one engraving 
(B issue); with spaces for one miniature, eight engravings, and a frontispiece (C issue); 
with spaces for nine engravings and a frontispiece (D issue). C ISSUE IS KNOWN 
ONLY BY THE LOTHIAN copy. Of the five known copies of D issue (Amiens, Edinburgh, 

| Description concluded on second page following | 
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Goettingen, John Carter Brown, and H. E. Huntington) only two (those at Amiens and 

Goettingen) contain illustrations and both are imperfect, each lacking one plate. 

THE LOTHIAN COPY IS THEREFORE THE ONLY COPY IN EXISTENCE TO CONTAIN THE 

FULL SET OF THE EIGHT ENGRAVINGS AND THE FRONTISPIECE. Copies of D issue have an 
additional larger blank space at book vi for an engraving which was never made. 

The author of these illustrations is unknown, but he was apparently connected with the 

engraver of a unique frontispiece (Bruges, circa 1475) in the Huntington copy of Caxton’s 

Recuyell. 

It is entirely unnecessary to insist on the importance of the above-described book, which 

may be said, without the slightest exaggeration, to be the most notable illustrated incunabulum 

ever sold by auction. 

A considerable amount of literature exists on the Lothian copy of Colard Mansion’s 
Boccaccio, starting with David Laing’s Facsimiles of designs from engraved copperplates illus- 

trating Le Livre de la Ruyne des nobles hommes et femmes par Jehan Bocace de Certald 
imprimé a Bruges par Colard Mansion anno MCCCCLXXVI with a preliminary notice . 

(Edinburgh, 1878. Folio), and including Max Lehrs’ monograph, Der Meister der Boccaccio- 

Bilder, in the Jahrbuch of the Prussian museums (XXIII, 1902, pp. 124-141 and 1 plate), Henri 
Michel’s L’ imprimeur Colard Mansion et le Boccace de la Bibliotheque d’ Amiens (Paris, 

1925, 4to), and S. de Ricci’s Le Boccace de Colard Mansion, in Gutenberg Jahrbuch, 1926, 

pp. 46-49. 
The account of this book in the Gesamtkatalog (No. 4432) is misleading in several details. 
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FROM THE FIRST BOLOGNA PRESS 

OVID. Metamorphoses. 156 leaves (being leaves 217-372 of an edition of the Opera), 
roman type, 39 lines to a page; two large decorative initials in colors with marginal borders, 

other initials supplied in blue, and initial strokes in red. 

Bologna: Balthasar Azoguidus, 1480 

Folio, English eighteenth century red morocco, gilt tooled back, decorative gilt panelling with corner fleurons 
and centre ornament on the sides, gilt edges (some leaves discolored, marginal inscriptions and some initials faded 
from exposure to water). Armorial red stamp at the foot of the first page. 

THE COMPLETE METAMORPHOSES, FROM THE FIRST PRESS IN BoLoGNa. With 
manuscript headlines in gothic characters added by a contemporary hand. Hain 12142; 
Proctor 6523. 



ege* 

Hic fua preferri quag ttetat ata patermis 
Libera fama tame nullilg; obnoxia ‘iuflis 
Inuitum przfert:unag in parte repugnat . 

Hic magnis cedit titulif agamenonif atre? 
Aegea fic thefe9 fic pellea uincit achilles, 
Denig; ut exéplis ipos equatib? utar 

Bic & faturn? minor ¢ iouesiuppiter arces 
Temperat zthereas:& mundi regna triformis? 

Terra fub auputto: pater e & rector uterg 

Dit Pcor xnex comites,quibus enfis\& ignis 
Vibis'& iuidi geitor gradiue quirini 

Celera diigs idigetes genit org; quirine 

Veltags cefareos inter facrata penates 

Et cum czfarea tu phorbe domeftice uelta 
wigs tenes altus tarpeias iuppiter arces 
ee alios uati ae) sae piug; eft: 
Tarda fic illa dies & noftro {enior xuo 
Qua caput augultu que tempat orbe relido 

Accedat cxlo faueatas peantib? ablens; 
ag; Op? exegi:qud’ nec iouis ira tiec ighes 

ec poteit ferrusnec edax abolere uetuftas 
Quo uoletilla dies:quz nil nif corporis bui? 
qus babetsicerti {patia mibi finiat xui 
Parte tame meliore mei fup alta pennis 
Aftra ferar.nomeng erit idelebile noftru: 

Quag; patet domitis romana potentia terris 
Ure legar populi: pq; omnia fecula fama 

$i quid babent ueri natum prefagiasuinam? 

Ei Nb §$ 

~YfSe inereton Bonne pmeBal 
~— daferem de Azz0guidis ciué 

~ Bononienfem.Anno 
icarnationis 
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EARLY LATIN BIBLE 

WITH INTERESTING MANUSCRIPT NOTATIONS 

BIBLIA LATINA. 469 leaves, gothic type, double columns, 51 lines to a column; 
initials supplied in red and a few in blue. | Venice: Franciscus Renner, de Heilbronn, 1480 

4to, nineteenth century vellum binding (the first three leaves and the last restored in the margin, affecting a 
small portion of the text, which has been partly restored in pen and ink; a few other leaves repaired in the margin; 
occasional discolorations and other slight defects; without the last blank leaf). From Newbattle Abbey, with the 
signature of the Marquess of Lothian. 

With early manuscript foliation and an interesting note regarding same, giving the weight 
of the book, inscribed in Latin below the colophon. Hain *3078; Proctor 4177; G. W. 4241. 



Serite: gab wba fideliffima fitz wra. Et 
Dirt mibt.Factum eft. Ego fum alpbazo: 
imititt7 finis.E go fitiéti oato w fonte aque 
vine grag. Qui vicerit-potlidebit. Et ero 
(li vwe?.rille crit mibifili?. Zimidis auté z 
icredulis 7 erecratzbomicidis 7 foznicato 
rib?z wnefid 7 idolatr7 oib? médacib?: ps 
illoy erit in tagno ardentiigne 7 fulpbure 
qd ¢ mors feciida. Et wnit yn? ve fepté an, 
gclis biitib? pbialas plenas fepte plag no- 
uillimis-7 locuté mec dicés. Geni 7 onda 
tibi (fpofam vrozé agni. Et futtulit mein (pit 
in mote magni 7 alti.¢ ondit mibt ciuttaré 
(cam irtm wefcédenté w celo- biité claritaté 
wi.Erluméei’ fife lapidi Pciofo tag lapidi 
tafpidis-ficut crytallu.€e hébat murt ma, 
gui alti biité portds ouodeci.7i poze} an 
gclos ouodeci.7 noia infcripta que fit noia 
duodecim tribuii iliovifl. Alb oziéte por 
tetres.7 ab aquilone porte tres.7 ab auitro 
porte tres.z.ab occafu porte tres. Et murus 
cititatis batens fundaméta ouodectn.7t 
ipfis ou odecim noia duodecim apoltoloys 
agni-Et q lodbaf mecti bebat méfura arti, 
Ditied aurea ut metire€ ciuitaté 7 poztas e17 
a muri. Et ciuitas i gdro pofita é.7 logituy 
wo et’tata é quataz lantudo.€t méf? é aui- 
taté vw ariidine aurea p ftadia ouodeci mi 
lia. Logitudo 7 altitudoalatitudo ei7eqlia 
fit.Et méfus é muros et? centii Gdraginta 
Gtuioz cubitoy-menfura bois Gé angel. Et 
erat ftruc€a muri ci? er Lapide tafpide : fpfa 
Wo ciuitas auz mildii-fite vitro miido,7 fii- 
Daméta mun ciuitat oi lapidepaofo ozna- 
ta.Ethidametii pina tafpis-fecitdii fappby- 
rus-tertin cbalecdom? «grt fnaragd?-qnta 
fardonir-ferti fardi?-feprmi cbzyfolirbus- 
octauii teryll?-nonGtiopa¢i?. weit cbzy- 
fopaftus-vndcamai byacintb?-ouodecimit 
ametbift?. Et ouodeci po2te- ouodeci mar 
garite fit pfingulas;Etfingule poztezerant: 
erliftgulis margari¢.7 platea auitag duz 
midi tag vitra plucidi.Ec téplii nd vidiin 
ca. Aiis.n.ve7oipotés téplu ill? é7 agn?.Et 
ciuttasnéd eget fole neqsluna-utluceat ica. 
14 claritas wet illuiabit c4.alucerna 1? é 
agn?.Et ambulabit gétes iluie ei? a reges 
fre afferét glozia fud 7 bono2éi lla. Et por, 
te ct7nd clauden€p dié.og.n.né erit illic. 
Et afferét gloria 7 tonozé gentitinilla.1Ad 
intrabit in ca aliqd coingnati aut abbomi- 

nationé faaens ameédaciii:nifi q feripti fie 
in libzo vite agni, II 

‘F ofidit mibifluuti aq viue fpléai- 
dum tag cryftallii pcedenté we fede 
wi 7 agni. Jn medio platee ef?.7 er 

vtrags pte lumisligniiviteafferés fructus 
Duodecin p méfes fingulosreddés fructi 
fud.2 folia ligniad fanitaté géti.Et o¢ ma- 
Icdictii nd ertt Apli?:6 fedes wi zagniiilla 
crite. 7 ferut et? feruiét illi. Et videbunt facié 
ci?.g nome ei7i frotib? coy. Et nor vitrand 
erit.7 nd egebitlumine lucerne neg lumine 
folis-qin ofis w? illuiabit llos.2 reg bit f 
fecula feculoy.Etdigit mibi-Dec pba fide- 
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TWO PERFECT CAXTONS IN ONE VOLUME 

CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND (THE). 182 leaves, bastard gothic type, 4o lines 
to a page; initials and paragraph marks supplied in red. 

Westminster: William Caxton, 1480 

{Bound with: } 

DESCRIPTION OF BRITAIN (THE). 29 leaves, bastard gothic type, 40 lines to a 
page; initials and paragraph marks supplied in red. | Westminster: William Caxton, 1480 

2 vols. in one, small folio, English early nineteenth century light brown straight-grain morocco, triple gilt 
fillet borders on the sides, gilt edges (leaf r6 of the Chronicles has been torn diagonally across, but is repaired at 
the margins; a number of repaired tears in other leaves; small defect in the middle of the first leaf affecting a few 
words. A narrow strip has been cut away from the upper margin of the first two leaves of the Description, the 
first leaf being backed. Each volume lacks a blank leaf). With modern Lothian bookplate. 

First EpitIon oF “THE CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND” AND First EDITION OF “THE 
DESCRIPTION OF BRITAIN”, TWO IMPORTANT PRODUCTIONS OF THE PRESS OF WILLIAM 

CAXTON, THE FIRST ENGLISH PRINTER. 

Caxton’s text of The Chronicles of England appears to be based on The Chronicle of 
Brute, one of the most popular histories of the period, so called from the opening chapter 
which describes the settlement of Brutus, descendant of the great Aeneas, in Britain. This 

history was compiled from writings of Nennius, Douglas of Glastonbury, and Geoffrey of 
Monmouth, with additions by various later scribes. Caxton made certain additions to this 
text, bringing it down to the Battle of Towton. The Description of Britain, comprising 

29 chapters, is a portion of Higden’s Polycronicon, printed by Caxton as a supplement to 
The Chronicles of England. The entire Polycronicon was not printed by Caxton until 1482. 

The Chronicles of England is THE FIRST DATED BOOK WITH SIGNATURES printed by 
Caxton. 

The present copies measure 93 x 65% inches. Both are recorded in S. de Ricci’s Census 
of Caxtons, No. 29 (13) and No. 35 (6). The signature of the Earl of Ancram (“Ancram”) 
is inscribed on the lower margin of the first leaf of text of the Description, and on leaf m4 
and the last leaf of the Chronicles. There are a few contemporary marginal notes on 
leaves f4-5. 

These identical copies were exhibited at the Caxton Celebration (London, 1877, No. 70). 
THE FIRST COPIES OF THESE EXCESSIVELY RARE VOLUMES TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION IN 

AMERICA. 
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THE SIEGE OF RHODES 

ONE OF THE RAREST OF ENGLISH INCUNABULA 

fCAORSIN (GULIELMUS). The Siege of Rhodes. Translated by John Kay. | 

24 leaves, gothic type, 26 lines to a page; 2 decorative initials in color, with marginal scrolls, 

supplied by hand. [London: attributed to Lettou and Machlinia, circa 1482 | 

Small folio, English early nineteenth century dark blue straight-grain morocco, gilt tooled back, gilt and 
blind tooled border on the sides, gilt edges. 

ONE OF FOUR KNOWN COPIES OF THIS BOOK, A VOLUME OF EXTRAORDINARY TYPO- 

GRAPHICAL INTEREST. 

According to Warton (Warton’s English Poetry), Kay’s poem is a translation of 
Gulielmus Caorsin’s Obsidionis Rhodiae Urbis Descriptio, a Latin composition describing 
the unsuccessful siege of the city of Rhodes by Mahommed II in 1480. Caorsin, or Caorsinus, 
who died in 1501, was Vice Chancellor of the Knights of Malta for forty years; his works 
were collected and published at Ulm in 1496. 

From a typographical standpoint this volume is of extraordinary interest. It enjoys the 
unique distinction of being THE ONLY EARLY ENGLISH PRINTED BOOK WHICH WE CANNOT 
DEFINITELY ASCRIBE TO ANY PRINTER (see E. G. Duff, Westminster and London Printers 
1476-1535). This production was attributed to Caxton by most early writers, including 
Dibdin, who, though he placed it under Caxton in his Typographical Antiquities, expressed 

a doubt as to its being his work, and five years later, in the Bibliotheca Spenceriana, ascribes 
the volume to Lettou and Machlinia. Only five books, however, are definitely known to have 
been produced by Lettou and Machlinia during their partnership, which was begun about 
1480 and dissolved about 1482-3, and though the present volume is set up in their type 
it does not seem to have been printed by them. Commenting on the typographical differences 
between this book and the known productions of the Lettou and Machlinia partnership, E. G. 
Duff writes: “The type is certainly that used by Lettou and Machlinia, and the considerable 

difference in appearance from the five other books is caused by the text being in English, 
which makes more difference than would be imagined, and also that there are very few of 
the abbreviations which crowd the other books. Then again the lines of type are spaced 
out, giving the page a much lighter appearance. Though the dedication is to Edward IV, 
it does not necessarily follow that the book was printed before his death, for the early printers 
in reprinting a manuscript would keep to the preface as there written. It might, however, 
have been printed as early as 1483 [Duff later suggests 1482 as the possible date; see the 

| Description concluded on second page following | 
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Short Title Catalogue, No. 4594}, and immediately the law books had been completed. 

Who the printer was I do not think can ever be settled. When it was printed Machlinia 

had probably started by himself with his new types, and I do not think it can have been 

printed by Lettou, as it has not the signatures to the pages which he invariably used.” 
THE PRESENT COPY IS IN PERFECT CONDITION. The leaves measure 9 5/16 x 6 inches, 

affording a good margin round the type page, which measures approximately 7 x 414 inches. 
There are 26 lines to a page, except the first and second pages which have, respectively, 30 
and 31 lines, and the last page, which has 15 lines. The preface occupies pages 1-2, and 
the text pages 3-24. Initial spaces are provided at the beginning of the preface and the text, 
but there are no printed initials, head-lines, signatures, folios, or catchwords. Two decorative 
initials in color, with marginal scrolls, have been supplied by a contemporary hand. The 
signature of the Earl of Ancram (“Ancram’’) is inscribed on the margins of the first, second, 
third, and last pages. The initial A [Ancram } surmounted by a coronet has been stamped 
on the binder’s fly-leaves at the beginning and end of the volume. 

ONLY THREE OTHER COPIES OF THIS VOLUME ARE KNOWN TO EXIST: two copies in 
the British Museum (one imperfect) and one copy in the John Rylands Library. THE 
PRESENT COPY, THEREFORE, IS THE ONLY KNOWN COPY AVAILABLE TO THE COLLECTOR. 
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CAXTON’S “CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND”, PRINTED 

BY WILLIAM DE MACHLINIA IN 1486 

CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND (THE). 236 leaves, bastard gothic type, 33 lines 
to a page, initial spaces. { London: William De Machlinia, 1486 | 

Small folio, English late seventeenth century calf, double blind fillet border on the sides (front hinge partly 
cracked; should be 238 leaves, but lacks leaves S4-5; the lower portion of the opening leaves of the index is partly 
torn and frayed from deterioration of the paper; the first two leaves are rehinged and the last leaf, a corner of 
the margin of which has been torn away, is backed; occasional slight stains and a few contemporarly marginal 
inscriptions) . 

THIRD EDITION OF WILLIAM CaXTON’S TEXT OF “THE CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND”, 

PRINTED BY WILLIAM DE MACHLINIA IN 1486. A FINE Copy, and, apart from the defects 
mentioned above, IN SOUND CONDITION, WITH LARGE CLEAN MARGINS, the leaves measuring 
103g x 714 inches. This edition, consisting of William Caxton’s text, preceded by a ro-leaf 

index, is without date or colophon, and was formerly sometimes attributed to Caxton’s press. 

With the following inscription on the binder’s fly-leaf: “Wm. Pownall, Lincoln, Feb 7th, 
1726/7.” Of the five copies of this edition recorded in the Short Title Catalogue (No. 
9993), only one (Haigh Hall) is perfect. 

Exhibited at the Caxton Celebration (London, 1877, No. 229). 
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AN EARLY EDITION OF THE CATHOLICON 

BALBUS (JOANNES). Catholicon. 321 leaves (should be 312, but lacks the first 
blank), gothic type, double columns, 70 lines and head-lines to a page; initials supplied in 

red to the introductory text. Venice: Hermannus Liechtenstein, 1490 

Folio, English early eighteenth century sprinkled calf (rubbed, hinges partly cracked; top marginal corner 
of first leaf torn away, various slight defects, contemporary inscriptions on the last blank page, including the 
motto “vertue is to be embraced”). 

A FINE EDITION OF THIS FAMOUS GRAMMAR AND DICTIONARY. Hain *2261; Proctor 

4794. 
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THE FIRST EDITION OF A GREEK PHILOSOPHER 

PLOTINUS. Opera. {Translated with a commentary by Marsilius Ficinus.} 439 
leaves (lacks the first blank leaf and the two leaves of errata at the end), roman type, 45 

lines to a page, initial spaces, woodcut printer’s mark at the end. 
Florence: Antonio di Bartolommeo Miscomini, 1492 

Folio, English eighteenth century calf, gilt tooled back, double gilt fillet border on the sides (front hinge 
partly cracked; small hole through the margin of the last few leaves, and two other slight marginal defects on 
the last leaf; first and last pages slightly soiled). 

First EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. [THE ONLY FIFTEENTH CENTURY EDITION OF 

PLotinus. A FINE COPY, measuring 13!4x9 inches. Without the two leaves, “Emendatio 
in Plotinum’”, at the end. A few leaves carry some faded marginal notes written in a neat 
contemporary hand. Hain *13121; Proctor 6156. 



per fapientiam progredietur ad Deum. Hxc igitur eft Deorum & hominum di 
uinorum felictuma uitas/humanas omnino negligens uoluprares/ fugag folius 

ad folum. BUENHS. 

Marfilius Ficinus Magnanimo Petro Medici.S. 
VM ldibus nouembribus in agro Caregio una cum Magno Laurentio 

c  Medice deambularémultags Platonis myfteria ultro citrog; inrerpretrare 
mur:decidi forte inter loquenda efapientia in fortuna:cepig; hancacrius 

incufare:q Platont lucé affectantifeculis tam multis obftiterit. Tum ilenoli in 
quit Marfil: Platoné noftrum ifortunari dicere:nifit forfan me fore putes infor 

tunati.Sermoné quidé tic noftra his dictis abfoluimus. Sed nunqd mortis cau 
{adeinde fecute Laurétit liceat infortunatd exiftimaredfimulq Plaronis fortuna 

funditus corruffe¢Abfit:ut aium illum minus felicé puté:quem e corporis cépe 

dibus euolanrémnouo quoda applaufu letus ether excepit:grandiore ftella i lau 
rétiana tecta cadéte:minisq flamis ex alto p Caregianos agros triduo corufcantt 
bus.Sed biduo ante obitd Iupiter rubére dextera facras 1aculatus arces/terruit ur 

bé:mox orbd této patre furura. Terrutt hoftes:graue n eqd foifan aduerfus inut 

cté domum Medica molitené. Iraq; nec Laurétius heros/nec heroicus PetrusLau 
rentit filius ob ea que nup cétigerat/minus pofthac felix étudicddus:nec ppea 
Plato nofter infortunatus. Cutus caput hactenus falucart prorfus umbta Laur 

fouebat: Nic pedes iam firmiffima Perra nituné. Plotinus denigq;manibus nunc 
tuts apprehenfus/fenioré interea Platoné pus humeris fubfiinebir:req; Duce pro 

ducer ilucem. 

MAGNIFICO SVMPTV LAVRENTII 
MEDICIS PATRIAE SERVATORIS 

IMPRESSIT EX ARCHETYPO 
ANTONIVS MISCOMINVS 

FLORENTIAE 

ANNO. M CCCC.LXXXXIL 
NONIS MAIL. 

REGISTRVM. 5 

a.b.c.d.ef.g.h.i.k.L.m.n.o.p.q.rft.u.x.y.z.&. aa.bb.ccdd.ce.ff.gg.bh.it 

kk.ll.mm.nn.oo.pp.gq.tr.ff.tr.uu. . 

O mnes funt quinterni preter.b.qui eff quaternus:et.o.qui eft fexternuse 
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IN A MAGNIFICENT DIANE DE POITIERS BINDING 

BOCCACCIO (GIOVANNI). Le livre de Jehan bocasse de la louenge et vertu des 
nobles et cleres dames. 144 leaves, gothic type, woodcut illustrations, woodcut printer’s 

mark, and initial spaces. Paris: Anthoine Verard, 1493 

Folio, sixteenth century dark olive morocco; the back and sides are decorated with a rich gilt tooled arabesque 
pattern composed of interlaced bands and scrolls against a background of solid gilt pointillé tooling; incorporated 
in the pattern are the interlaced initials HDD, with bows, quivers, and crescents, emblems of Diane de Poitiers, 
Duchess of Valentinois, whose coat of arms appears, tooled in gilt and colored, in an oval cartouche in the 
centre of both covers; gilt gauffered edges. In an olive straight-grain morocco box case, with the arms and 
monogram of the Marquess of Lothian stamped in gold. The preservation of the binding is perfect. 

First EDITION IN FRENCH. A SUPERB COPY, BOUND FOR DIANE DE Poitiers, DUCHESS 

OF VALENTINOIS. The translation of this beautifully printed edition, illustrated with wood- 
cuts, was executed by an unknown writer by order of Anne of Bretagne. The present copy, 
whose only blemishes are a few insignificant wormholes and a very small marginal defect 
at the corner of one leaf, is in magnificent condition, with fine large margins and clean pages. 
There are a few contemporary marginal notes at the beginning of the volume. Hain 3337; 
Proctor 8425. 

BELONGING ONCE TO DIANE DE POITIERS, BEAUTIFUL AND ACCOMPLISHED MISTRESS 

OF Henry II of FRANCE—ONE OF THE MOST ROMANTIC WOMEN IN HISTORY—, THIS 

MAY WELL BE CONSIDERED THE MOST DESIRABLE COPY IN EXISTENCE. 
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THE SECOND DATED BOOK PRINTED BY RICHARD PYNSON 

[PARKER (HENRY).} Dialogue of Dives and Pauper. 142 leaves (should be 144, 
but lacks 2 blank leaves), gothic type, woodcut printer's mark at the end. 

London: Richard Pynson, 1493 

Folio, English eighteenth century mottled calf, gilt tooled back (rubbed, hinges partly cracked; the outer 
half of the first and second leaves of the table of contents is lacking, and the missing portion has been restored 
with blank paper; marginal defects at the corner of a few other leaves; slight tear in one leaf; top inner corner 
of some leaves slightly discolored). 

First EpITion. THE SECOND DATED BOOK PRINTED BY RICHARD Pynson, the first 
being known only by the unique copy in the British Museum. The table of contents, con- 
sisting of a preliminary blank leaf (lacking) and 11 printed leaves, has been bound in at 
the end of the volume; the first leaf of the first quire of text, a blank, is present, but the last 
leaf of the last quire, also blank, is lacking. Apart from the imperfections mentioned above. 
the volume is in excellent condition. Not in Hain; Proctor 9782; Duff 339. 

Two notes on the fly-leaves are in the hand of Michael Maittaire, written when he was 

librarian to Sir Richard Ellys at Nocton. 
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A FINE COPY OF THE NUREMBERG CHRONICLE 

BOUND WITH ALBRECHT DURER’S APOCALYPSE 

SCHEDEL (HARTMANN). Liber cronicarum. 328 leaves, gothic type, 1,809 
woodcuts by Wohlegemuth and Pleydenwurff, and double-page map; decorative initial 
painted in by hand. Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, 1403 

Folio, English seventeenth century calf (small portion of the leather on the front cover stripped away). 
With Newbattle Abbey label, and early Lothian bookplate (variety with the name). 

First Epition. A LARGE COPY, IN SUPERB CONDITION. With the portrait of Pope Joan 
(Folio cLxrx) intact, and with the three blank leaves foliated CCCLVIIII-CCLXI in immaculate 
state. In addition to the final blank leaf, this copy has two blank leaves between the double- 
page map and the last quire comprising the De Sarmacia regione, thus making 328 leaves 
in all, instead of the customary 326. Copies with these extra leaves are recorded by E. G. 
Duff (see B. M. C., II, p. 437). The name of the author has been written on the title-page 
in small neat script, and there are occasional notes elsewhere. 

Bound in with and following the Nuremberg Chronicle is an APOCALIPSIS CUM FIGURIS 
in 16 leaves folio, with fifteen woodcuts closely imitating the plates of Albrecht Durer’s 
Apocalypse but signed with a different monogram (MF and a cross). The colophon 
reads “Impressa Argentine per Jheronimum Greff dictu Franckfurder pictorem. Anno 
christiano. M.cccce.ij.” 

This beautiful series of engravings has never received from Durer specialists the attention 
it deserves. We can find no record of another complete set. The British Museum has only 
some fragments (Proctor 9964), together with some fragments of a German edition of the 
same date (Proctor 9963), of which a complete copy is in the Munich Library. 
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THE EXTREMELY RARE FIRST EDITION 

OF LYDGATE'’S “THE FALL OF PRINCES” 

[LYDGATE (JOHN).} The Fall of Princes. {Translated from the Italian of 
Boccaccio.} 159 leaves (should be 216, but lacks 57 leaves, as detailed below, the text of all 
but rz of the missing leaves having been supplied by inserted leaves from the second edition), 
bastard gothic type; woodcut illustrations and printer's mark, initial spaces. 

London: Richard Pynson, 1494 

Folio, English eighteenth century calf, double gilt fillets on the back and sides (tear across one leaf; small 
defects in two leaves, affecting a few words; a few other slight tears and defects; occasional contemporary 
inscriptions; early signatures of Robert Tatton, Edward Brownne, William Backett (1716), and others. 

THE FIRST AND ONLY FIFTEENTH CENTURY EDITION IN ENGLISH. EXTREMELY RARE. 

Though imperfect, this is a most interesting copy, as the missing text has been almost entirely 
supplied by appropriately inserted leaves from the SECOND EDITION, issued by Pynson in 
1527. The later edition is printed in black-letter (the former being in bastard gothic), with 
a large woodcut on the title-page and with other woodcuts. To secure textual continuity, 

the second edition not being a page-for-page reprint of its predecessor, pieces of blank paper 
have been pasted over those portions of the added text which overlap the text of the first 
edition, and, in some instances, vice versa. In some cases the added text consists of a few 
excised lines pasted to a piece of paper cut to page size. A complete copy of the 1494 
edition should have 216 leaves (the first blank), with signatures as follows: a-m in eights; 
n, six leaves; o-v in eights; A-F in eights; G, six leaves; and H, four leaves. The present 

copy lacks the following leaves: ar-8, b2-3, h6-8, i1-3, k4-8, l1-2 and 4-5, n4-6, o1-8, Pi-3, 
qi-2 and 7-8, r2-8, st-4, Cr, and D4-5. The missing text of all but leaves k4-8, I1-2 and 4-5, 
and qr-2 (eleven leaves in all) has been supplied as described above. The supplied title- 
page from the 1527 edition has been cut down and mounted. Hain 3345; Proctor 9783; 
G. W. 4431; Short-Title Catalogue, No. 3175. 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF SEVERAL GREEK POETS 

THEOCRITUS AND OTHERS. Eclogae triginta. [With other works, in Greek. } 

140 leaves, Greek type; woodcut floriated initials and decorative head bands. 
Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1495 

Folio, nineteenth century blue grained morocco, gilt and blind tooled back and sides, the latter with the 
Aldine anchor stamped in gilt in the centre, gilt over marbled edges, by Riviere (small marginal repairs ona 
number of leaves partly affecting a few words; inside marginal corner of the last leaf restored; title-page and 
last page slightly soiled). With bookplate of Caleb Scholefield Mann, Newbattle Abbey label, and modern 
Lothian bookplate. 

SECOND EDITION OF ‘'THEOCRITUS, AND ONE OF THE EARLIEST BOOKS PRINTED BY 

ALDUS. FIRST ISSUE, with four verses occupying two lines on leaf ZF, recto, and with the 
verso of leaf G8 blank. This anthology contains thirty eclogues of Theocritus, the Opera 
et Dies of Hesiod, and other Greek poetical works, many of which are here printed for the 
first time. Hain *15477; Proctor 5549. 
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KOBERGER’S LATIN BIBLE 

BIBLIA LATINA. Biblia Latina cum postillis Nicolai de Lyra et additionibus Pauli 

Burgensis. Questiones Lyrae Judaicam perfidiam improbantes. 424, 338, 318, and 352 
leaves, gothic type, double columns with commentary; 28 woodcuts; large and small initials 

supplied in alternate red and blue. 
Nuremberg: Anton Koberger, { Vols. I, II, and IV} 1497; [Vol. IIT} 1493 

4 vols., folio, Dutch eighteenth century vellum, blind fillet panelling and large centre ornament stamped 
in blind on the sides. 

A FINE COPY OF KOBERGER’S BIBLE, with Nicholas de Lyra’s commentary and other 
critical additions, illustrated with a number of splendid woodcuts. Vols. I, II, and IV of 

this copy are of the 1497 edition, a close reprint of the 1493 edition to which Vol. III 
belongs. The later edition is virtually a page-for-page reprint of its predecessor, the most 
apparent difference being the presence of foliation numbers in the latter which were not 

included in the 1493 edition. This copy may possibly have been issued in this hybrid state 
from the printer’s shop, for there are similar contemporary manuscript notes of ownership 
(partly erased) on the title-page of each volume, stating that this Bible belonged to an 
Augustinian monastery of the diocese of Tournai, apparently situated at Moerkerke. There 
ate occasional marginal notes elsewhere. (Vols. I, II, IV) Hain *3170; Proctor 2083; 

G. W. 4293; (Vol. IIL) Hain *3171; Proctor 2115; G. W. 4294. 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF POLITIAN’S WORKS 

WITH HIS EPITAPH WRITTEN ON THE TITLE-PAGE 

POLITIANUS (ANGELUS). Opera. {Edited by Alexander Sartius.} 452 leaves, 

roman and some Greek type, 38 lines to a page, initial spaces. 
Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1498 

Folio, nineteenth century brown morocco, gilt and blind tooled fillet paneling on the back and sides, with 
small azured ornaments tooled in gilt, gilt inside fillets, gilt edges, by Bedford. With Newbattle Abbey label, 
and modern Lothian bookplate. 

First EDITION OF THE WORKS. A BEAUTIFUL COPY, WITH AN EPITAPH ON POLITIAN 

INSCRIBED IN A CONTEMPORARY HAND ON THE TITLE-PAGE. [HIS EPITAPH READS AS 

FOLLOWS: 

“De Angelo Politiano epigramma. 

Huc huc viator paululum gradum siste 

Vatem potentis spiritus vides clarum 

Qui mente promptus acri, et arduum spirans 

Ac summa quaeque, et alta consequi suetus. 

Is ille ego Angelus Politianus sum. 

Fovit benigno me sinu Flora, et illic 

In jata cessi, Parthenopeos Reges 
Cum Gallica arma irruerent minabunda 

Tu vale, et hoc sis meriti memor met.” 

Hain *13218; Proctor 5567. 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF ARISTOPHANES 

ARISTOPHANES. Comoediae novem. {In Greek, with the Scholia. Edited by 
Marcus Musurus.} 347 leaves, Greek type, 41 lines of commentary surrounding the text, 
woodcut initials and bands. Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1498 

Folio, English early nineteenth century russia, gilt tooled back, quadruple gilt tooled fillet border on the 
sides, gilt inside borders, inner hinges of red morocco (outside hinges partly cracked; brief cancelled inscription 
on the title-page; without the final blank leaf). With the Newbattle Abbey label, and modern Lothian bookplate. 
On the fly-leaf is the signature: “Mitford, Oriel Coll., Oxon.” 

First Epition. Edited by Marcus Musurus, with a preface by him in Greek. The 

scholia are those of the ancient commentators. A FINE Copy, with leaf go of the original 
blank, measuring 12 x 77/g inches. With pagination and verse numeration supplied in a fine 
neat nineteenth century hand. Hain *1656; Proctor 5566; G. W. 2333. 
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THE ONLY KNOWN PERFECT COPY ON VELLUM 

WITH A HITHERTO UNRECORDED ADDITIONAL WOODCUT 

BIEN ADVISE, MAL ADVISE. 56 leaves, bastard gothic type, double columns, 4o 
lines to a column, 3 woodcut illustrations and woodcut printer's mark at the end; complete 
marginal border on the first page of text, illuminated in colors and gold, composed of scrolls 
and floral motifs against a background divided by wide diagonal bands into various com- 
partments, with an unfilled space for an escutcheon in the lower margin; small decorative 
initial in gilt over a blue background and numerous smaller initials in gilt against red; under- 

linings and marginal rulings in red. 
Paris: Pierre Le Caron for Antoine Verard [circa 1498 } 

Folio, late eighteenth century russia, gilt tooled back, sides decorated with a gilt tooled narrow border of 
scrolls with floral motifs at the four corners, by Scott of Edinburgh, with his label. 

FIRST AND ONLY FIFTEENTH CENTURY EDITION OF THIS FAMOUS MEDIEVAL FRENCH 

MYSTERY PLAY. [HE ONLY PERFECT COPY ON VELLUM KNOWN, WITH AN ADDITIONAL 

WOODCUT ILLUSTRATION HITHERTO UNRECORDED. 
AN EDITION OF EXTRAORDINARY RARITY, THERE BEING ONLY THREE OTHER KNOWN 

COPIES IN EXISTENCE (according to the Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke), ONLY ONE OF 

WHICH IS ON VELLUM (IMPERFECT ) AND ALL OF WHICH ARE IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES. 

The present copy contains a woodcut representing the Wheel of Fortune (on leaf g3, 
recto), HITHERTO UNRECORDED. ‘The only other copy on vellum (in the Bibliotheque 
Nationale) lacks the title-page and the leaf on which this woodcut appears. There is no 
record of this extra woodcut in the description of this edition given by Macfarlane in his 
monograph Antoine Vérard (No. 108), and the Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke refers to 
only two woodcut illustrations in this edition. Of the two other woodcuts, one (on leaf h6, 

verso) represents a group of sinners being thrust into the jaws of Hell by devils, and the 
other (on leaf i6 recto) the Day of Judgment. Both of these woodcuts are described by 
Macfarlane. 

‘THE PRESENT COPY IS IN ABSOLUTELY PERFECT CONDITION, WITH FINE LARGE MARGINS, 

printed on leaves of vellum measuring approximately 121/ x 77 inches. There is a library 
number inscribed on the title-page, and the signature of the Earl of Ancram (“Ancram’’) is 
inscribed on the recto of leaves a6, c4, and g2. 

The Gesamtkatalog der Wiegendrucke (No. 4342) records only ‘ies known copies, at 
the following Rhersese Musee Condé at Chantilly, Musée-Bibliothéque Dobrée at Nantes, 
and the Bibliothéque Nationale at Paris (an imperfect copy on vellum). Macfarlane records 
only the Chantilly and Paris copies. It should be noted, however, that Brunet, in his La 
France Littéraire au XVe Siécle (p. 23) refers to the existence of one copy on vellum and 
four on paper. THE PRESENT COPY IS THUS A HITHERTO UNRECORDED COPY ON VELLUM. 

There is no record of any copy sold by auction in either England or America (according to 
Book-Prices Current). 
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THE MOST FAMOUS BOOK WITH WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS 

COLUMNA (FRANCISCUS). Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. 234 leaves, roman type, _ 
39 lines to a page; woodcut illustrations and floriated initials. 

Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1499 

Folio, English seventeenth century calf, gilt tooled back, double gilt fillet borders on the sides (one hinge 
partly repaired; faded name and small marginal discoloration on the title-page; a few other slight spots). With 
the early Lothian bookplate (variety without the name). 

First Epition. A FINE LARGE COPY, measuring 12 x 734 inches. WITH THE WOODCUT 
REPRESENTING THE WORSHIP OF Priapus INTACT. A number of woodcuts, including the 
Priapic woodcut, in this copy have been partially colored with light tints by an early hand. 
The errors noted in the errata have been corrected throughout by hand, and the leaf of 

errata crossed out with a few pen lines. Hain *5501; Proctor 5574. 



POLIPHILO QVIVI FINISSE LA SVA HYPNERO 
TOMACHIA , DOLENTISE DEL SOMNO CHE NON 
DVEeelLV LONGO EL CHE IL SOLE EVE INVIDIO 
SO FACENDO GIORNO, 

A ANTOINOPINABILE DELECTAMENTO 
furrepto,& dagliochii mei {ummoto quel {pirito angeli 

Ico, Etfubtracto fora dagli fomnofi membriil dolce & 
fuaue dormire euigilantime, In quel punétulo ,Ome 
Heu meamorofilectori,tutto indolentime per il forte 
ftringere de quella beata imagine,& foelice prefentia ,& 

ueneranda maieftate laflantime & deferentime tra mira dolcecia,& inten. 
fiua amaritudine,Quando dal obtuto mio fe partirono quel iocundifhi 
mo fomno,&quelladiuaumbra interrupta & difieéta quella myfteriofa 
apparitione &{ublata.Perlequalefueconducto &elato ad fialei & fubli- 
mi,& penetrabili cogitamenti.Dique per auenturail Soledeinuidia agi 
tato dicufi beato fomnio,adepdare la gloriofanoée,como publico ini- 
mico & Sycophanta della diuina Matre, Cum gli illuminofi {plendori 
{ubitofo uene&adipingeredicolore rofeo lalbicate Aurora difcuffa la 
perpete nocte, Etilluftrato & interpofito il recentato die,io rimanfi fiipa- 
to &completiffimo di dolce,& argutula fallacia. Cogitate dunque qua- 
leliuoreliuido,alhoraelloharebbe, Siio realmente fentifle perfruendo 
oli proprii &uoluptici diledti,decufi formofa & diua damicella,& infi-- 
ene Nympha,Cheeffo non foftene(arbitro perche cum diua non lice) 
acconcedermi lalonga note (da indignatione) di Alcmena. Heu me 
perchenoncommutoeegli uno alquantulo della fua celeritudine cum 

uno pauculo di fecordia,alla mia refecta quiefcentia,& preterire unota- 

tuloilfuo ftatuto2Et perchealhoranon mi fuearrogato il Stygio fomno 
della Pyxidedella curiofa Pfyches:Et quiui Philomelaanteluculo flédo 
promeua,tra eli fpinofi rubi operta, & tra bofcheti prefli di opaca coma 

di querculi,inuolutidella obliquante Periclymeno leuiolentie dellad ul 

tero &ifido Tereo,Ciicanoro garrito dicendo, medierh eds tue ts aore7s 

fofpirido emerfo & abfoluto dal dolcefomno repentufcule melucubrai 

dicendo. Valeergo Polia, 

Taruifii cum decoriffimis Polizamorelorulis,diftineretur mifellus 
Poliphilus. 

.M.CCCC,LXVII, Kalendis Mai. 
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THE MOST FAMOUS BOOK WITH WOODCUT ILLUSTRATIONS 

COLUMNA (FRANCISCUS). Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. 186 leaves (should be 
234, but lacks the 4 preliminary leaves and leaves 191-234, containing book II), roman type, 
39 lines to a page; woodcut illustrations and floriated initials. 

Venice: Aldus Manutius, Romanus, 1499 

Folio, sixteenth century olive morocco, triple gilt fillet border on the back with the arms and device of 
Charles III of Bourbon, Archbishop of Rouen, triple gilt fillet border on the sides, gilt edges (a few worm- 
holes through the binding, barely affecting the lower margins of a few leaves). 

First Epirion. AN IMMACULATE COPY WITH LARGE MARGINS, comprising the COM- 
PLETE FIRST BOOK, WITH THE WOODCUT REPRESENTING THE WORSHIP OF PRIAPUS INTACT. 

The woodcuts are uncolored and are as fresh as on the day the book was issued. 
This volume is in such perfect condition that it is hard to think that it may ever have 

lost a section. It is tempting to believe that a few copies were issued privately without the 
second book. 

The plate here reproduced deserves the closest attention of Egyptologists. It contains the 
earliest examples of hieroglyphs to be engraved in any book. Hain “5501; Proctor 5574. 



deuaad intrare nella Elephantina machina exuifcerata 
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PRINTED HOURS, SIMON VOSTRE, 1502 

HOURS. Heures a lusaige de [ Nantes (name of place erased) }. 131 leaves (should 
be 132, but lacks leaf d3), gothic type, woodcut device of Simon Vostre on the title-page, 
woodcut of the anatomical man, 18 large woodcuts, and numerous small woodcuts, most of 
which form part of the decorative historiated border on each page; initials illuminated in 
colors and gold. { Paris: Simon Vostte, circa 1502 | 

Small 8vo, French eighteenth century morocco, gilt tooled back, triple gilt fillet border on the sides, gilt 
edges (rehinged; a few leaves slightly discolored). 

PRINTED ON VELLUM. With calendar from 1502 to 1520. The end-papers have been 
supplied from an early printed leaf. 
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A LARGE COPY PRINTED ON VELLUM 

IN OLD VELVET COVERS 

HOURS. Heures a lusaige de Romme. 116 leaves, gothic type; large woodcut device 

of the Hardouyns on the title-page, woodcut of the anatomical man, 19 large woodcut 
illustrations, and numerous smaller woodcuts, many of which are incorporated in the decorative 
historiated borders on each page; the first two illustrations and the initials have been 
illuminated in colors and gold by a contemporary hand. 

{Paris: Gillet and Germain Hardouyn, 1507 } 

Large 8vo, old dark blue velvet, remains of silver clasps, gilt edges. With the early Lothian bookplate 
(variety without the name). 

PRINTED ON VELLUM. A LARGE COPY OF THIS FINELY ILLUSTRATED BOOK OF HOURS. 

The title-page is undated, but there is a calendar for fourteen years, from 1507 to 1520. 
With five pages of additional prayers, written in neat contemporary gothic characters with 
illuminated initials, on extra leaves of vellum at the end of the volume. The signature of the 
Earl of Ancram appears on the title-page and on some other pages. 
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FROISSART’S CHRONICLES IN FRENCH 

FROISSART (JEAN). Les Croniques. Gothic type, woodcut lettering and printer's — 
mark on the four title-pages; large woodcut printer's mark at the end of the first, second, and 
fourth volumes; woodcut initials. Paris: Guillaume Eustace, 151{3- }4 

4 vols. in three, folio, English nineteenth century brown calf, gilt tooled backs, blind tooled decorative 
paneling on the sides, with the arms of Anne-Robert-Jacques Turgot removed from the older binding and inlaid 
on the upper covers (marginal repairs on the first title-page; title-page of second volume supplied in pen-and-ink 
facsimile; a few wormholes through the first and last volumes). With the Newbattle Abbey label. 

A DESIRABLE COPY OF THIS BEAUTIFULLY PRINTED EDITION. Vol. I apparently lacks 
two blank leaves, one at the end of the first quire (table of contents), and one at the end of 
the volume. Vols. III and IV, published together as one volume, lack the final blank leaves. 
With the signature (circa 1800?) of the Earl of Ancram on the first page of text of Vols. I, 
II, and II, and his initials and coronet stamped on the first page of text of Vol. I. 
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THE EXCESSIVELY RARE FIRST EDITION 

FABYAN (ROBERT). [The newe Cronycles of Englande and of Fraunce.} 408 
leaves, gothic type; large armorial woodcut on the recto of the first leaf, repeated on the verso 

of the same leaf and on the recto of the first leaf of the second part; woodcut illustrations 
and printer’s mark. London: Richard Pynson, 1516 

Folio, brown morocco, gilt tooled and decorative panel on the sides, the latter with the monogram and 
coronet of the Marquess of Lothian in the centre, gilt inside borders, gilt over marbled edges, by Orrock 
(repaired tear in the first leaf, partly affecting the woodcut; a number of leaves repaired in the margin, a few 
wormholes, and some contemporary inscriptions). With the Newbattle Abbey label. 

First EDITION. EXCESSIVELY RARE. APPARENTLY THE FIRST COPY EVER OFFERED FOR 
SALE BY AUCTION IN America. According to Bale, a number of copies of this edition were 
burned by order of Cardinal Wolsey because the work reflected upon the wealth of the 
clergy, but there appears to be nothing in its contents to bear out this assertion beyond its 
record of the Lollard petition of 1410. Some idea of the rarity of this edition may be 
formed when one considers that no copy has been sold in America, according to records 
dating back to 1895, and, similarly, in England, the only perfect copy sold since 1887 
realized £250 in 1888 (imperfect copies have been sold in 1887, twice in 1897, and in 1922). 
The Short-Title Catalogue (No. 10659) records only four copies in England (one im- 
perfect). Apart from the slight defects mentioned above the present copy is in perfect 
condition, with good margins and clean pages. 
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HE FIRS Ts COMPERLE PDRUIONSOR EIN x ei516 

LIVY. T. Livius Patavinus Historicus duobus Libris Auctus cum L. Flori Epitome, 

Indice copioso, et Annotatis in Libros VII Belli Maced. 454 leaves, roman type; woodcut 
historiated border on the title-page, repeated on the second title-page; border on dedication 
page, and numerous large floriated initials. Moguntiae: Joannes Scheffer, 1518 

Folio, brown pigskin, gilt and blind tooled back and sides, gilt edges, by Clarke & Bedford (a few slight 
marginal repairs). With the Newbattle Abbey label, and modern Lothian bookplate. 

A FINE COPY OF THE FIRST COMPLETE EDITION OF Livy. 
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FROISSART’S CHRONICLES IN ENGLISH 

FROISSART (JEAN). Cronycles of Englande, Fraunce, Spayne, Portyngale, Scot- 

lande, Bretaine, Flaunders: and other places adionynge. {Translated by John Bourchier, 

Lord Berners.} 332 and 334 leaves, gothic type; large armorial woodcut on the verso of 
the first title-page, woodcut ornaments and initials. 

Vol. I} London: Wyllyam Myddylton [1545 } 
{ Vol. IL} London: “Richard Pinson”, 1525 

2 vols., folio, olive morocco, gilt tooled backs, wide decorative gilt fleuron border on the sides with the 
monogram and coronet of the Marquess of Lothian stamped in gilt in the centre, gilt inside borders, gilt over 
marbled edges, by Orrock (small marginal defect and smudged name on first title-page; other slight marginal 
defects). With the Newbattle Abbey label. 

SECOND EDITION OF THE FIRST VOLUME, AND First EDITION OF THE SECOND. Middle- 

ton’s edition of the first volume, issued in 1545 (Short-Title Catalogue, No. 11398), is an 
almost line-for-line reprint of the original edition issued by Pynson in 1523. Copies of the 
Middleton edition of the first volume are frequently found, as in the present case, with copies 

of the original 1525 Pynson edition of the second volume (Short-Title Catalogue, No. 11397). 

71 

ANOTHER COPY. 332 and 334 leaves, gothic type; decorative woodcut borders on 
both title-pages, with large armorial woodcut on the verso; another large armorial woodcut on 

the verso of the last leaf; woodcut initials. 
{ Vol. I} London: Wyllyam Myddylton {1545 | 
{ Vol. IL} London: “Rycharde Pynson”, 1525 

2 vols. in one, folio, seventeenth century calf, blind tooled fillet paneling on the sides (lower margin of 
the last leaf partly torn away; a number of slight tears in other leaves; some early inscriptions on the first 
title-page and occasionally elsewhere). ; 

SECOND EDITION OF THE FIRST VOLUME, AND First EDITION OF THE SECOND. Both 

volumes are variants of the above editions (see preceding description), differing in regard 
to the title-pages, which in the present issue both have woodcut borders with the large armorial 
woodcut on the verso, and in regard to certain other details. The woodcut initials employed 
in these issues differ from those in the preceding, and there are certain added typographical 
ornaments. The variant form of the second volume, which displays a different form of spell- 
ing for Pynson’s name in the imprint, is recorded as 11397a in the Short-Title Catalogue, 
which contains no record of a variant issue of Middleton’s edition. 
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FINE COPY WITH LARGE MARGINS 

HIGDEN (RANULPHUS). Polycronicon. 398 leaves, gothic type; large decorative 
woodcut of a knight on horseback, with title and certain portions printed in red, on the title- 
page; same woodcut in black only, with certain variations, on the last page; full-page woodcut 

at the beginning of book five, several smaller woodcut illustrations, woodcut initials and colo- 

phon border. Southwerke {London }: Peter Treveris, 1527 

Folio, brown morocco, gilt tooled back and decorative panel on the sides, the latter with the monogram — 
and coronet of the Marquess of Lothian in the centre, gilt inside borders, gilt over marbled edges, by Orrock 
(small tear in one leaf; some slight stains and a number of contemporary inscriptions). With the Newbattle 
Abbey label. 

THIRD EDITION. A FINE COPY, WITH LARGE MARGINS. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 13440. 
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ANOTHER COPY. 397 leaves (should be 398, but lacks leaf 50, a blank). 
Southwerke {London }: Peter Treveris, 1527 

Folio, English eighteenth century tan mottled calf, gilt tooled back (hinges worn and partly cracked; lower 
marginal corner of title-page torn away, but restored; a few marginal tears and slight stains). A note on the 
fly-leaf seems to be in Maittaire’s hand. 

THIRD EDITION. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 13440. 
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THE CHRONIGLES OF ENGLAND 

PRINTED BY WYNKYN DE WORDE 

CHRONICLES OF ENGLAND. The Cronycles of Englonde with the dedes of princes 
and emperours and also the descripcyon of Englonde. 190 leaves (should be 192, but lacks 
leaf D and the final blank), gothic type; large armorial woodcut on the title-page, repeated on 

the verso; woodcut illustrations; large woodcut printer's mark at the end of the first part; large 

woodcut view on the second title-page and small printer's mark at the end. 
London: Wynkyn de Worde, 1528 

Folio, nineteenth century brown morocco, gilt and blind tooled back and sides, the latter with the mono- 
gram and coronet of the Marquess of Lothian in the centre, gilt inside borders, gilt over marbled edges, by 
Orrock (small hole in the first title-page, affecting one word; lateral edge of armorial woodcut slightly shaved; 
marginal wormhole through the closing leaves; a few faint stains and a number of contemporary inscriptions 
and underlines). With the Newbattle Abbey label. 

A DESIRABLE COPY OF THIS RARE BOOK. The first part, containing the Chronicles of 
England, comprises 170 leaves, including the final blank, and is complete. The second part, 
taken from Caxton’s edition of the Polycronicon (translated by Trevisa), lacks one leaf of 
text and the final blank leaf, as noted above. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 10002. 
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AN EXTREMELY SCARCE RASTELL IMPRESSION 

MORE (SIR THOMAS). The supplycacyon of soulys; agaynst the supplycacyon of 

beggars. 44 leaves, gothic type. | London: W. Rastell, 1529 } 

Small folio, contemporary limp vellum (two slight defects along the backstrip, a few wormholes and slight 
water stains). 

First Eprtion. EXTREMELY RARE (Short-Title Catalogue, No. 18092). Only two copies 
seem to have come on the market in many years: one of these (from the Huth sale) is now in 

the Huntington Library. 
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THE EDITIO PRINCEPS OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE 

THE BIBLE, that is, the holy Scripture of the Olde and New Testament, faithfully and 
truly translated out of Douche and Latyn in to Englishe [by Miles Coverdale}. Historiated 
woodcut border on the general title-page, borders on the four divisional title-pages, woodcut 
illustrations, double-page map. __{ (Attributed to:) Zurich: Christopher Froschover } 1535 

Thick folio, brown levant morocco, hinges outlines in blind, blind fillet border on the sides and blind inside 
border, gilt edges, by Riviere (title-page, the six preliminary leaves, leaf a2, leaf TT, and the map supplied in 
facsimile; a number of other leaves have been very skilfully repaired or restored in the margin, occasionally includ- 
ing a few words of the text). The interesting notes on the fly-leaf seem to be in the hand of Michael Maittaire. 

FIRST COMPLETE EDITION OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE, TRANSLATED BY MILES CoVERDALE. 

A VOLUME OF EXCESSIVE RARITY IN ANY CONDITION. [HE PRESENT COPY IS AN EXCEPTION- 

ALLY FINE ONE, AND ONE OF THE LARGEST COPIES IN EXISTENCE, measuring 1214 x 8 inches. 
The restorations indicated above have been most skilfully executed, and in spite of these de- 
fects VERY FEW COPIES IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES, AND ONLY TWO KNOWN TO BE IN PRIVATE 

HANDS, MAY BE COMPARED FAVORABLY WITH THE PRESENT ONE. Leaves a5, Hhs, Ii, Dddz, 
Qagq, and Qqqz have been supplied from a second copy belonging to the Marquess of Lothian. 
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IN A BEAUTIFUL MOSAIC MAIOLI BINDING 

GASSARUS (ACHILLES PIRMINIUS). Epitome Historiarum & Chronicorum 

Mundi. Woodcut printer’s device on the title-page and at the end, woodcut initials. 

Lugduni: Sulpitius Sapidus pro Antonio Constantino {1538 | 

8vo, contemporary brown calf; rounded back without bands, decorated with cross-hatched gilt tooled fillets; 
sides decorated with a triple gilt fillet border and narrow band of blue enamel, enclosing a central grolieresque 
pattern composed of interlaced geometric strapwork outlined in gilt and enamelled in red and white, ornamental 
foliage tooled in gilt, and a central cartouche of green morocco inlaid in mosaic; the lower edge of the front cover 
carries the legend “To Maiolii et Amicorvm” tooled in gilt, and the front cartouche the title “Chronicorvm 
Mvyndi Epitome”; the back cartouche carries the motto “Ingratis Servire Nephas”; gilt edges. In an olive straight- 
grain morocco box case, with the arms and monogram of the Marquis of Lothian tooled in gilt. 

A BEAUTIFUL EXAMPLE OF A GROLIERESQUE MOSAIC BINDING EXECUTED FOR THOMAS 

Marout. This Maioli binding is hitherto unrecorded and escaped the attention of G. D. 

Hobson when he compiled his recent work on the subject. The pattern of this binding is similar 

to a binding made for Grolier, reproduced in color as a frontispiece to W. Y. Fletcher’s well- 

known monograph on French bookbinding. Both bindings were probably executed by the 
same artist. The present binding is in fine unrestored condition, except for a small and very 
skilful repair at the lower right corner of the front cover. Two small slits on the lateral edge 
of the covers indicate that it was formerly supplied with ties. 
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EXTREMELY RARE CHRONICLES OF SCOTLAND 

BOETHIUS (HECTOR). Hystory and croniklis of Scotland. [Translated by J. Bellen- 
den.} 286 leaves (some in facsimile, as noted below), gothic type; large armorial woodcut 

on the title-page and large woodcut at the end, some small woodcut illustrations and initials. 
Edinburgh: Thomas Davidson [circa 1540 | 

Folio, brown morocco, gilt tooled back, gilt tooled interlaced fillet strapwork paneling on the sides with the 
atms of the Marquis of Lothian in the centre, gilt edges, by Orrock (leaves 1-5, 280-1, and 283-6 in facsimile; 
leaves 6-13, 252-5, 259-62, 274-9, and 282 have been completely or partially remargined, in some cases partly 
affecting the text which has been restored by hand; occasional other marginal repairs; some headlines trimmed 
into). 

First Epit1on of this extremely rare book (Short-Title Catalogue, No. 3203), nearly 

all known copies of which are imperfect. This one, which belonged in the sixteenth century to 
Robert Rychardson, notary, is believed to have been owned later by General Monk. 
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THE THIRD EDITION OF CHAUCER’S WORKS 

CHAUCER (GEOFFREY). The workes of Geffray Chaucer newly printed, with 
dyuers workes whiche were neuer in print before. 359 leaves, gothic type; woodcut architec- 
tural border on title-page, repeated on divisional title-page; 2 woodcuts and numerous woodcut 
initials. London: William Bonham {circa 1545 | 

Folio, early nineteenth century russia, blind tooled back and wide blind tooled border on the sides (title-page 
slightly soiled and rubbed, with a considerable number of contemporary marginal inscriptions; occasional early 
marginal inscriptions elsewhere; a few wormholes). 

THIRD EDITION listed in the Short-Title Catalogue, (No. 5071). Lacks the last leaf, 
Qgq6, presumably a blank. 
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A SHAKESPEARE SOURCE BOOK 

HALLE (EDWARD). The Vnion of the two noble and illustre famelies of Lancastre- 

& Yorke. 691 leaves (should be 692, but lacks the last blank leaf), gothic type; wide histori- 
ated woodcut border on the title-page. London: Richard Grafton, 1550 

Thick folio, brown morocco, gilt and blind tooled back and sides, the latter with the monogram and coronet 
of the Marquess of Lothian stamped in gilt in the centre, gilt over marbled edges, by Orrock (title-page frayed, 
partly affecting the edge of the border, and mounted; a number of leaves slightly water-stained). With the 
Newbattle Abbey label. 

THIS IS THE VERY RARE FOURTH EDITION, SUPPRESSED IN 1555 BY ACT OF PARLIAMENT, 
OF WHICH HARDLY ANY COPIES HAVE ESCAPED DESTRUCTION (Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 12723). 

Halle’s Chronicles are of considerable interest to the Shakespearean scholar as one of the 
main sources of Shakespeare’s historical plays (see Miss H. C. Bartlett, Mr. W. Shakespeare, 
pp. 88-89). It is not known exactly which edition Shakespeare made use of, but the probabili- 
ties are in favor of the one here described. 
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PRINTED ON VELLUM 

WITH THE RARE WOODCUT PORTRAIT OF THE DAUPHIN 

CEST LA DEDUCTION du sumptueux ordre plaisantz spectacles et magnifiques 
theatres dresses, et exhibes par les citoiens de Rouen ville Metropolitaine du pays de Norman- 
die, A la sacree Maiesté du Treschristian Roy de France, Henry second, leur souuerain 
Seigneur, Et a Tresillustre dame, ma Dame Katharin de Medicis, La Royne son espouze. 
67 leaves, roman type; 29 woodcut illustrations, 5 of which are double-page, and 2 pages of 
music; woodcut initials, illuminated by hand; yellow initial strokes supplied on the title-page; 

each page ruled in red. 
Rouen: Robert le Hoy & Jehan dictz du Gord {Printed by Jehan le Prest } 1551 

4to, English seventeenth century calf, gilt tooled fleurons on the back panels, double gilt fillet border on the 
sides, gilt edges (upper part of one hinge partly cracked). 

PRINTED ON VELLUM. A SUPERB COPY OF THIS BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED BOOK, COM- 
MEMORATING THE TRIUMPHAL ENTRY OF Henry II AND CATHERINE DE’ MEpDIcI INTO THE 

CITY OF ROUEN, on October 1-2, 1550. The woodcuts in this remarkable volume have been 
attributed to Jean Cousin. They represent the various stages of the magnificent procession 
and pageant held in honor of the king and queen; among them is a fine double-page illustra- 
tion depicting an exhibition of tribal life and customs which was given on this occasion by a 
troupe of Brazilian natives. This copy also contains the woodcut of the Dauphin which was 
omitted in later copies. Other illustrations show groups of soldiers, allegorical figures, ele- 
phants, triumphal cars and arches, and other features of the celebration. 

The signature of the Earl of Ancram appears on the title-page and on a number of other 
pages. With the early Lothian bookplate (variety with the name). 

ONE OF THE FINEST ILLUSTRATED BOOKS OF THE SIXTEENTH CENTURY. Only two or 
three other copies on vellum seem to be on record. 
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THE FIRST ENGLISH METRICAL TRANSLATION 

OF VIRGIES: “AENEID- 

VIRGIL. The xiti Bukes of Eneados of the famose Poete Virgill. Translatet out of 
Latyne verses into Scottish metir, bi the Reuerend Father in God, Mayster Gawin Douglas. 
377 leaves, gothic type, woodcut border on the title-page. London: [W. Copland} 1553 

4to, brown morocco, gilt tooled back and sides, gilt inside borders, gilt edges, by Orrock (title-page trimmed 
to border and mounted, top right corner of border partly defective; portion of one leaf torn away, affecting a few 
words, but restored with blank paper; a number of leaves repaired, and some leaves water-stained; inscription on 
title-page). With the Newbattle Abbey label, and.the modern Lothian bookplate. 

THE FIRST ENGLISH METRICAL TRANSLATION OF VIRGIL’S “AENEID”. Short-Title Cata- 

logue, No. 24797. 
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AN EARLY EDITION OF 

“THE CANTERBURY TALES” 

CHAUCER (GEOFFREY). Works. 385 leaves (should be 386, but lacks the title- 
page), gothic type; woodcut border on the first divisional title-page, and repeated on second; 

22 woodcuts in the prologue and woodcut at the beginning of the text, woodcut initials and 
ornaments. London: John Kyngston for John Wight, 1561 

Folio, English early eighteenth century calf (worn, rebacked; inner margin of first title-page partly restored; 
matginal repairs on the last two leaves; a few marginal tears; some head-lines trimmed into; some leaves discolored). 

FOURTH EDITION. First ISSUE of this edition, with the woodcuts in the Prologue, which 
were later removed. In this copy the three leaves (Dedication, etc.) which should follow the 
general title-page (which is lacking) have been bound between the Prologue and the text of 
The Canterbury Tales, and the divisional title-page for The Canterbury Tales is thus the first 
leaf. With an old armorial bookplate. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 5075. 
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THE DEDICATION COPY TO QUEEN ELIZABETH 

IN A BEAUTIFUL MOSAIC BINDING 

TACITUS. La Vie de Ivles Agricola, descripte a la verité par Cornelius Tacitus, son 

gendre. [Translated by Ange Cappel.} Engraved decorative vignette on the title-page, and 
tail piece. {Paris: Denis du Pré, 1574 |} 

4to, contemporary French olive morocco, gilt tooled asterisks on the back; sides richly gilt tooled in the 
fanfare mannet with interlaced triple fillet strapwork and sprays of leaves, certain portions of the design consisting 
of inlaid red morocco mosaic; doublures of brown calf richly tooled in gilt with a fanfare pattern very similar to 
that on the outside of the covers, with the royal English arms tooled in gilt and partly inlaid in olive morocco 
on the front doublure, and a Tudor rose tooled in silver in the centre of the back doublure, gilt edges (a few of 
the red morocco onlays have been rubbed off; probably recased, with fly-leaves of recent date). In an olive 
straight-grain morocco box case, with the arms and monogram of the Marquess of Lothian tooled in gilt. 

First EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION, DEDICATED TO QUEEN ELIZABETH. DEDICATION 
COPY, IN A RICHLY TOOLED BINDING, WITH THE ARMS OF QUEEN ELIZABETH ON THE FRONT 

DOUBLURE. AND A TUDOR ROSE, TOOLED IN SILVER, ON THE BACK DOUBLURE. 

| See frontispiece, also illustration opposite this page | 
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AN EARLY LIFE OF KING ARTHUR 

{MALORY (SIR THOMAS).} The storye of the most noble and worthy Kynge 

Arthur. 308 leaves, gothic type; large woodcut of a knight on horseback on the title-page; 

woodcut illustrations. London: Thomas East | circa 1585 | 

Folio, brown morocco, gilt tooled back, interlaced gilt fillet panelling on the sides with monogram and coronet 

of the Marquess of Peet: in the centre, pile inside borders, gilt over marbled edges, by Orrock (a few insignifi- 

cant marginal defects; some leaves slightly discolored in the margin). With the Newbattle Abbey label. 

THE FIFTH EDITION. (Short-Title Catalogue, No. 805.) Below the colophon is the 
early inscription: “N. Lussher iure me possidet.” 
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AN EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE COPY 

APULEIUS. L’Amour de Cupido et de Psiché, Mere de Volupté. {Translated by 
Jean Maugin.} Title-page with historiated border and 32 plates, designed and engraved by 
Leonard Gaultier. | Paris, 1586 | 

Small folio, dark olive levant morocco, back and sides decorated with a gilt tooled diaper pattern composed 
of the monograms and crest (a sun in splendor) of Sir Schomberg-Henry, Marquis of Lothian, triple gilt fillet 
borders, gilt edges, by Orrock (a few leaves slightly spotted). With the modern Lothian bookplate. 

AN EXCEPTIONALLY LARGE COPY OF THIS BEAUTIFUL SERIES OF PLATES. According to 

Brunet this volume should be in 4to, and the last plate dated 1586. ‘The present copy, 
measuring 10 x 7 inches, is in folio (according to the wire marks), and there is no date on 
the last plate. The plates are numbered and carry the text engraved below the illustrations. 
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A CHOICE COLLECTION OF EMBLEMATIC PLATES 

EMBLEMES D’AMOUR. Engraved title-page (in facsimile) and 47 plates. N.p., 
n.d. {With:} Theatre d’Amour. 27 numbered engraved plates, including the title-page and 
preliminary page of text. N.p., n.d. {And:} Emblemata Amoris. 13 numbered plates, 
including the title-page. N.p., n.d. Also with other plates, as detailed below. 

Bound in one volume, small folio, dark olive levant morocco, back and sides decorated with a gilt tooled 
diaper pattern composed of the monograms and crest (a sun in splendor) of Sir Schomberg-Henry, Marquess of. 
Lothian, triple gilt fillet borders, gilt edges, by Orrock (last six plates slightly stained). With the modern 
Lothian bookplate. 

A FINE COLLECTION OF EMBLEMATIC PLATES. The first series of plates, each of which 
is surrounded by a typographical border with a French quatrain below, are copies of the 

well-known plates by Otho Vaenius, many editions of which were issued during the seven- 
teenth century. Theatre d'Amour is a series of circular plates with peripheral quotations 
(some signed H. Grotius or H. G.), each plate being enclosed in a decorative rectangular 

border with a French sextain in the lower part, engraved in various styles of fancy calligraphy. 

The plates of the Emblemata Amatoria are oval in shape, with rectangular sculpturesque 

borders and metrical text below in Latin and German; with the imprint “Typis Jac. ab 

Heyden” on the title-page. Bound after these plates are the following: 

1. A large circular plate representing the Rape of Europa, finely engraved by G. D. Geijn 

after Karel Van Mander. 

2. Three large circular plates designed by C. Cornelissen representing Icarus, Phaeton, and 
Tantalus, respectively. 

3. Anthropomorphoseos Eikones. Engraved title-page and 6 numbered plates representing 
the ages of man, designed and engraved by Crispin de Passe. 

Coloniae: C. Van de Passe, 1599 

4. Seven plates representing the Seven Planets and the occupations of the men over whom 

they preside, engraved by J. Sanredam after Hfendrick} Gfoltzius }, 1569 (lateral edges 
trimmed into). 

. Four plates representing the allegorical figures of Sight, Smell, Taste, and Touch, 

engraved by N. Clock after H. Goltzius, 1596 (lateral borders trimmed into). 

6. A plate representing a Youth with a Mandolin, designed and engraved by J. D. Gheijn. 

7. A plate representing Pleasure and Work, designed and engraved by Crispin de Passe. 
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FIRST EDITION IN A PRESENTATION BINDING 

FOR THE THIRD EARL OF LOTHIAN 

[PARKER (HENRY).} The Generall Junto, or the Councell of Union, Chosen 
equally out of England, Scotland and Ireland, for the better compacting of three Nations 
into one Monarchy, &c. Printed, Anno Dom. 1642 

Folio, contemporary citron levant morocco, sides decorated with a narrow gilt tooled dentelle border and 
with a small gilt tooled oval frame of similar dentelles enclosing the legend: “For the Right Hofnora}ble the 
Earl of Lothian”, gilt edges (small repairs at two corners; lower portion of leaves faintly water-stained). With 
the early Lothian bookplate (variety without the name), and the Newbattle Abbey label. 

First EDITION. ‘THE ORIGINAL COPY PRESENTED TO WILLIAM KERR, THIRD EARL OF 
LOTHIAN, with a contemporary list of errata on the fly-leaf. 
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A FINE COLLECTION OF POETICAL TRACTS BY ALEXANDER POPE 

AND OTHER WRITERS, INCLUDING THE FOUR EPISTLES OF 

AN ESSAY ON MAN, THE CHARACTERS OF WOMEN 

AND OTHER POEMS 

POPE (ALEXANDER). Various Poetical Tracts, by Pope and others, as detailed 

below. London, v.d. 

38 pamphlets in one vol., folio, half calf, uncut (some leaves faintly water-stained in the lower margins, 
some leaves slightly soiled) S 

A COLLECTION OF SEVENTEEN POETICAL TRACTS BY POPE, INCLUDING THE FOUR 

EPISTLES OF “AN Essay ON MAN” (FIRST ISSUE OF EPISTLES I-11), “THE First SATIRE 
OF THE SECOND Book oF Horace”, “THE CHARACTERS OF WOMEN”, AND OTHER POEMS, 

TOGETHER WITH TWENTY-ONE TRACTS BY OTHER WRITERS. ‘The following are the pamphlets 
by Pope, in the order of their appearance as bound: 

The First Satire of the Second Book of Horace. London, 1733 
First Eprtion. First Issug, with no comma after the word Pope, but a comma after 

the word Virtuti, on the title-page. 

Of the Use of Riches, an Epistle to the Right Honorable Allen Lord Bathurst. 

London, 1732 

First EpiTion. First issue, with the error on p. 13, line 13, and with the erratum 

regarding it. Lacks the half-title. 

An Essay on Man. Epistles I-IV. 4 parts. London {1733-4 | 
First EDITIONS. FIRST ISSUES of PARTS I-III, with all the points noted by T. J. Wise. 

There are no variant issues of Part IV. 

An Epistle to the Right Honourable Richard Lord Visct. Cobham. London, 1733 
First Epition. With the half-title and final leaf of advertisements. Hialf-title partly 

soiled, with two small defects. 

An Epistle from Mr. Pope to Dr. Arbuthnot. London, 1734 
First EDITION. 

Of the Characters of Women: An Epistle to a Lady. London, 1735 
First Eprrion. Second Issue, with “Fleet” in imprint spelled correctly. With the 

half-title. 

{Description concluded on second page following | 
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The Impertinent: or, a Visit to the Court. London, 1737 

Third Edition. 
Horace, His Ode to Venus. Lib. IV. Ode I. Imitated by Mr. Pope. 
First Eprrion. Issued without half-title. 
The First Epistle of the First Book of Horace Imitated. London, 1737 
First Eprrion. Earliest issue, with the word “Price” on the title-page intact. Issued 

without a half-title. 
The Sixth Epistle of First Book of Horace Imitated. 
First Eprtion. With the half-title. 
The First Epistle of the Second Book of Horace, Imitated. 

First Eprt1on. Issued without a half-title. 
One Thousand Seven Hundred and Thirty Eight. A Dialogue Something Like Horace. 

London {1738 } 

First Eprtion. First Issue, with the words “One Shilling” set in large capitals. With 
the half-title. A few wormholes. 

One Thousand Seven Hundred and Thirty Eight. Dialogue II. 
First Eprt1on. Issued without half-title. A few wormholes. 
The Universal Prayer. London, 1738 
First Eprtron. Earliest issue, without the signature B on p. 5. Issued without a half- 

title. A few wormholes; last Jeaf repaired. 

London, 1737 

London, 1737 

London, 1737 

London, 1738 

The other poetical tracts, mostly by anonymous authors and presumably First Eprtions 
(with the one exception noted), are as follows: 

Oikographia (Welsted), London, 1725 
An Ode on the Coronation of their Majes- 

ties King George II and Queen Caroline, 
London, 1727 

A Letter from a Lady to her Husband 
Abroad, London, 1729 (third edition) 

Sir Robert Brass, London, 1731 
Advice to Sappho, London, 1733 
The Satirist [| Swift }, London, 1733 
The Woman of Taste, London, 1733 
The Wrongheads, London, 1733 
The Man of Honour, London, 1733 

The London Merchants Triumphant, Lon- 

don, 1733 
Of Verbal Criticism {Mallett}, London, 

1733 

The State Dunces [Whitehead }, London, 

£733 
The State Dunces, Part I, London, 1733 

The Counterpart to the State-Dunces. By 
a Citizen of New-York. London, 1733 

A Friendly Epistle to the Author of the 
State Dunces, London, 1733 

An Excise Elegy, London, 1733 

The Theatre Turned Upside Down, Lon- 

don, 1733 
The Muse in Distress, London, 1733 
The Parsoniad, London, 1733 
Tit for Tat, London, 1734 
An Epistle from a Gentleman at Twicken- 

ham, to a Nobleman at St. James’s, 
London, n.d. 



Sale Thursday Evening, January 28, 1932 

at 8:15 o’clock 

SECOND SESSION 

EARLY AMERICANA 

BOOKS ON TRAVEL AND NAVIGATION 

NUMBERS 90-168 
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WITH TEN MAPS RELATING TO AMERICA 

PTOLEMY. La Geografia di Claudio Tolomeo Alessandrino. Nuovamente tradotta 

di Greco in Italiano da Ieronimo Ruscelli. 64 double-page copperplate maps. 
Venetia: Giordano Ziletti, 1564 

4to, old calf, gilt tooled back, double gilt fillet border on the sides (a few faint water-stains). 

SECOND EDITION OF RUSCELLI’S TRANSLATION. The map entitled “Orbis Descriptio” 
and the nine concluding maps forming part of the modern series relate to America. 
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FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH 

THEVET (ANDRE). The New found worlde, or Antarctike, wherein is contained 

wonderful and strange things, as well of humaine creatures, as Beastes, Fishes, Foules, and 

Serpents, Trees, Plants, Mines of Golde and Siluer: garnished with many learned aucthorities 
. And now newly translated into Englishe, wherein is reformed the errours of the 

auncient Cosmographers. Title within border. Black Letter. 
London: By Henrie Bynneman for Thomas Hacket [1568 } 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, title-page lightly spotted). Signatures *, A, each in fours; B to S in 
eights; T, 4 leaves. Size, 615/16x5¥ inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A VERY FINE AND VERY LARGE COPY OF THE First EDITION IN ENGLISH OF THIS 
FAMOUS WoRK. ‘This copy varies from the Church Catalogue collation in the running 
head-lines of the dedication to the “Right Reverend Cardinall of Sens” and reads: “The 
Epistle”. The Church copy reads: “The Preface | to the Reader”. This copy also has the 
correct signature mark “Liiii”. Other errors in folio numbers and signature marks agree 
with the Church collation. 

The work was translated into English by Thomas Hacket, and dedicated to Sir Henry 
Sidney. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 23950. 
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A FAMOUS WORK ON THE WEST INDIES 

EDEN (RICHARD). The History of Trauayle in the West and East Indies, and 

other countreys lying eyther way, towardes the fruitfull and ryche Moluccaes. As Moscouia, 

Persia, Arabia, Syria, Aegypte, Ethiopia, Guinea, China in Cathayo, and Giapan: With a 

discourse of the Northwest passage. Newly set in order, augmented, and finished by Richard 

Willes. London: Richarde Iugge, 1577 

Thick small 4to, old calf. Signatures (.), 4 leaves; *, 6 leaves; A and B in fours; C to Ooo in eights. 
Size, 7¥g x 5 1/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THIS IMPORTANT WORK, containing a number of additions not to be found 
in the earlier edition. The larger portion is taken up with Peter Martyr’s Decades of. the 
New World and Oviedo’s History of the West Indies. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 649. 
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FIRST EDITION OF THE FIRST NARRATIVE OF 

FROBISHER’S THREE VOYAGES FOR THE 

DISCOVERY OF A NORTHWEST PASSAGE 

[BESTE (GEORGE).} A trve Discovrse of the late voyages of discouerie, for the 

finding of a passage to Cathaya, by the Northweast, vnder the conduct of Martin Frobisher 

Generall: Deuided into three Bookes. In the first whereof is shewed, his first voyage. 
Wherein also by the way is sette out a Geographicall description of the Worlde, and what 

partes thereof haue bin discoured by the Nauigations of the Englishmen. . . . In the second, 
is set out his second voyage, with the aduentures and accidents thereof. In the thirde, is 
declared the strange fortunes which hapned in the voyage, with a seuerall description of the 
Countrey and the people there inhabiting . . . Two folding maps. The first is of the two 
hemispheres, showing Frobisher’s strait as an open passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; 
the second is a more detailed map of Frobisher’s discoveries. 

London: Imprinted by Henry Bynnyman, 1578 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, small tear in leaf L, very light stains on a few leaves of the third voyage). 
Signatures a to h in fours; i, 2 leaves; A to N in fours; O, 2 leaves. Size, 7 x 51 inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THE First EDITION OF THE FIRST NARRATIVE OF FROBISHER’S 

EXPEDITIONS IN SEARCH OF A NORTHWEST PASSAGE TO THE PACIFIC OcEAN, AND OF HIS 

DISCOVERIES IN THE ARCTIC, WRITTEN BY THE HISTORIAN OF THE EXPEDITIONS. ‘This 

copy appears to be a variant from the copies described by Collier and Church, as it contains 
leaf aiiii with the signature “aiii” and without the word “Notable” before “discoueries” 

on the verso of aiiii; but without the duplication of text. Its variations on pp. 17-18 agree 
with the Lenox Library copies. —,THERE ARE BUT FEW COPIES KNOWN IN ANY CONDITION, 
AND APPARENTLY FEWER THAN TEN WITH THE MAPS. 

THIS IS THE ORIGINAL SOURCE WORK ON ARCTIC EXPLORATION IN AMERICA, AND THE 

NARRATIVE OF THE FIRST THREE OF THE MORE THAN ONE HUNDRED VOYAGES AND LAND 

JOURNEYS THAT HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN IN THE VAIN QUEST OF A NORTHWEST PASSAGE. 

Beste was one of the captains in the third expedition, and historian of all three. 
THE MAPS ARE OF THE HIGHEST IMPORTANCE AND ARE LARGE, CLEAN, AND UNWORN 

copies. Winsor states that the mappemonde is the “most significant since Mercator’s”. 
Kohl traces the authorship of these maps to James Beare, Frobisher’s principal surveyor. 
Short-Title Catalogue, Nos. 1972-3. 
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POLO (MARCO). The most noble and famous trauels of Marcus Paulus, one of 

the nobilitie of the state of Venice, into the East partes of the world, as Armenia, Persia, 

Arabia, Tartary, with many other kingdoms and Prouinces. No lesse pleasant, than 

profitable, as appeareth by the Table, or Contents of this Booke. Most necessary for all 

sortes of Persons, and especially for Trauellers. Translated into English. 

London: Printed by Ralph Newbery, 1579 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, margin and side note on leaf G damaged, leaf Qz2 torn, a few headlines 
shaved). Signatures * to *** in fours; ****, 2 leaves; A to X in fours. Size, 7x5 1/16 inches. In a half 
morocco slip case. 

A SUPERB COPY OF THE FIRST EDITION IN ENGLISH OF THE FAMOUS NARRATIVE BY 

Marco PoLo, WHICH INSPIRED COLUMBUS TO UNDERTAKE THE EXPEDITION WHICH LED 

TO THE DISCOVERY OF THE New Worp. The Short-Title Catalogue lists but two copies: 
those in the British Museum and in Lambeth Palace. The British Museum also has an 

imperfect copy. APPARENTLY THIS IS THE FIRST COPY TO APPEAR FOR SALE BY AUCTION. 
The work was translated by John Frampton, who also translated Monarde’s Joyjull 

Newes ovt of the Newe Founde Worlde. He was a retired merchant who had spent many 
years in Spain. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 20092. 
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WITH 35 PAGES OF AMERICAN RELATION 

APIANUS (PETRUS). Cosmographie, ou description des quatre parties du Monde. 
Woodcut folding map of the world, 5 woodcut volvelles (one lacks the movable element), 
and numerous woodcut maps, diagrams, and illustrations. Anvers: Jean Bellere, 1581 

4to, old brown calf, gilt tooled pattern of interlaced leafy branches on the back, triple gilt fillet border on 
the sides. 

Pages 153-187 relate to America and the islands of the West Indies. 
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THE FOUNDATION BOOK OF ALL HISTORIES OF PERU 

ZARATE (AUGUSTIN DE). The strange and delectable History of the discouerie 
and Conquest of the Prouinces of Peru, in the South Sea. And of the notable things, which 

there are found: and also of the bloudie ciuill warres which there happened for gouerment. 

Written in foure bookes, by Augustine Sarate, Auditor for the Emperour his Maiestie in 

the same prouinces and firme land. And also of the ritche Mines of Potosi. Translated 

out of the Spanish tongue, by T. Nicholas. Woodcuts. Black Letter. 

London: Richard Ihones, 1581 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, small wormholes through the lower margins of folios 12-35). Signatures A, 
{, B to Aa in fours. Size, 7x 51/4 inches. Contemporary name and note on folio 50, and name on half-title. 
In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION IN ENGLISH OF THE FOUNDATION OF ALL SUBSEQUENT HISTORIES OF 

THE CONQUEST OF PERU. This copy agrees with the Church Catalogue collation in all 

respects. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 26123. 
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.A STANDARD WORK ON THE EAST INDIES 

LOPES DE CASTANEDA (HERNAN). The first Booke of the Historie of the 
Discouerie and Conquest of the East Indias, enterprised by the Portingales, in their 
daungerous Nauigations, in the time of King Don Iohn, the second of that name. Which 
Historie conteineth much varietie of matter, very profitable for all Nauigators, and not 
vnpleasaunt to the Readers. Now translated into Eye ich, by N. Lf ichefteld }. Gentleman. 

London: Thomas East, 1582 

Small 4to, old calf (one joint cracked, small wormholes through a few bottom margins). Signatures A, 
2 leaves; A (repeated) to Tt in fours. Size, 7¥/ x 5 3/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

THE RARE First EDITION IN ENGLISH OF ONE OF THE MOST RELIABLE ACCOUNTS OF 

THE CONQUEST OF THE East INnprgs. Dedicated to Sir Francis Drake. Short-Title 
Catalogue, No. 16806. 
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THE FIRST PRINTED ACCOUNT 

OF THE FIRST SETTLEMENT MADE IN AMERICA 

BY THE ENGLISH 

{PECKHAM (SIR GEORGE).} A trve reporte of the late discoueries and possession, 

taken in the right of the Crowne of Englande, of the New-found Landes: By that valiaunt 

and worthye Gentleman, Sir Humfrey Gilbert Knight. Wherein is also breefely sette downe, 

her highnesse lawfull Tytle therevnto, and the great and manifolde Commodities, that is 

likely to grow thereby, to the whole Realme in generall, and to the Aduenturers in particular. 

Together with the easines and shortnes of the Voyage. 

London: Printed by I. C. for Iohn Hinde, 1583 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, light stains on 3 leaves, contemporary names on last blank page). Signatures: 
title (without mark), 1 leaf; *, 3 leaves; §, 4 leaves; contents (without mark), 1 leaf, completing quire *; 
B to G in fours; H, 1 leaf; I, 3 leaves. Size, 67 x 5¥% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE FIRST EDITION OF THE FIRST PRINTED ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST 

SETTLEMENT MADE IN AMERICA BY THE ENGLISH. INOT MORE THAN TWELVE COPIES 

ARE KNOWN, MOST OF WHICH ARE IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS, AND SOME OF WHICH ARE 

IMPERFECT. hough at first supposed to be by Sir Humphrey Gilbert, as indicated by 
the title-page, Hakluyt, who reprinted the work, interpreted the initials G. P. of the dedication, 

as those of Sir George Peckham, who was one of the large adventurers in the expedition. 

“On Monday, 5 Aug., Gilbert took possession, in the name of the queen, of the harbour 

of St. John, and two hundred leagues every way for himself, his heirs, and assigns for ever . . . 

Thus was planted the First ENGLISH COLONY IN NortH America. Within a fortnight 
he found himself the governor of a mixed colony of raw adventurers.” {Dictionary of 
National Biography. } 

A FINE AND COMPLETE Copy. Several of the known copies show variations in the make- 
up of the preliminary leaves, but this copy contains all the material found in any copy, and 
more than in most. It agrees in collation with one of the British Museum copies, C 32. ¢. 12; 
that is, the five leaves of verses contain the following: Leaf 1. Recto: Verses by Sir William 
Pelham; verso: By Sir Francis Drake. Leaf 2. Recto: By John Hawkins (with signature 
S|); verso: by Captain Bingham. Leaf 3. Recto: By Captain Frobisher (signature Sii) ; 
verso: By Captain Chester and Mathew Roydon. Leaf. 4. Recto: By Anthony Parkhurst; 
verso: by Arthur Hawkins. Leaf 5. Recto: By John Achelley; verso: blank. This copy 
contains the three leaves of “Articles of Assuraunce” at the end. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 19523. 
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DEDICATED TO SIR FRANCIS DRAKE 

[JONES (PHILIP).} Certaine briefe, and speciall Instructions for Gentlemen, 
merchants, students, souldiers, marriners, &c. Employed in seruices abrode, or anie way 
occasioned to conuerse in the kingdomes, and gouernementes of forren Princes. 

London: Printed by Iohn Woolfe, 1589 

Small 4to, sewn (portion of title and first leaf missing). Signatures A to D in fours. Size, 634 x 514 
inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First Eprtton. The work is dedicated to Sir Francis Drake upon the advice of Richard 
Hakluyt. It is a translation from Albertus Meier. There is a reference on page 12 to the 
Straits of Magellan, and on page {22} the opinion of Abraham Ortelius concerning the 
use of notes and observations in travel. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 17784. 
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FINE LARGE COPY OF 

DE BRY’S GRANDS VOYAGES 

DE BRY (THEODORE). Grands Voyages. Parts I-XI. Francoforti, 1590-1620 

11 parts in three vols., small folio, old red morocco (rubbed, backs faded), elaborately gilt tooled. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THIS CLASSIC OF EARLY AMERICAN VOYAGES AND DISCOVERIES, 
WITH WIDE MARGINS, AND IN GENERAL IN FINE, CLEAN CONDITION. The work has been 
collated with the Church Catalogue, but, as practically all De Bry bibliographers claim that | 
no two copies are alike, this copy contains many variations from described issues, and is 
therefore sold as it is. 

Part I. Admiranda Narratio fida tamen, de commodis et incolarum ritibus Virginiae. 
Map and 28 plates. 1590. 

Engraved title, Adam and Eve plate, plate 18, all the Pict plates, and a part of the text are First EpITIoNs; 
the remainder, including the second engraved title, is second edition. 

This is a Latin translation of Hariot’s A brief and true report of the new found land 

of Virginia. 

Part II. Brevis Narratio eorum Quae in Florica Americae provicia gallis acciderunt. 
Map and 42 plates. 1591. 

Text and plates First EpITIoN, except first engraved title, plates 1-4, 6-41. The Historia is inserted 
from the second edition. Hz, sometimes found as a blank or with colophon, is missing, as usual, and the 
last blank leaf is also missing. 

Contains three accounts of the French Huguenot expeditions to Florida. The plates 
are from drawings by Jacques le Moyne, who accompanied the expedition under Laudonnieére. 

Part III. Americae Tertia Pars. Map, Adam and Eve plate, and 30 plates in the 
text. 1592. 

First Epition, Second Issue, throughout, except the “Exemplar duarum litterarum” which is second 
edition. 

Narratives of three voyages made to Brazil in 1546-1558 by Johann von Staden and 
Jean de Léty. 

Part IV. Americae Pars Quarta. Map and 24 plates. 1594. 
First Epition, Second Issue, except the preface and plates 1, 3-13. 

Contains Benzoni’s History of the New World, which is continued in Parts V and VI. 

| Description concluded on second page following | 
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Part V. Americae Pars Quinta. Map, portrait of Columbus and 22 plates. 1594. 

First EpitIon, except the first engraved title, portrait of Columbus, and a part of the text. A few 
leaves are lightly time-stained. 

Part VI. Americae Pars Sexta. Map and 29 plates. 1596. 

Plates all First Epition, as is the second engraved title, from which the slip which was pasted over the 
text of the title has been removed. The remainder of the work is second edition. Two blank leaves are 
missing. 

Part VII. Americae Pars Septima. Plate printed in text. 1599. 

First Eprt1on of the text. The engraved title-page differs from those mentioned in the Church Catalogue. 
The title is within the same engraved border as that of Part II, and is printed on a slip which has been pasted 
down. Backed with contemporary paper. The title reads: “Americae | pars septima. | Sive | verissima et 
ivevndissima descrip- | tio praecipvarvm qvarvndam indiae | Regionum & Insularum, . . . | [5 lines} | Autore 
M. Gotardo Artvs, Dantiscano | [3 lines} | Anno Christi M.D.XCIX.” 

This part contains an account of the voyages of Ulrich Schmidel to Brazil and Paraguay 

iN 1535-53. 

Part VIII. Americae Pars VIII. Map and 18 plates. 1599. 
Mainly First Eprrion, Second Issue. The plates are in the first state, with plates 13-14 in the correct 

positions. The text has no “Mappa mundi” on p. 78, nor “Mare del Nort” on p. 3 of the second pagination. 
The “Descriptio Itineris” is a variant from those in the Church Catalogue. The preface, leaf AA, is missing 
as it is from many copies. The first 40 pp. are wormed in the lower blank margins, and the engraved title has 
a contemporary paper backing. 

Contains relations of three voyages by Drake, one by Cavendish, and two by Sir Walter 
Raleigh. 

Part IX. Americae Nona & Postrema Pars. Map and 39 plates. Coat-oj-arms. 1602. 
First Eprtion. With two of the errors of pagination corrected. Plate 3 has been interchanged in both 

series. The correct coat of arms has been printed on the page. 

Contains Acosta’s Historia natural y moral de las Indias and narratives of the voyages 

of Sebald de Weert and Olivier van Noort. 

Part X. Americae Pars Decima. 12 plates. 1619. 

SOLE EDITION. FIRST ISSUE. 

Contains two letters of Americus Vespuccius, Hamor’s Virginia, and Capt. John Smith’s 
Description of New England. 

Part XI. Americae Pars Undecima. 3 maps and 29 plates. 1619. With the Appendix, 
1620. 

SOLE EDITION. Plates 16-17 are pasted down over others. The Appendix is somewhat time-stained. 
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ONLY ONE COPY RECORDED 

HASLETON (RICHARD). Strange and Wonderful Things. Happened to Richard 
Hasleton, borne at Braintree in Essex, in his ten yeares trauailes in many forraine countries. 
Penned as he delivered it from his owne mouth. Black Letter. 14 woodcuts. 

London: Printed by Af dam }. I{slip }. for William Barley, 1595 

Small 4to, old calf rebacked, first and last leaves (probably blank) missing, light stains on the lower margins 
of the last three leaves. Signatures A2 to E3 in fours; size, 67 by 5 3/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF PROBABLY THE RAREST BOOK OF ITS CLASS. ONLY ONE COPY IS 

RECORDED IN the Short-Title Catalogue, that one being in the Henry E. Huntington Library. 
The work is an account of capture and torture by the Inquisition, and of slavery among 

the Moors. The woodcuts are fine impressions, and some are curious. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 12925. 
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FIRST AND ONLY ITALIAN VERSION 

ACOSTA (JOSEPH DE). Historia Naturale, e Morale delle Indie. Novamente 
tradotta della lingua Spagnuola nella Italiana da Gio. Paolo Galucci Salodiano. 

In Venetia: presso Bernardo Basa, 1596 

Small 4to, original limp vellum (upper corners of back cover and last few leaves gnawed away; a few marginal 
wormholes and slight water-stains). 

FIRST AND ONLY ITALIAN VERSION of this interesting account of the natural history and 
customs of the West Indies, Mexico, and other parts of the New World. Printed with the 
types of Aldus. 
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ONE OF THE RAREST WORKS ON NAVIGATION 

BY THE INVENTOR OF THE COMPASS-BOX 

[BARLOW (WILLIAM).} The Navigators Svpply. Conteining many things of prin- 
cipall importance belonging to Nauigation, with the description and vse of diuerse Instru- 
ments framed chiefly for that purpose; but seruing also for sundry other of Cosmography in 
generall: the particular Instruments are specified on the next Page. Woodcut on title and 

seven folding plates. London: G. Bishop, R. Newbery, and R. Barker, 1597 

Small 4to, sewn (a few leaves lightly stained; top margins cut, close shaving a few words). Signatures a 
and b in fours; A to K in fours; L, 2 leaves; 7 plates. Size, 71/16 by 51% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION OF THE AUTHOR’S FIRST WORK. LESS THAN 10 COPIES KNOWN. Of this 

work Lowndes writes: “This eminent mathematician . . . was the first inventor of the com- 

pass-box, as it is now used at sea”; and Wood’s Athenae Oxoniensis states: “He was the 

first that made the inclinatory instrument transparent, and to be used pendant, with a glass on 
both sides and ring on the top . . . and moreover he hanged it in a Compass-box, where with 

two ounces weight, it was fit for use at sea. Secondly, he was the first that found out and 
shewed the difference between Iron and Steel, and their tempers for Magnetical use. Thirdly, 
he was the first that showed the right way of touching Magnetical Needles . . .” 

In the dedication the author gives an interesting account of Sir Francis Drake, who “In 
his West Indian victorious voyage, departing from the harbour of Cartagena, arriued some 
small time after at the Westermost point of Cuba, called Cape S. Antony, and hauing stayed 
there some fewe dayes, put to Sea for Virginia, for the reliefe of our Countreymen that were 
there in great danger and distresse”. After sixteen days they sighted land which their navi- 
gator, who throughout that time had been in disgrace, discovered to be the same point of Cuba 
they had left. “This coulde he neuer haue done without his knowledge of the Variation of 
the Compasse”. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 1445. 
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WITH THE MOLINEAUX-WRIGHT MAP 

HAKLUYT (RICHARD). The Principal Navigations, Voiages, Trafhqves and Dis- 

coueries of the English Nation, made by Sea or ouer-land, to the remote and farthest distant 

quarters of the Earth, at any time within the compasse of these 1500. yeeres: Deuided into 

three seuerall Volumes. Folding map. 
London: George Bishop, Ralph Newberie and Robert Barker, 1598, 1599, 1600 

3 vols. in two, small folio, contemporary calf (rubbed, one joint cracked, small piece missing from one back- 
strip, a few light marginal stains in Vol. 1, small tears in three blank margins), gilt tooled. Vols. 1 and 2 
measure 81/g by 121/4 inches, with a few leaves uncut on top or bottom margins. Vol. 3 measures 75% by 113 
inches. 

A FINE AND VERY LARGE COPY OF A WORK, THE IMPORTANCE OF WHICH CAN HARDLY BE 
OVERRATED. \/ITH THE RARE FIRST ISSUE OF VOLUME ONE, CONTAINING THE ORIGINAL 

“VOYAGE TO CabIz”, pp. 607-619, which was suppressed by order of Queen Elizabeth after 
the disgrace of the Earl of Essex. 

THe MOoLinEAUX-WRIGHT MAP. FINE COPY, LARGE AND EXCEEDINGLY RARE. ‘The 

Church Catalogue locates but thirteen copies, three of which are in America. The map is on 
two sheets, joined, the engraving measuring 171/g by 251 inches, on paper 20 by 26 inches. 
There are small tears on two margins, one running into the engraving, and it is slightly worn 
at the folds. It is the second state of this map, with the inscription concerning Sir Francis 

Drake and the Straits of Magellan in the left of the map. 
THE MOST INTERESTING OF ALL THE MAPS DRAWN AND ENGRAVED IN ENGLAND IN THE 

REIGN OF ELIZABETH. It has been proved from internal evidence to have been prepared with 
the combined skill of the best geographers and hydrographers of the time, Richard Hakluyt, 

Emerie Molineaux, and Edward Wright (the mathematician and inventor of the new and per- 
fected method of projection). For the purpose of geography and navigation it was far in 
advance of anything that had preceded it, embodying the latest discoveries of John Davis in 
his search for the north-west passage, of Wilhelm Barents in the region of Spitzbergen and 
Nova Zembla, and of Francisco de Gali on the passage of the Pacific Ocean from China to 
California. 

This is the famous chart of “hydrographical description” of the world of which Shake- 
speare makes mention in Twelfth Night, Act 3, scene ii: “He does smile his face into more 
lines than is in the new map with the augmentation of the Indies”. The map was published 
but a year or two before the publication of “Twelfth Night”. Short-Title Catalo gue, 
No. 12626. 

105 
ANOTHER COPY. 

3 vols., small folio, calf (Vol. 3 lightly stained and with a small repair in the last leaf of Vol. 2). 

FINE Copy without the map and with the “Voyage to Cadiz” in manuscript. 
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APPARENTLY THE FINEST OF THE FEW KNOWN COPIES 

PARRY (WILLIAM). A new and large discourse of the Trauels of sir Anthony 
Sherley Knight, by Sea, and ouer Land, to the Persian Empire. Wherein are related many 
strange and wonderfull accidents: and also, the Description and conditions of those Coun- 
tries and People he passed by: with his returne into Christendome. 

London: Printed by Valentine Simmes for Felix Norton, 1601 

Small 4to, sewn (10 leaves lightly stained). Signatures A to F in fours, the first blank except “A” on recto; 
the last blank; both present. Size, 6 15/16 by 534 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A VERY FINE AND VERY LARGE COPY OF THE FIrsT EDITION BY Parry, OF WHICH AP- 

PARENTLY BUT EIGHT COPIES ARE KNOWN, although the Short-Title Catalogue mentions two. 
Apparently most of the eight copies are more or less imperfect. On the first page of text is 
written, in a contemporary hand: “Gratiam da Deus He. Rolf.” 

This is the second published account of Sir Anthony Sherley’s travels; the first, consisting 
of 5 leaves only, having been published in 1600. On leaf F3 is a sonnet by John Davies of 
Hereford, which, according to Collier, “is the earliest specimen of his rhyming propensity”. 
Short-Title Catalogue, No. 19343. 
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CONTAINING IMPORTANT AMERICAN MAPS 

PORCACCHI (THOMAS). L'Isole piv famose del Mondo descritte da Thomaso 

Porcacchi da Castiglione Arretino e intagliate da Girolamo Porro Padovano. Con l’Aggiunta 

di molte Isole all’ ill’re S. Conte Georgio Trivltio. 47 maps in text. In Venetia, 1605 

Small folio, old calf (last 6 leaves, containing one map, missing). 

This is the 1604 edition with the altered date found in some copies. 
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PROBABLY THE FINEST OF THE FEW COPIES KNOWN OF 

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT ACCOUNTS OF THE DISCOVERY 

OF NEW ENGLAND 

ROSIER (JAMES). A Trve Relation of the most prosperous voyage made this present 

yeere 1605, by Captaine George Waymouth, in the Discouery of the land of Virginia: Where 
he discoured 60 miles vp a most excellent River; together with a most fertile land. Written by 
Iames Rosier. a Gentleman employed in the voyage. Title within woodcut border. | 

Londoni: Impensis Geor. Bishop, 1605 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked). Signatures A to E, in fours. Size, 7 by 51% inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

AN IMMACULATE, LARGE AND PERFECT COPY OF THIS EXCEEDINGLY RARE AND IMPORTANT 

work. S. De Ricci, in 1921, located but 8 copies; and since then three, besides the above, have 

been discovered. Nearly all are permanently located in public institutions. 
ONE OF THE GREAT AMERICAN NUGGETS AND OF VITAL IMPORTANCE AS A SOURCE BOOK 

oF New ENGLAND DISCOVERY. There has been much discussion by historians as to which 
river in New England was discovered by Waymouth; but Winsor, in his Narrative and 
Critical History, appears to have settled the question in a satisfactory manner. He writes: 
“This narrative forms the source of almost everything that is known about the voyage. It 
contains some preplexing passages; but when properly interpreted, it is found that they are all 
consistent with other statements, and prove that the river explored was the Kennebec”. He 
proves this fact by Champlain, who visited that river in July, 1605, and who learned from the 
natives that Waymouth had captured five of their number. The names of these natives, who 
were taken to England, are listed in the above-mentioned work. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 21322. 
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WYTFLIET (CORNEILLE). Histoire Vniverselle des Indes, Orientales et Occi- 
dentales. Divisée en devx Livres. Le Premier par Cornille Wytfliet: le Second par Ant. 
MJ agini }. & avtres Historiens. Engraved title and 23 maps on 20 double-page sheets. 

A. Douay: Frangois Fabri, 1605 

Small folio, contemporary calf (rubbed, a few margins lightly stained, the blank recto of the approbation leaf 
pasted to the blank verso of the engraved title), tooled with three lions passant on a gilt field on each cover. 

First EDITION IN FRENCH OF THE EARLIEST DISTINCTIVELY AMERICAN ATLAS. It is as 
important in the history of the early cartography of the new world as Ptolemy’s maps are in 
the study of the old. Five of the maps are dated 1597 and are from the original Latin edition 
of that date. 

Many of the maps have a special interest. In the map of the world the unknown west 
coast of North America is defined and is separated from Asia by “El streto de Anian”; also 
included are an early map of Cuba; “California”, represented as a peninsula; “Norvmbega et 
Virginia, 1597”; and “Estotilandia et Laboratoris terra”, a most interesting map of the 
Arctic islands. 
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CONTAINS SEVERAL REFERENCES TO AMERICA 

{PALMER (SIR THOMAS).} An Essay of the Meanes how to make our Trauailes, 

into forraine Countries, the more profitable and honourable. 4 folding tables. 
London: Imprinted by H. L. for Mathew Lownes, 1606 

Small 4to, sewn (signature marks and one line of text cut from preliminary leaves). Signatures A to S, in 
fours (the last two blank and missing). Size, 634 by 5 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EpItIon. Contains several references to America, the manners and customs of the 
Indians, etc. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 19156. 
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ONLY ONE OTHER PERFECT COPY ON RECORD 

THREE ISSUES OF THE FIRST EDITION DISCOVERED 

NICHOLL (JOHN). An Houre Glasse of Indian Newes. Or a true and tragicall dis- 

course, shewing the most lamentable miseries. and distressed Calamities endured by 67 English- 

men, which were sent for a supply to the planting in Guiana in the yeare. 1605. Woodcut. 

London: Printed for Nathaniell Butter, 1607 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked), signatures A-F, in fours, with some of the front edges UNCUT. Size, 67 by 
5 3/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

APPARENTLY THE FINEST OF THE FEW KNOWN PERFECT COPIES. WITH THE GENUINE 
BLANK LEAVES F3 AND F4 AT THE END; AND THE HALF-TITLE “A”, with heading and woodcut 

of a ship. Of the copies traced, five are known to be in public institutions, and all lack either 
the half-title or one or more blank leaves, except one of the copies in the British Museum. 

A NEW ISSUE DISCOVERED. A comparison with the collation in the Church Catalogue 
reveals the fact that leaves A3 and A4, containing the dedication and Latin verse, were printed 
twice, with variations. The first differs in the set-up of the heading. In this copy it reads: 

“To the right Worshipfull Sir | Thomas Smith Knight, Gouernour | of the worshipfull com- 
panie of Mar- | chants of London, trading the East | Indies.” The Latin verse in this copy 
is signed “Iohn Cooke”, but in the Church copy it is signed “I. C.” Another copy examined 

reads as above, but the Latin verse is signed the same as in the Church copy, thus making three 
variants. Priority of issue is not determined. On the margins of the text are manuscript notes 
in a contemporary hand, which would indicate that the writer was preparing it for another issue. 

ONE OF THE EARLIEST WORKS relating to the settlement of Guiana. The author started 

with a band of sixty-seven Englishmen to establish a colony, suffered shipwreck among the 

cannibals, was rescued by Spaniards, imprisoned as a spy, and finally reached England in 
1607. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 18532. 
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FIRST EDITION OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH’S FIRST BOOK 

SMITH (CAPT. JOHN). A Trve Relation of such occurrences and accidents of noate 
as hath hapned in Virginia since the first planting of that Collony, which is now resident in 
the South part thereof, till the last returne from thence. Written by Captaine Smith 
{Cor fone{ Il} of the said Collony, to a worshipfull friend of his in England. Woodcut on 
title-page. London: Printed for Iohn Tappe, 1608 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, margin and small hole in title-leaf repaired, first two leaves lightly stained, 
small lower blank corners damp-rotted, blank leaf “A” missing). Signatures Az to E in four, with {/ 2 leaves 
“To the Courteous Reader” bound in at the end. Size, 7 by 51% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

LARGE COPY OF THE First EDITION OF CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH’s First Book, with the 
Third Issue of the title-page, as established by Dr. Eames in the continuation of Sabin. This 

title-page has the “Cor” and “Il” of “Coronell” blotted out, and the line in which it appears is 
3 9/16 inches in length. THis IS THE FIRST ISSUE IN WHICH CapT. SMITH’S NAME APPEARS 
ON THE TITLE-PAGE. It is unusual to find the address to the reader bound in at the end. 

‘THE EARLIEST PRINTED ACCOUNT OF THE SETTLEMENT AT JAMESTOWN AND THE FOUN- 

DATION OF VIRGINIA HISTORY. Tyler, in his History of American Literature, calls it the 
earliest contribution to American literature. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 22795. 
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ONE OF HAKLUYT’S RAREST WORKS 

HAKLUYT (RICHARD, Translator). Virginia richly valued, by the description of 

the maine land of Florida, her next neighbour: out of the foure yeeres continuall trauell and 

discouerie, for aboue one thousand miles East and West, of Don Ferdinando de Soto, and 
sixe hundred able men in his companie . . . Written by a Portugall gentleman of Eluas, 
emploied in all the action, and translated out of Portugese by Richard Haklvyt. 

London: Printed by Felix Kyngston for Matthew Lownes, 1609 

Small 4to, sewn (small tear in leaf Bz). Signatures A to Z, in fours; Aa, 2 leaves. Size, 7 1/16 by 514 
inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE RARE First EDITION OF ONE OF HAKLUYT’S SCARCEST WORKS. It 

was translated by Hakluyt with a view to inducing settlers to go to the new colony of Virginia, 
and probably was published under the auspices of the Virginia Company. 

The original text, of which this is a translation, was printed in 1557 at Evora, Portugal, 
and gives us THE BEST ACCOUNT OF DE SoTo’s EXPEDITION TO Fioripa. It has been 
attributed to Alvaro Fernandez and to De Soto himself. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 22938. 
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ONE OF THE EARLIEST REFERENCES TO GREENLAND 

{DE VEER (GERRIT).} The True and perfect Description of three Voyages, so 

strange and woonderfull, that the like hath neuer been heard of before: done and performed 
three years, one after the other, by the Ships of Holland and Zeland, on the North sides 
of Norway, Muscouia, and Tartaria, towards the Kingdomes of Cathaia & China; shewing 
the discouerie of the Straights of Weigates, Noua Zembla, and the Countrie lying vnder 
80. degrees; which is thought to be Greenland; where neuer any man had bin before . . . 

London: for T. Pauier, 1609 

Small 4to, sewn (small stains on title and last leaf, small wormholes through inner margins). Signatures A, 
2 leaves; B to X in fours (the last blank and missing). Size, 71% by 5 11/16 inches. In an half morocco 
slip case. 

First EDITION IN ENGLISH AND THE RAREST OF ALL EDITIONS. ONE OF THE SIX 

KNOWN COPIES, although the Short-Title Catalogue lists but three, the British Museum, 
John Carter Brown, and New York Public Library. Two copies have appeared for sale by 
auction, the Crawford copy in 1896 and the Hermann in 1909. 

According to Winsor this work contains ONE OF THE EARLIEST REFERENCES TO GREEN- 
LAND. It was translated by William Phillip, who writes in the introduction: “Being intreated 
by some of my Friends, and principally by M. Richard Hakluyt (a diligent observer of all 
Proceedings in this nature) to Translate and publish these three yeares Trauelles and Dis- 
coueries, of the Hollanders to the North-east”, he dedicates the work to Sir Thomas Smith. 
Short-Title Catalogue, No. 24628. 
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they continued 10. monthes togeather,and neuer faw nor 

heard of any man, in moft great cold and extreame 
miferie; and how.after that,to faue their liues, they 

were conftrained to fayle aboue 350, Duch- 
miles, which is aboucaewp>:miles Englifh, 
in litle open Boates,atong and ouer the 

maine Seas,in moft great daunger, 
and with extreame labour,vn- 

fpeakabletroubles,and 
greathunger, 

Imprinted at Londonfox T. Panier, 
166 9% 
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ONE OF THE RAREST OF MIDDLETON’S WORKS 

[MIDDLETON (THOMAS).} Sir Robert Sherley, sent Ambassadovr in the Name 

of the King of Persia, To Sigismond The third, King of Poland and Swecia, and to other 

Princes of Evrope. His Royall entertainement into Cracovia, the chiefe Citie of Poland, 
with his pretended Comming into England. Also, the Honourable praises of the same Sir. 
Robert Sherley, giuen vnto him in that Kingdome, are here likewise inserted. 

London: Printed by I Windet, for Iohn Budge, 1609 

Small 4to, sewn (lightly stained). Signatures A to C in fours, the first blank and present. Size, 7 by 514 
inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION OF ONE OF THE RAREST OF THE FAMOUS DRAMATIST’S WORKS. BUT 

ONE COPY IS LISTED IN THE Short-Title Catalogue, that in the British Museum. It is 
probable that there are two issues of this work, for the Dictionary of National Biography 

states that the dedication is signed “Thomas Middleton”, while in this copy it is not signed. 
The work contains an interesting picture of Polish manners, translations of complimentary 

speeches lavished upon Sherley at the Polish court, and lines in verse by the author. 
On one margin is written in a contemporary hand: “Thomas Detton of Detton in the 

Countie of Salop {Shropshire }’. His name is also on the title-page, together with the 
initials “J. T.”, of a later date. Detton was apparently a magistrate, for he has written a 
Latin inscription on the margin of the last leaf, relating to a man from the army of Wales 
who came before him. He has also written on two other margins and the blank leaf. Short. 
Title Catalogue, No. 17894. 
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WITH A RELATION OF 

SIR ANTHONY SHERLEY’S ENTERTAINMENT 

C{ARTWRIGHT }. (JL[OHN}.). The Preachers Travels. Wherein is set downe a 
true Iournall to the confines of the East Indies, through the great Countrey of Syria, 

Mesopotamiae, Armenia, Media, Hircania and Parthia. With the Authors returne by the 

way of Persia, Susiana, Assiria, Chaldaea, and Arabia. Containing a full servew of the 

Knigdom of Persia . . . Also a true relation of Sir Anthonie Sherleys entertainment 
theresa. e London: Printed for Thomas Thorppe, 1611 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A, four leaves (the last blank and missing, as usual); B to O in fours; P, two 
leaves. Size, 7 by 53% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First Eprtion. Collier states that this work “touches some points not adverted to by 

other writers”. It contains an especially interesting address to the reader: “It was my purpose 
to haue added to this Iournall, some obseruations touching our Northwest Passage; with 
many reasons to have proued the great probabilitie thereof. But I am perswaded by some 
friends to make stay thereof, vntill the truth of the newes: That it is alreadie discouered, 

be throughly examined.” Short-Title Catalogue, No. 4705. 
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ORIGINAL EDITION OF CHAMPLAIN’S FIRST FOUR VOYAGES 

TO AMERICA WITH THE RARE FOLDING MAP 

CHAMPLAIN (SAMUEL DE). Les Voyages dv Sieur de Champlain Xaintongeois, 
Capitaine ordinaire pour le Roy, en la marine. Divisez en deux livres. ou, iovrnal tres-fidele 
des observations faites és descouuertures de la Nouuelle France . . . Large folding map, 
7 folding maps, 3 folding plates, 13 engravings and a woodcut in the text. 

A Paris: Chez lean Berjon, 1613 

4to, contemporary calf (one joint cracked, natural defect in one margin, slight stain on top margin of title- 
page, blank corner of Aq torn off). 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THE VERY RARE ORIGINAL EDITION OF THE FIRST FOUR VOYAGES 

OF CHAMPLAIN TO AMERICA in 1604, 1610, 1611, and 1613. 
Of this edition Winsor writes, in his Narrative and Critical History of America: “It 

contains a full description of the coast-line westerly from Canseau, including Nova Scotia, 
the Bay of Fundy, New Brunswick, and New England as far as the Vineyard Sound. 
It deals not only with the natural history, the fauna and flora, but with the character of 
the soil, its numerous products, as well as the sinuosities and conformation of the shore, 

and is unusually minute in details touching the natives. In this last respect it is especially 
valuable, as at that period neither their manners, customs, nor mode of life had been modified 
by intercourse with Europeans”. 

Maps. The large folding map is in two sections. The first part is bound in at page 162, 

and has a slight tear in the left margin. The second part is at page 1. THIS IS THE FIRST 
MAP TO DELINEATE THE COAST-LINE OF NEw ENGLAND WITH APPROXIMATE CORRECTNESS. 

IT IS VERY RARE. 

The map facing page 160 was the FIRST ATTEMPT TO LAY DOWN THE LATITUDE AND 
LONGITUDE ON ANY MAP OF THE Coast. It is entitled: “Carte geographique de la Nouelle 
franse sonaray meridiem”. The last word has been re-engraved from “moricha”. Sabin 
states that the copies of this edition vary in the maps, and especially in the references on the 
maps. The chart on page 9g is the corrected form and is not pasted over an impression of 
the one on the preceding page. 

Prates. The plate showing Champlain’s fight with the Indians in 1607 on or about the 
present site of Ticonderoga, is the EARLIEST ENGRAVED VIEW OF ANY LOCALITY OR EVENT 
IN THE STATE OF New York. Others show the French surprised by the savages, and an 
Iroquois fort. 
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A SOURCE BOOK OF SHAKESPEAREP’S “THE TEMPEST” 

[JOURDAIN (SILVESTER).} A Plaine Description of the Barmvdas, now called 
Sommer Ilands. With the manner of their discouerie Anno 1609, by the shipwrack and 
admirable deliuerance of Sir Thomas Gates, and Sir George Sommers . . . With an 
Addition, or more ample relation of diuers other remarkeable matters concerning those 
Ilands since then experienced, lately sent from thence by one of the Colonie now there 
resident. London: Printed by W. Stansby for W. Welby, 1613 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, first two and last leaves lightly spotted). Signatures A to F, in fours; G, 
two leaves. Size, 7 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION WITH THIS TITLE. The tract is a reprint, with additions, of A discovery 
of the Barmudas otherwise called the Ile of Divils . . . by Sil Jourdan, London, 1610. 

It is said the vivid description of the shipwreck of Sir George Somers and his men on 
the Bermudas suggested to Shakespeare the idea of The Tempest. This edition contains 
the account of the settlement of Bermuda, not included in the edition of 1610. Short-Title 
Catalogue, No. 14817. 
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A VERY SCARCE SHERLEY RELATION 

SHERLEY (SIR ANTHONY). Sir Anthony Sherley his Relation of his Travels 
into Persia. The Dangers, and Distresses, which befell him in his passage, both by sea and 
land, and his strange and unexpected deliuerances. His Magnificent Entertainement in 
Petsiageneug London: Printed for Nathaniell Butter and Joseph Bagfet, 1613 

Small 4to, sewn (some leaves lightly stained, two torn, portrait missing). Signatures A to S in fours; 
T, two leaves. Size, 7 by 534 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First Eprtion. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 22424. 
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LONDON : 
Printed for Nethaniell Butter, and Lofeph Bazfet. 
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NO COPY LISTED IN AMERICA 

WELWOOD (WILLIAM). An Abridgement of all Sea-Lawes; gathered forth of 
all Writings and Monuments, which are to be found among any people or Nation, vpon 
the coasts of the great Ocean and Mediterranean Sea: And specially ordered and disposed 
for the vse and benefit of all beneuelent Sea-farers, within his maiesties Dominions of Great 

Britanne, Ireland, and the adiacent Isles thereof. 
London: Printed by Humfrey Lownes, for Thomas Man, 1613 

Small 4to, sewn (contemporary writing on last blank page). Signatures A to L, in fours (the last, 
probably blank, missing). Size, 7 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First Eprtion. Rare. The Short-Title Catalogue lists four copies in England, but 
none in America. This work is composed, in part, of the maritime law of Scotland, previously 

published. The laws relating to pirates are of special interest. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 25237. 
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DEDICATED TO SHAKESPEARE’S PATRON 

{MONFART (HENRI DE FEYNES, DE).} An Exact and Cvriovs Svrvey of all 
the East Indies, euen to Canton, the chiefe Cittie of China: All duly performed by land, by 
Monsieur de Monfart, the like whereof was neuer hetherto, brought to an end. Wherein 
also are described the huge Dominions of the great Mogor, to whom that honorable Knight, 
Sir Thomas Roe, was lately sent Ambassador from the King. Newly translated out of the 
Manuscript. London: Printed by Thomas Dawson for William Arondell, 1615 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, last blank leaf missing). Signatures, A, 2 leaves; B to G3 in fours. Size, 
7 1/16 by 5% inches. A few headlines shaved, other margins wide. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE, LARGE COPY OF THE First Epition. Dedicated to William, Earl of Pembroke, 
Shakespeare’s patron, to whom was dedicated the first folio Shakespeare. Short-Title 
Catalogue, No. 10840. 
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FIRST ACCOUNT IN ENGLISH 

OF ROUNDING CAPE HORN FROM THE EAST 

ONE OF THE MOST IMPORTANT GEOGRAPHICAL VOYAGES 

SCHOUTEN (WILLEM CORNELISZ). The Relation of a Wonderfull Voiage 

made by William Cornelison Schovten of Horne. Shewing how South from the Straights 

of Magelan, in Terra Del-fuogo: he found and dicoured a newe passage through the great 
South Sea, and that way sayled round about the world. Describing what Islands, Countries, 
People, and strange Aduentures he found in his saide Passage. Woodcut map on title-page, 

repeated on page 22. London: Imprinted by T. D. for Nathanaell Newbery, 1619 

Small 4to, sewn (top margin of title-page shaved into the first word). Signatures A to L, in fours. Size, 
16 13/16 by 5% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE First EDITION IN ENGLISH OF THE NARRATIVE ON ONE OF THE 

MOST REMARKABLE VOYAGES EVER UNDERTAKEN. It is a translation from the Dutch by 
William Phillip, and gives an account of the voyage made by Schouten and Jacob le Maire 
from June 14, 1615, to July if 1617, which contributed largely to the science of cartography 

by the number of new discoveries which marked their course. Magellan in the “Victoria”, 
Drake in the “Pelican”, and Schouten in the “Endracht” form three of the most striking 

figures in geographical history. BUT FEW PERFECT COPIES ARE KNOWN. Short-Title 

Catalogue, No. 21828. 
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THE RARE “COLONIE” EDITION 

VIRGINIA. A Declaration of the State of the Colonie and Affaires in Virginia: with 
the Names of the Aduenturors, and Summes aduentured in that Action. By his Maiesties 
Counseil for Virginia. 22. Iunii. 1620. London: Printed by T. S., 1620 

Small 4to, sewn (last leaf of text missing). Signatures A, four leaves (the first with the letter “A” 
missing); B, *, C to E in fours, the last blank and present; A, 2 leaves; A (repeated) to E, in fours (the last 
missing) ; unmarked leaf. Size, 7 1/16 by 53g inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

THE VERY RARE FIRST OR “COLONIE” EprTIOoN. Each part with a separate pagination. 
Copies of this work differ in contents, some having added parts as indicated by the duplication 
of signatures. This copy has at the end an added leaf bearing the woodcuts representing 
both sides of the seal of the Virginia Company. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 24835. 
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ONE OF FOUR COPIES RECORDED 

HUGHES (LEWIS). A Plaine and Trve Relation of the Goodness of God towards 

the Sommer Ilands, written by way of exhortation, to stirre vp the people there to praise 
God. Wherevnto are added certaine qvestions and answeres concerning the keeping holy 
of the Saboth day, and publicke exercises of Religion, written in the Summer Ilands for 
the benefit of the people there. London: Printed by Edward All-de, 1621 

Small 4to, unbound. Signatures A to F, in fours. Size, 7 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

ONE OF THE FOUR COPIES RECORDED OF THE First EDITION, AND APPARENTLY THE 
FIRST TO APPEAR FOR SALE BY AUCTION. The Short-Title Catalogue lists but two copies: 
one in the British Museum, and the other the Church-Huntington. George Watson Cole 
has since discovered one in the library of the Duke of Devonshire. EARLY WORKS RELATING 
TO BERMUDA ARE OF EXTREME RARITY. 

The Reverend Lewis Hughes was the first clergyman appointed by the Virginia Company 
to go to Bermuda. The first part is practically a description of the islands and a history 
of its settlement; the second, religious instructions for the inhabitants. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 13920. 
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FIRST EDITION IN FRENCH 

HERRERA (ANTOINE DE). Description des Indes Occidentales, qu’on appelle 
aujourdhuy le Novveav Monde. Translatee d’Espagnol en Francois . . . Avec La 
Navigation du vaillant Capitaine de Mer Jaques le Maire. Engraved title, portrait and 
5 engravings in the text; 1 folding map and 16 double-page maps. 

A Amsterdam: Chez Michel Colin, 1622 

Small folio, contemporary mottled calf (one joint partly cracked, maps somewhat time-stained) . 

First EDITION IN FRENCH, and especially valuable as containing the First EpITION 
of the genuine Voyage of Le Maire as distinguished from that which had been published 

by Biaeu under the name of Cornelius Schouten, who had commanded one of Le Maire’s 

vessels. The engraved title contains an outline map of America and representations of 
Mexican deities. 
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OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE INDIAN MASSACRE 

IN VIRGINIA, MARCH 22, 1622 

[WATERHOUSE (EDWARD).} A Declaration of the State of the Colony and 
Affaires in Virginia. With a Relation of the Barbarous Massacre in the time of peace and 
League, treacherously executed by the Natiue Infidels vpon the English, the 22 of March 
last. Together with the names of those that were then massacred . . . And a Treatise 
annexed, written by that learned Mathematician Mr. Henry Briggs, of the Northwest 

passage to the South Sea through the Continent of Virginia, and by Fretum Hudson. . . 
Folded Broadside. London: By G. Eld for Robert Mylbourne, 1622 

Small 4to, sewn (leaf A missing). Signatures A2 to H, in fours, the last blank and present. Size, 
7 1/16 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE OFFICIAL ACCOUNT OF THE INDIAN MASSACRE IN VIRGINIA, by the 
secretary of the Virginia Company. With the RARE FOLDING BROADSIDE: “The In- 
conveniences that have happened to some persons which have transported themselves from 
England to Virginia, without prouisions necessary to sustain themselues, hath greatly hindered 
the Progresse of that noble Plantation”. Then follows a list of clothing, provisions and tools 
required by the emigrant; and at the bottom is the imprint: “Imprinted at London by Felix 
Kyngston. 1622.” This broadside was prepared by the Company before the massacre. 

This account of the Indian massacre was the basis of a poem by Christopher Brooke, 

published the same year, and dedicated to the Virginia Company. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 25104. 
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ONLY ONE OTHER COPY ON RECORD 

ADDISON (THOMAS). Arithmeticall Nauigation: or, An Order thereof: Com- 
piled and published for the aduancement of Navigation: More particularly, For the benefit 
of English Mariners, or Sea-faring men that delight therein. 

London: Printed for Nathaniel Gosse at Radcliffe, 1625 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to F, in fours; A to F (repeated), in fours. Size, 7 by 514 inches. In a 
half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE First EDITION. BUT ONE OTHER COPY IS RECORDED, AND THAT IS 

IN THE MarsH Liprary IN DUBLIN. APPARENTLY NO RECORD OF A SALE BY AUCTION. 

The author was in the service of the East India Company, and dedicates the work to the 
officers of that company. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 150. 



Arithmeticall N auigation: 

An Order thereof: 

Compiled and publifhed for the aduancement 
of NAVIGATION: 

More particularly, 
For the benefit of Englifh Mariners, 

or Sea-faring men that delight therein. 

By Thomas Addifon, Pratticioner in 
the Art of Nauigation. 

LonDON, we 

Printed for ACathaniel Goffe at Radclife, 
andare there to be fold. 1625. 
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A VERY RARE TRACT RELATING TO AMERICA 

HAGTHORPE (JOHN). Englands-Exchequer. Or a Discovrse of the Sea and 
Navigation, with some things thereto coincident concerning Plantations. Likewise some 

particular Remonstrances, how a Sea-force might be profitably imployed. Wherein by the 
way, is likewise set downe the great Commodities and Victories the Portingalls, Spaniards, 
Dutch, and others, haue gotten by Nauigation and Plantations, in the West-Indies, and 

elsewhere. London: Printed for Nathaniel Butter and Nicholas Bourne, 1625 

Small 4to, sewn (a few headlines cut into). Signatures A, 2 leaves; B to G in fours. Size, 67 by 514 
inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION OF AN EXCEEDINGLY RARE TRACT, OF WHICH ONLY SEVEN COPIES ARE 

RECORDED. These are the British Museum, Bodleian, University Library, Cambridge, John 
Carter Brown, and Britwell-Huntington copies, and the above. Apparently no record of 
sale by auction. 

The author devotes much space to the attractions of Virginia, New England, and New- 
foundland as suitable places for plantations, and makes an urgent plea for the peopling 
of the British colonies. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 12603. 



Englands-Exchequer. 

A DISCOVRESE OF 
THE Sea AND Naviearion, 

with fome things thereto coinct- 
dent concerning Pianrations. 

LIKEWISE 

Some particular Remonttrances , how 
a Sea-force might be profitably imployed. 

Wherein by the way, ts likewife fet downe the 
great Commoditics and Victories the Portingalls, Spa- 

niards, Dutch, and others, haue gorten by Naul- 
gation and Plantations, in the Weit-Indies, 

and elfe-where. 

Written as an incouragement to our Englifh Nation to af- 
fect the like, who are bettcr provided then any of hofe. 

i EESTI eyes urea Nees Sees ao = = 

lTouon Hacruorpe Gent. 

Dui Mare pofiidet, omnia pofidet. Themiftocles. 

eee 

LONDON, 
Printed for MCathaniel Butter,and 

Nicholas Bourne. 1625. 
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THICK PAPER COPY OF PURCHAS 

PURCHAS (SAMUEL). Haklvytvs Posthumus or Pvrchas his Pilgrimes. Con- 
tayning a History of the World, in Sea-voyages. & lande-Trauells, by Englishmen & others. 
Wherein Gods Wonders in Nature & Prouidence, The Actes, Arts, Varieties, & Vanities 
of Men, w’th a world of the Worlds Rarities, are by a world of Eywitnesse-Authors Related 
to the World. Engraved title-page, 7 folding maps, 83 maps and numerous engravings 

and woodcuts in the text. London: For Henry Fetherston, 1625-6 

5 vols., small folio, contemporary calf (Vols. 1, 3, and 4 are lightly water-stained, and there are a few 
minor defects such as slight tears, offsets, etc.). 

FINE COPY OF ONE OF THE FULLEST AND MOST IMPORTANT COLLECTIONS OF EARLY 

VOYAGES AND TRAVELS IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE. This copy is printed on good paper 
throughout, despite Sabin’s remark: “The paper in some of the volumes is very thin and 
poor, and much care is required in the selection of a good set.” 

FIRST ISSUE of Vol. 1, except the engraved title-page, which is dated 1625. Certain 
aspersions against the Dutch were so strong that Purchas suppressed some leaves and 
headings, but this copy contains them all as listed by Sabin. Leaf R4 (blank) is missing, 
as usual. Vol. 5, the supplementary volume, consists of the fourth and best edition of his 
Pilgrimage. This copy is the second issue, which differs only in the preliminary leaves and 
list. This issue is the one that usually accompanies the set. The map of Virginia is in the 
8th state. Ten of the maps relate to America in whole or part. Short-Title Catalogue, 
No. 20509. 



PVRCHAS 
PPTL GRIMES. 

IN FIVE BOOKES. 
The firft, Contayning the Voyages and Peregrinations made 
by ancient Kings , Patriarkes, Apoftles , Philofopbers , and 

others, to and thorow the remoter parts of the knowne World: 
Enquiries alfo of Languages and Religions , efpecially of the 

moderne diuerfified Profeffions of 
CHRISTIANITIE. 

The fecond, 4 Defeription of all the (jrcum-N anigations 
of th GLOBE, 

Thethird, Nauigations and Voyages of Engli/h-men, along{t the Coafts 
of Africa, to the Cape of Good Hope, and from thence to the Red S ea, 

the Abaffine, -4rabian, Perfian, Indian, Shoares, 
Continents , and Ilands. 

The fourth, Englifh Voyages beyond the €a/t Indies, to the Ilands of Tapan, 
China, Cauchinchina, the Philippine with others, andthe Indian Nauigations 

further profecuted : Their iuft Commerce, nobly vindicaced againtt 7 xrke/, 
Treacherie ; victorioufly defended againft Portugall Hottilitie ; 

glorioufly aduanced against Moorifh and Ethnike Perfidie ; 
hopefully recoucring from Dutch Malignitie; iuftly maintayned 

againft ignorant and malicious Calumnie. 

The fifth , Nauigations, Voyages, Trafhiques, DifCoueries, of the Exg/ifh Nation 
in the Eafterne parts of the World : continuing the Englith-Indian occurreats, 

andcontayning the Engli/b Affaires with the Great Samorine , in the Perfian 
and Arabian Gulfes, and in other places of theContinent, and Lands of and 

beyond the Indies : the Portugall Attempts , and Dutch Difafters, 
diuers Sea-fights with both ; and many other remarkable 

ELATIONS. 

The Firft Part. 

Unus Deus , Una Veritas. 

LONDON | 
Printed by William Stanshy for Henrie Fetherftone, and are tobe fold at his fhop in 

Pauls Church-yard at the figne of the Rofe. 
Tae e se 
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AN EXPEDITION THAT MISSED THE 

WEST INDIAN TREASURE SHIPS 

CECIL (EDWARD, LORD). A Iovrnall, And Relation of the action, which by his 

Maiesties commandement Edward Lord Cecyl, Baron of Putney, and Vicount of Wimbledon, 
Admirall, and Lieutenant Generall of his Maiestyes forces, did vndertake vpon the Coast 
of Spaine, 1625. Printed in the yeare, 1626 

Small 4to, sewn (leaf A missing). Signatures A2 to D, in fours, E, 2 leaves. Size, 67%/ by 51/4 inches. 
In a half morocco slip case. . 

First Eprtion. An account of the expedition against Spain which not only failed to 
harm that country, but even missed the West Indian treasure ships, that slipped safely into 
the port of Cadiz. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 4892. 



IOVRNALL, 
And 

Relation of the action, wvhich by his 
Maielties commandement Edvvard 

Loid Cecyl, Baron of Putney, and Vicount of 
Wimbledon, Admirall, and-Lieutenant 
Generall of his Maiefiyes forces, did 

vndertake vpon the Coat 
of Spaince, 16256 

Veritas premitur [ed non opprimituy. 

Printed inthe yeare, 1626. 
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PROBABLY THE ONLY KNOWN COPY OF THIS EDITION 

WITH THE ORIGINAL VOLVELLES 

CORTES (MARTIN). The Art of Navigation. First, written in the Spanish Tongue 
by that Excellent Marriner and Mathematician of these times, Martine Cvrtis. From thence 
Translated into English by Richard Eden: And now newly Corrected and inlarged with 
many necessary Tables, Rules, and Instructions, for the more easie attaining to the knowledge 

of Nauigation. By Iohn Tap. Title within woodcut border; folding map showing America, 
Europe and Africa; and 24 woodcuts, 6 of which have one or more movable volvelles. 

London: Printed by B. A. and T. Fawcet for J. Tap, 1630 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A, 3 leaves; B to M in eights. Size, 7 by 57% inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

AN UNRECORDED EDITION OF THIS FAMOUS WORK WHICH WAS USED SO EXTENSIVELY 

BY EARLY EXPLORERS. Not in the Short-Title Catalogue; Dictionary of National Biography, 
which lists the other editions; nor in any other bibliography consulted. APPARENTLY NO 
RECORD OF A SALE BY AUCTION. 

Contains many references to America: the necessity for navigation charts of the new 
world, the Virginia plantation happily begun, riches of South America, etc. 
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NAVIGATION. 

Firft,written in the Spanifh 
Tongue by that Excellent Marriner 

and Marhemarician of rhefetimes, 
MarRrineCyvrrrs, 

From therce Tranflited into Englifh 
by RicHARDEDEN: 

And now newly Corretted andinlarged 
with many neceflary Tables, Rules, and 

Infirudions, for the more eafie ats 
taining to the knowledge 

ot Nauigation, 

BylounTap, 

Lonpon. Printed byB A. atid 

T. Faweet for 7, Tap. 
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COLUMBUS MENTIONED IN EARLY ENGLISH POETRY 

ONE OF A FEW COPIES KNOWN 

GOODALL (BAPTIST). The Tryall of Travell or, 1. The Wonders in Trauell, 
2. The Worthes of Trauell, 3. The Way to Trauell. In three bookes Epitomized. By 
Baptist Goodall Merchant. London: Printed by Iohn Norton, 1630 

Small 4to, sewn (last signature mark cut into). Signatures A, 2 leaves; B to K in fours; L, 2 leaves. 
Size, 67 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE First EDITION OF ONE OF THE EARLY BOOKS OF ENGLISH POETRY 

IN WHICH COLUMBUS IS MENTIONED. BUT FEW COPIES ARE KNOWN. George W. Cole 
writes of this work: “This was a rare book over a hundred years ago”. Columbus is 
mentioned on the verso of leaves B4 and D2; and there are many references to America 
and its discoverers. 

“Collumbus and Magellian Prowdly venetrd 

Then Drake, vesputius and our forbish enterd, 
Peruana and the Mexican are cleard 

But the south regiones what they are vnheard 
The worlds of wealth thence to our Lands accrue 
And the many fertile Coloines insue. 

Virginia, and Bermudaes, Brittaine plantes 

And Spaine in her west Indian highnesse vauntes.” 

Short-Title Catalogue, No. 12007. 
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Ignoti nulla, cupido. 
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TRIES ONEYS CORYS LISTED 

IS THAT IN THE BODLEIAN LIBRARY 

BOURNE (WILLIAM). A Regiment for the Sea: Containing very necessary matters 
for all sorts of men and travailers: Whereunto is added an Hydrographicall discourse, 
touching the five severall Passages into Cattay. Whereunto is added a new Regiment, 
a Table of Declination, the Mariners Guide, with a perfect Sea Card thereto belonging, 

by Thomas Hood D. in Phisicke. Newly corrected this yeare 1631. Woodcuts. 
London: Printed by W. I{ ones }. for Thomas Weaver, 1631 

Small 8vo, sewn (woodcut border of title-page cut into). Signatures [no mark}, 2 leaves (the first blank 
and present); A to M in eights; N, 6 leaves. Size, 7 by 51% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A VERY RARE EDITION OF THIS FAMOUS WORK. The Short-Title Catalogue lists but 
one copy, in the Bodleian Library; and there is apparently no record of a sale by auction. 
A second title-page is on the verso of folio {78}. 

The author describes five different routes to Cathay or China, among them the one 
through the straits of Magellan, and another a supposed northwest passage of which Frobisher 
had already discovered a part. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 3431. 



THE MARINERS GVIDE, 

SET FORTHIN 
FOR ME OF A DIA 
LOGVE, WHEREIN THE VSE 

of the plaine Sca-Card is briefly and 
plainly delivered, for the commodity 

of allfuch as have delight in, 
Nevigation, 

Written by 'Fuxomas Hoop, 
Dottour in Phyficke. 

The Contents of the Booke are fet forth 
in the page following. 
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Imprinted at London by William Jones 
for Thomas Weauer. 1631. 
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THE ONLY COMPLETE EDITION OF CHAMPLAIN 

CHAMPLAIN (SAMUEL DE). Les Voyages de la Novwvelle France Occidentale, 
dicte Canada. 6 engravings in the text and 2 woodcuts. A Paris: Chez Clavde Collet, 1632 

Thick small 4to, contemporary calf (lightly stained, small wormholes through about 60 pages and a few 
minor defects. Lacks the folding map, as usual). 

THE ONLY COMPLETE EDITION OF CHAMPLAIN, and including the “Traitte de la Marine 
et dv devoir d’vn bon Marinier” and “Doctrine Chrestienne . . . Traduicte en Langage- 
Canadois . . . Par le R. P. Breboeuf”. This copy has the two reprinted leaves, pp. 27-30, 
which are so often missing, laid in. 

This is the last of Champlain’s works, printed shortly before his last voyage to Canada, 
where he died in 1635. It is perhaps the most important, as it contains a review of all 
preceding French expeditions to the New World and an account of his own voyages to 
Canada, together with a history of that country. 



JE, lah as: 

VOYAGES 
DE LA 

NOVVELLE FRANCE 
OCCIDENTALE, DICTE 

CANADA, 
FAITS PAR LE S* DE CHAMPLAIN 

Xainctongeois, Capitaine pour le Roy enla Marinedn- 
Ponant, &touresles Defcouuertes quila faitesen 

ce pais depuis l’an 1603. iufquesenI’an 1629. 

Oit fe voit comme ce pays a effe premierentent defcouxert parles Francotss 
fous f authorité de nos Roys tres-Chresticns, iufques anregre 

: LS hs r r y r de fa Mapeste aprefent regnante LOV IS XIII. 
Roy de France ex de Nauarre. 

Auec vn traitte des qualitez & conditions requiles avn bon & parfaidNauigateut 
pour cognoiftre la diuerfité des Eftimes gui fe font en la NauigationgLes 
Aargues & enfeignements que la prouidence de Dieu 4 mifes dans les: Mers 

pourredreffcr les Mariniers en leur routte, fans lefquelles ils tomberoient en 
de grands dangers, Et la maniere de bien dreffer Cartes marines aucc leurs 
Ports, Rades, Ifles, Sondes, & autre chofe neceflaire a la Nauigation. 

Enfemble une Carte generalle dela defcription dudit pays faitte en fon Meridien felon 
ladecisnaifon dela guide Aymant,c un Catechi{me on Inftruction traduitte 

dss Francois an langage des penples Sauuages dequelqne contree, autc 
ce quis eft pafe enladite Nowmelle France enl annee 1631. 

A MONSEIGNEVR LE CARDINAL DVC DE RICHELIEY. 

AMET ACR AiG, 
Chez CLAvpvE CottrerT auPalais, enla Gallerie des Prifonniers, 

a PEftoille d’Or. 

Mire who held 
Asusc Prinilece du Roy, 
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AN UNKNOWN EDITION 

OF MANDEVILLE’S TRAVELS 

MANDEVILLE (SIR JOHN). The voyages and Trauailes of Sir Iohn Mandeuile 
Knight. Wherein is set downe the way to the Holy Land, and to Hierusalem: As also to 
the Lands of the Great Caane, and of Praester Iohn, Inde, and diuers other Countries: 
Together with many and strange Maruailes therein. Woodcut map on halj-title and ship 
on title-page, and 74 very curious woodcuts in text. 

London: Printed by William Stansby, 1632 

Small 4to, old calf (rebacked, small corner torn from half-title, and small inner corner torn from leaf I). 
Signatures A to V, in fours. Size, 7 1/16 by 55% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF AN APPARENTLY UNKNOWN EDITION OF THESE FAMOUS TRAVELS. Not 

in the Short-Title Catalogue nor other bibliographies consulted; nor is there apparently any 
record of a sale by auction. 
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Printed by William Stansby, 16 32. 
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FIRST LATIN EDITION 

LAET (JOANNES DE). Novus Orbis, seu Descriptionis Indiae Occidentalis libri 
XVIII. Engraved title-page and 14 double-page maps; woodcut illustrations in the text. 

Lugduni Batavorum: apud Elzevirios, 1633 
Folio, original vellum. 

First EpItion IN Latin. A magnificent treatise on the history, natural history, and 
customs of the New World, divided into eighteen books, as follows: I. De Insulis Oceanicis; 
II. Nova Francia; III. Virginia; IV. Florida; V. Nova Hispania; VI. Nova Galaecia 
{ California, etc.}; VII. Guatimala; VII. Terra Firma [Colombia, Venezuela, etc.}; IX. 

Novum Regnum Granatae; X. Peruvia; XI. Peruvia sive Charcae; XII. Chile; XIII. Magal- 

lanica; XIV. Rio de la Plata; XV. Brasilia; XVI. Brasilia Septentrionalis; XVII. Guiana; 

XVIII. Nova Andaluzia. Illustrated with fourteen exceptionally fine copperplate maps 
and a number of woodcut illustrations of plants, fruits, animals, etc. A SUPERB COPY, with 
the maps in splendid condition. With a small wax seal on the lower right corner of the 
title-page. 
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FIRST DETAILED ACCOUNT OF MASSACHUSETTS 

WOOD (WILLIAM). New Englands Prospect. A true, lively, and experimentall 
description of that part of America, commonly called New England: discovering the state 
of that Countrie, both as it stands to our new-come English Planters; and to the old Native 
Inhabitants. London: Tho. Cotes for John Bellamie, 1634 

Small 4to, sewn (map missing, title-page repaired and a small blank corner missing). Signatures A to O, 
in fours. Size, 7 3/16 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

THE RARE FirST EDITION OF THE FIRST DETAILED ACCOUNT OF MassacHuseTts. The 

second part describes the Indians, and contains at the end the Indian vocabulary which 

antedates those of Roger Williams, John Eliot, and others. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 25957. 
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THE FINEST OF THE RECORDED COPIES 

SALTONSTALL (CAPTAIN CHARLES). The Navigator. Shewing and Ex- 

plaining all the Chiefe principles and parts both Theoricke and Practicke, that are contayned 
in the famous Art of Navigation. With a new and Admirable way of Sayling by the Arch 

of one of the greatest Circles. Engraved portrait and title-page, both by W. Marshall; 

printed title within woodcut border, and woodcuts in the text. 
London: Printed for Geo. Herlock, 1636 

Small 4to, sewn (circular inscription on left margin of portrait, and name of engraver on lower margin of 
engraved title cut into). Signatures A, *, B to Q in fours; R, 2 leaves. Size, 71/6 by 5 inches. In a half 
morocco slip case. 

First Eprtion. THE FINEST OF THE RECORDED COPIES. Others are: 1. Crawford 
(title mounted) ; 2. Britwell-Huntington (title mounted, no portrait); 3. Library of Congress 

(lacks engraved title). 

AN IMPORTANT WORK ON NAVIGATION OF THE PERIOD. ‘The author describes his 
voyage to the East Indies with the Holland fleet, and uses various points on the American 
coast to illustrate his measurements. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 21640. 
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ONLY ONE OTHER COPY ON RECORD 

{SMITH (CAPTAIN JOHN).} An Accidence for the Sea. Very necessary for all 
young Sea-men, or those that are desirous to goe to Sea, briefly shewing the Phrases, Offices 
and Words of Command, belonging to the Building, Rigging, and Sayling a Man of 
Warre; and how to manage a Navy and Fight at Sea. Together with the Charge and 
Duty of every Officer, and their Shares. Also the Names, Weight, Charge, Shot, and 
Powder, of all sorts of Great Ordnance. With the use of the Petty Tally. 

London: Printed by T. H. for Benjamin Fisher, 1636 

Small 8vo, sewn, UNCUT. Signatures A, 6 leaves; B to E in eights. WITH THE FIRST AND FINAL BLANK 
LEAVES, A and E8. Size, 61 by 434 inches, at its widest part. In a half morocco slip case. 

IMMACULATE, UNCUT COPY OF THE THIRD EDITION, OF WHICH THERESE BU iON 

OTHER RECORDED, THAT IN THE British MussuM. APPARENTLY NO RECORD OF A SALE 

BY AUCTION. 

THIS IS THE First EDITION WITH THIS TITLE. According to Sabin, the actual first 

edition was entitled: An Accidence or the Path-way to Experience necessary for all Young 
Sea-men, and was issued in 1626. It was followed by another issue of the same edition in 
1627; and in the same year by A Sea Grammar, an enlarged edition of the Accidence. 
Short-Title Catalogue, No. 22786. 
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EXPEDITION AGAINST THE TURKISH PIRATES 

DUNTON (JOHN). A True Iovrnall of the Sally Fleet, with the Proceedings of 
the Voyage. Whereunto is annexed a List of Sally Captives names, and the places where 
they dwell, and a Description of the three Townes in a card. Folding chart, by Richard 
Simson, 1637. London: Printed by Iohn Dawson for Thomas Nicholes, 1637 

Small 4to, unbound. Signatures A to F, in fours. Size, 634 by 514 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 4 8 4 DY 57/4 P 

First Eprtion. An account of the expedition against the Turkish pirates at Sallee, of 
shelling the two cities of the port, the release of over 300 captives, whose names ate given, 

and the terms of the treaty which followed. Dunton himself was captured by the pirates 
and made to act as pilot of a pirate vessel raiding the coast of England. Short-Title 
Catalogue, No. 7357. 



A TRVE 

IOVRNALL 
OF THE SALLY FLEET, 

VVITH THE PROCEEDINGS 

OTP ee Helv Ony AiG Ee 

Publifbed by Toun Dvnvroy, 

London Mariner, Matter of the Admirall 

call’d the LeorparRp., 

Whereunto is annexed a Lift of Sally 
Captives names, and the places where they 

dwell, and a Defcription of the three 
Townes ina Carb. 

mR IGT 
eon 

; LONDON. 
Printed by John Dawfon for Thomas Nicholes, and are to 

be fold at the figne of the Bible in Popes-head alley. 
3546753447 
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WITH THE RARE FRONTISPIECE 

BRUTON (WILLIAM). Newes from the East-Indies: or, a Voyage to Bengalla, 
one of the greatest Kingdomes under the High and Mighty Prince Pedesha, usually called 

the Great Mogull. With the state and magnificence of the Court of Malcandy, kept by 
the Nabob Viceroy, or vice-King under the aforesayd Monarch: Also their detestable 
Religion, mad and foppish rites, and Ceremonies, and wicked Sacrifices and impious Customes 
used in those parts. Folding frontispiece of “The Grand Idoll Iagernat”, and woodcut view 
of the city of “Iaggarnet”. London: I. Okes, 1638 

Small 4to, sewn (frontispiece repaited, small ink-spots on a few leaves). Signatures A, 2 leaves (the first 
blank and present); B to E in fours; F, 2 leaves. Size, 67 by 51 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EpItIon. RARE WITH THE FRONTISPIECE. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 3946. 

— — * 



Newes from the Eaft- 
INDIES: 

Or, 
A Voyage to Bengalla, one of the greateft 

Kingdomes under the High and Mighty 
Prince Pedefha Shaffallem, ufually called the 

Great Mogull. 

With the ftate and magnificence of the Court of 
Malcandy, kept by the Nabeb Viceroy,or vice- 

King under the aforefayd Monarch : Alfo their 
deteftable Religion, mad and foppith 
rites, and Ceremonies, and wic- 

ked Sacrifices and impious 
Cuftomes uféd in 

thofe parts. 

Written by WiViam Bruton , now refidentin the Parifh 
of S. Saviours Southwark, who was aneye and eare 

witnefle of thefe following Defcriptions ; and 
publifhed ashe collected them being refi- 

dent there divers yeares : and now lately come 
homein the good Ship called the Hope 

‘wel of London,with divers Merchants 
of good account which are able 

to teftifie the fame for truth, 

ore nn 

Jmprinted at Loxdon by J. Okes, andareto be foldby Humsphery 
Blunden at his fhop in Corneehill atthe figne ofthe Caltle 

neere the Royall Exchange. 1638. 
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CAPTAIN UNDERHILL’S FAMOUS NARRATIVE 

OF THE PEQUOT WAR, WITH THE RARE PLATE 

UNDERHILL (CAPT. JOHN). Newes from America; or a new and experimental 
Discoverie of New England; containing a true Relation of their War-like proceedings these 
two yeares last past . . . Folding plate: “The figure of the Indians fort or Palizado in 

New England and the maner of destroying it by Captayne Vnderhill and Captayne Mason”. 
London: Printed by J. D. for Peter Cole, 1638 

Small 4to, unbound (very small hole in leaf Ez). Signatures A to F in fours, the first blank and present. 
Size, 7 3/16 by 534 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

VERY FINE AND VERY LARGE COPY OF THE First EDITION OF CAPTAIN UNDERHILL’S 
ACCOUNT OF THE First INDIAN WAR IN NEw ENGLAND. ONE OF THE VERY FEW PERFECT 

COPIES KNOWN, WITH THE BLANK LEAF {A} AND THE FOLDING PLATE. 
THE ONLY CONTEMPORARY ACCOUNT BY A PARTICIPANT, though other accounts by those 

who took part in the Pequot War were published at a later date. Capt. Underhill, “a good 
fighter, but a sorry scamp”, commanded the Massachusetts force, and reached the scene in 
season to join with Mason in surprising the Pequots in one of their forts near the Mystic. 
“Fire, lead, and steel, with the infuriated vengence of Puritan soldiers against murderous 
and fiendish heathen, did effectively the exterminating work”. Throughout the work are 

descriptions of the various settlements from Maine to New York, apparently written to 
promote emigration. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 24518. 



NEVVES FROM 
AMERICA 

A NEW AND EXPERI 
MENTALL DISCOVERIE OF 

New Enocrianp; 

CONTAINING, 

A TRVE RELATION OF THEIR 
War-like proceedings thefe two yeares laft 

paft, with a Figure of the Indian Fort, 
or Palizado. 

( Queenapoick, 
1 Agu-Wwerm, 

Hyudfous River. 
Aifo adifcovery of thefe | Long Ifland. 
places, that as yet h Nahanticut. 
very few or no Inhabi. 2 Martins Vinyard. 
tants which would yeeld $y.< Pequet. 
{peciall accommodation | 1 Naranfert Bay, 
to fuch as will Plant | Elizabeth Iflands. 
there, Pufcat away. 

Casko with about a hun- 
dred Ilands neere to 

L Casko. 

By Captainelon ws [{NDERH IL xs,aCommander 
in the Warres there. 

LONDON 
Printedby 7.D, for Peter Cole, 3 andareto be foldat the figne 

of the Glove in Corne-hill neere the 
Royall Exchange. 1628. 
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FIRST EXPLORATION OF MADAGASCAR BY THE ENGLISH 

HAMOND (WALTER). A Paradox. Prooving, that the Inhabitants of the Isle 
called Madagascar. Or St. Lavrence, (In Temporall things) are the happiest People in the 
World. Whereunto is prefixed, a briefe and true Description of that Island . . . 

London: Printed for Nathaniell Butter, 1640 

Small 4to, sewn (small tears in the margins of three leaves). Signatures A to F, in fours, the first blank and 
present. In a half morocco slip case. 

First Eprtion. The author was employed by the East India Company to explore 
Madagascar, and report on the advisability of annexing the island. The first part of the 
work describes the island and its inhabitants. The second part, with a separate title-page, 
is an amusing defence of the nakedness of the people, and their manners and customs. 
Short-Title Catalogue, No. 12735. 



PARADOX. 
Prooving, 

That the Inhabitants of the Ifle called 

MADAGASCAR. 
OR 

S| LAVRENCE, 

(In Temporal! things) are the happieft 
Peoplein the World. 

Wherunto is prefixed, abriefe and true Defeription 
of that Ifland: The Nature of the Climate, and condi- 

tion of the Inhabitants , and their {peciall affeGion 
to the Englifh above other Nations, 

Wit moft probable Arguments of a hopefull and fit Plan- 
tacon of a Colony there, in refpect of the fruitfulneffe of the Soyle, 

che benignity of the Ayre, and the relieving of our Englifh 
Ships, both toand from the E aft-Indics. 

By Wa: HamoOnp. 

LONDON, 
Printedfor NarHANIzLL Burren. 1640. 
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ONE OF THREE COPIES RECORDED 

KNIGHT (FRANCIS). A Relation of seaven yeares slaverie vnder the Turkes of 
Argeire, suffered by an English Captive Merchant. Wherein is also conteined all memorable 
Passages, Fights, and Accidents, which happined in that Citie, and at Sea with their Shippes 
and Gallies during that time. Together with a Description of the sufferings of the miserable 
Captives under that mercilesse Tyrannie. Whereunto is added a Second Booke conteining 
a Description of Argeire. Woodcut frontispiece “The manner of Turkish tyrannie over 

Christian slaves”, and a woodcut plan of Algiers. 

London: Printed by T. Cotes, for Michael Sparke Junior, 1640 

Small 4to, sewn (frontispiece repaired at an early time). Signatures A to H, in fours. Size, 71 by 5% 
inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

THE RARE FIRST ISSUE OF THE First Epit1on, of which the Short-Title Catalogue 
locates but two copies, those in the Cambridge University Library and the Huntington 

Library. The latter is imperfect, lacking the frontispiece. A few copies have appeared at 
auction, but apparently all were of the other issue, and bore the imprint: “T. Cotes for 
M. S. junr.” 

The work is a narrative history of the Algerians for the seven years the author was a 
captive, telling of the devastation of the coasts and islands of the Mediterranean, of the 
African conquests, etc. Short-Title Catalogue, No. 15048. 



< = HPOTEEOE ES patie satacees nent iaas 

RELATION 

SEAVEN YE ARES 
SLAVERIE VNDER THE 

Turkes of eA rgeire, fuffered by an 
Englifb Captive Merchant. 

W herein 15 alfoconteined all memo- 
rable Paflages, Fights, and Accidents, which 

Mhappined in that Citie, and at Sea with their 
Shippes and Gallies during that time. 

Together with a Defcription of the fufterings 
of the miferable Captives under that mer- 

cilefle Tyrannie. 

Whereunto is added a Second Booke contei- 
ning a Dicription of Argeire, with its Originall, 

mannet of Government, Increafe, and 
prefent flourithing Eftate, 

Pertot difcrimina rerum 

Teudime in Patriam-.————__—_—— 

By FRANCIS KNIGHT. 

persecensseerarvgseesioosensteeseeneesorenaetiiiettatee 
LONDON, 

Printed by T. Cutes, for Michael Sparke "Funior, and ate to be fold + 
at the figne of the blue Bible in:Greene Arbour, 1 6.40. im 
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SCARCE UTOPIAN TRACT 

DESCRIPTION (A) Of the famous Kingdome of Macaria: shewing its excellent 
Government: wherein the Inhabitants live in great Prosperity, Health, and Happinesse; 

the King obeyed, the Nobles honoured; and all good men respected, Vice punished, and 
vertue rewarded. An Example to other Nations. In a Dialogue between a Schollar and a 
Traveller. London: Printed for Francis Constable, 1641 

Small 4to, unbound. Signatures A and B in fours; C, 2 leaves. Size, 7 by 514 inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

RARE TRACT in imitation of Sir Thomas More’s “Utopia”. Dedicated to Parliament. 



A 
DESCRIPTION 

OF THE FAMOUS. 

a OPE 

MACARIA: 

WHEREIN 
The Inhabirancs live in great 
beans Health, and Happinefle. the 

King obeyed, the Nobles! honoured ‘ and 
ai! poor men veipeged, V ice panifned, 

and | v oie rewarded. 

An Example ta other AC ations, 

in a Dialogue between a Schollarand a Traveller. 

LONDON, 
Printed for Francis Conftable, Am? 1641. 
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APPARENTLY THE FIRST COPY TO BE OFFERED 

BOND (HENRY). The Boate Swaines Art, or the compleat Boat Swaine. Wherein 
is shewed a true proportion for the Masting, Yarding, and Rigging of any Ship, whose 
Length, Breadth, and Depth is knowne: with Rules for the sizes, and lengths, of all sorts 
of Rigging that belongs to any Ship. Also the use of an opening scale, that if the Length 

of the main Mast be put upon it with a paire of Compasses, you may measure upon the 
scale, the lengths and thicknesse of all the other Masts and Yards . . . The scale is made 
in Brasse by Thomas Flowre . . . and in Wood by Robert Bissaker. 

London: By Richard Cotes for William Lugger, 1642 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to C, in fours. Size, 7 by 534 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A VERY RARE AND CURIOUS TRACT, WHICH SEEMS TO HAVE ESCAPED THE ATTENTION 

OF BIBLIOGRAPHERS. APPARENTLY NO RECORD OF A SALE BY AUCTION. From the title it 
might be inferred that it was written to accompany the scale sold by Flowre and Bissaker. 
The tables list all the masts and ropes for a 300-ton vessel, giving the length and thickness 
of each. The earliest edition listed in the catalogue of the British Museum is 1670; 
apparently it was a standard work on the subject, for it was printed until 1704. 
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aiBe Ae ae Ne Ze Ze AZo Hye stQo Ho AZo He Ao Go side Ho Hh He Ge Ze te Mo #O> Ze 45> BJ 

$ , Ss * 2 ‘o, 6. ©, ©. #, . 2. a $. Soe ¢ SOP PP OR SPS EE CEE SShSSY 
a THE 

: Boate Swvaines Art, 
Q OR, | 
& The compleat BoatSwaine. 

Wherein is fhewed a true proportion for the 
Mafting, Yarding, and Rigging ot any Ship,whofe 

Length, Breadth,and Depth is knowne: with Rules 
forthe {izes,and lengths,of all forts of Rigging 

that belongs to any Ship. 

Alfo the ule of an opening fcale, that ifthe length of 
the maine Matt be pucupon it witha paire of Compafles, 

you may meaftre upon the {cale, the lengths and 
thickneffe of all the other Mafts and Yards;and 
alfo the fizes, the lengths,and the number of 

Fathomes of every fize, for the Rigging ot 
any Ship, without alcering the fcale, tide HiQe He Sige He Ze HED He Se Oh 

& meh ciel say 
By Henry Bond,teacher of Navigation,Surveighing,and other pete A250) D eines > 

parts of the Mathematicks, in the Bulwarke neere 
the Tower, 

ae 450 
cp The fcale is made in Brafle by Thomas Flowre at the Dyall in 

the Bulwarke : and in Wood by Robert Biffaker at Rat- 
cliffe over againft the Red Lyon Taverne. 

Je Be #9 
Printed at London by Richard Cotes, for William Lugeer, and 

are to be fold athis fhap at the Pofterne Gate neere 
the Tower, 1642. 

Para ur ara ara aca ar ical ae ‘i 
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ONE OF THE MOST AUTHENTIC NARRATIVES 

OF EARLY NEW ENGLAND 

LECHFORD (THOMAS). Plain Dealing: or, Newes from New-England. A short 
view of New-Englands present Government, both Ecclesiasticall and Civil, compared with 
the anciently-received and established Government of England, in some materiall points; fit 
for the gravest consideration in these times. 

London: Printed by W. E. and I. G. for Nath. Butter, 1642 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to L, in fours. Size, 7 3/16 by 53% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE RARE FIRST EDITION OF ONE OF THE MOST INTERESTING AND 

AUTHENTIC OF THE EARLY NARRATIVES RELATING TO THE COLONY. The author, a lawyer, 
came to Boston in 1638, where he lived until 1641, and wrote this work. It is full of valuable 
information respecting the manners and customs of the colony. 

The author was manifestly ignorant of the Bible; or, perhaps, thought the worthy English 
divines had added two to the Ten Commandments; for, on page 20, a note reads: 
“Whereas in England every Sunday are read in publique, Chapters and Psalmes in every 
Church, besides the eleven or twelve Commandments, Epistle and Gospel, the Creed and 
other good formes . . .” In this copy, and apparently in all others, the words “eleven or 
twelve” have been crossed out with a pen and ink, probably by the publisher. 



PLAIN DEALING. 

NE VV KS 
FROM 

N ew-England. 
(Fivat Rex Anglie Carolus, 

Vivat Anglia, 
Vivanty, coruns Amici omnes.) 

—— 

A fhort view of New-Enatuanps 
prefent Government, both Ecclefiafticall and Civil, 

compared with the anciently-received_and efta- 
blifhed Government of ENGranp,in 

fome materiall points ; fit for the graveft 
confideration in thefe times. 

By THo™M Ass LECH FOR) OF Clements Inne, 
inthe County of Middlefex, Gent. 

— 

Levis eft dolor, qui capere confilinm poteft, 
Et clepere fefe ; Magna nonlatitant mala. Sen. 

TVOMIN StDiTO. ON: 
Printed by”. £. andl.G. for Nath: Butter atthe figne 

of the pyde Bull necre S. Anffins gate. 1642. 
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WITH THREE MAPS RELATING TO AMERICA 

MORISOT (CLAUDE B.). Orbis Maritimi sivi rervm in mari et littoribvs gestarvm 

generalis historia. 43 plates and maps in the text. Engraved title-page. 
Divione: Apud Petrvm Palliot, 1643 

Small folio, original calf (one joint broken). 

Rare. Leclerc states that this learned but little-known work merits a high place in all 

collections of voyages. Winsor uses it as corroborative evidence of the discovery of Labrador 

by the Polish navigator, John Szkolny. Three of the maps relate to America. 

| Not illustrated } 
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THE MOST ACCURATE ENGLISH DESCRIPTION OF NEW YORK 
BEFORE 1650 

CASTELL (WILLIAM). A Short Discoverie of the Coasts and Continent of 
America, from the Equinoctiall Northward, and of the adjacent Isles. Whereunto 1s 
prefixed the Authors Petition to this present Parliament, for the propagation of the Gospel 
in America . . . And a late Ordinance of Parliament for that purpose, and for the better 

government of the English Plantations there. Together with Sir Benjamin Rudyers Speech 

in Parliament. London: Printed in the yeer 1644 

Small 4to, unbound. Signatures [A}, 2 leaves; B, ***, C to F in fours; G, 2 leaves; Aa to Gg in fours, 
the last blank and present. Size, 7 by 5 5/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THE FIRST EDITION OF THE MOST ACCURATE DESCRIPTION IN 

ENGLISH OF New YorK BEFORE 1650. The preliminary matter consists of the author’s 
petition to Parliament in 1641, for propagating the Gospel in America, which Stevens says 
“should find a place in every collection of the so-called ‘Eliot Tracts’, for herein is contained 
the embryo idea or suggestion that Parliament should recognize the benefits to be derived 

by the colonies from cultivating the friendship of the Indians”. Then comes the “Ordinance” 
issued by Parliament in 1643, which resulted from the petition. 

Separate chapters deal with New England, New Netherland, Virginia, Florida, Cuba, 
etc. The description of New Netherland Winsor considers the best of the period in English, 
and states that the author “has very correct notions of the hydrography of New Netherland, 
acquired apparently by the study of Dutch maps”. 



A SHORT 
DESCOV ERIE 

Of the Coafts and Continent of 

AMERICA, 
From the Equino@tiall Northward, and 

of the adjacent Isies. 

By Willzam CaStell, Minifter of the Gofpell at 
Courtenball in Northampton{fbire. 

Wherceunto is prefixed the Authors Petition to this pre- 
fent Parliament, for the propagation of the Gofpell 

in America; attefted by many eminent Exglifh 
and Scortifh Divines. 

Anda late Ordinance of Parliament for that 
purpofe,and for che better government of the 

Exglijo Plantations there. 

"Together with Sir Benjamin Rudyers Speech 
in Parliamenc, 21.742. concerning America, 

London,Printed in the yeer 1644. 
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APPARENTLY THE FIRST COPY TO OCCUR FOR SALE 

POLTER (RICHARD). The Path-way to perfect Sayling. Shewing briefly the six 
principall Points or Grounds of Navigation. Whereunto is added, a Navticall Discovrse 
necessary to be knowne of all Sea-men to prove the way of a Ship (upon the Superficies 
of the Sea) outward and homeward to be both one, returning by the opposite Point of the 
Meridian Compasse . . . First penned by John Basset . . . And now put forth to publike 
view with some Addition, by Henry Bond. Woodcut. 

London: Printed by T. Forcet for George Hurlock, 1644 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to G in fours, H, 2 leaves. Size, 7 3/16 by 514 inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

A VERY RARE EDITION. APPARENTLY NO RECORD OF A SALE BY AUCTION. 



The Path-way to perfect 
SAYLING. 

Shewing briefly the fix principall Points 
or Grounds of 

NAVIGATION. 
Written by Mr..Ricuarp Porter, one of the Jatéprinci- 

pil Matters of che Navie Royall. 

And now publifhed for the Common good:of all Mafters, 
Pilots, and other Sea-men whatfoever. 

Whereunto is added, 

A NAVTICALL DISCOVRSE 
necefsary to be knowne of all SEA-MEN to prove 
the way ofa Ship (upon the Superficies of the Sea) our- 
ward and homeward to be both one, returning. by the 

| oppoftte Point of che Meridiaa Compaffe + , 

And alfoto prove the Eaft and Weft direéted by the Me- 
ridian Compaffeto lead in a Magneticall paralell. 

Fir{t panned by Joun Basen decesfed,a Teacher of Navige- 
tien at Chattam én Kent. 

And now put forth co publike view with fome Addition, 
By Henny Bonn. 

a ee eee ne eae 

LONDON, 

Printed by T. Forcet for Geoance Hyrtocx, and are tobe 

foldat his fhopmeere St. Magnes corner. 1544. 
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A CRISP COPY WITH MANY WOODCUT DIAGRAMS 

ASPLEY (JOHN). Speculum Nauticum. A Looking Glasse for Sea-men: Wherein. 
they may behold a small Instrument called the Plain Scale: whereby all Questions Nauticall, 
and Propositions Astronomicall are very easily and demonstratively wrought. The fourth 
Edition corrected. Numerous woodcuts in text. London: Printed by Thomas Harper, 1647 

Small 4to, sewn, some lower margins uncut. Signatures A to I, in fours, the last leaf blank and present. 
Size, 7 by 51 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

ALL EDITIONS OF THIS WORK ARE VERY RARE; THERE IS APPARENTLY NO RECORD OF A SALE 

BY AUCTION. 



Speculum Nauticumo. 

BOOKING 
FOR 

SEAME N: 
VV herein they may behold afmall In- 
&rument called the Plain Scave: whereby all 

Queftions Nauticall , and Propofitions Aftro- 
nomicall are very eafily and demon- 

{tratively wrought. 

Publifoed for the ufe andbenefit of {ach as wil 
make good ufe of it. 

eC 

By Isha Ajpley, Student in Phyfick,.and PraGitionerof 
the (Mathematicks,inthe Citieof Londow, 

a ot 

The fourth Edition correBed. 

a 

LONDON, 

Printed by Thomas Harper, andare to be leld by George 
Berleck, at his fhop at Saint Mages corner. 

1 OuAa 7s 
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CONTAINS A CHILEAN VOCABULARY 

BARLAEUS (CASPAR). Rerum per Octennium in Brasilia et alibi nuper gestarum, 
sub praefectura illustrissimi Comitis I. Mauritii . . . Historia. Engraved title-page, portrait, 

and 55 double-page plates (25 of which are maps). Amstelodami: Ioannes Blaeu, 1647 

Folio, contemporary vellum, gilt tooled back, gilt tooled panelling on the sides with decorative centre-piece 
and corner ornaments composed of interlaced strapwork stamped in gilt, with ties. 

First Epition. A FINE COPY OF THIS IMPORTANT WORK ON BrazIL, describing the 
historical events which took place under the prefecture of Prince Maurice of Nassau. With 

a Chilean vocabulary on pages 283-289. It is believed that most of the copies of this edition 
were consumed by a fire which destroyed the warehouse of Blaeu, the publisher. 
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CONTAINS COMPARISONS OF AMERICA AND MADAGASCAR 

B[ OOTHBY }. (R[ICHARD}.) AND LLOYD (FRANCIS). A Briefe Discovery 

ot Description of the most Famous Island of Madagascar or St. Laurence in Asia neare 

unto East-India. The second Edition corrected and amended. 

London: Printed for Iohn Hardesty, 1647 

Small 4to, sewn (a few side notes, signature marks, and catchwords cut into). Signatures A, four leaves; 
{], 2 leaves; B to K in fours; Errata, 1 leaf. Size, 7 by 51/4 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

This edition contains additional material by Francis Lloyd. Throughout the work there 

are comparisons between Madagascar and the American colonies. 



A BRIEFE 

Dilcovery or Delcription 
Of the moft Famous Ifland 

Of Mapvacascar or StLaurence 
in Afaneareunto Eaft- India. 

Wich Relation of the Healchfulneffe, Rleafure, Fertiliry and wealth of that Conntrey, 
cormsparable if not tranfcending all rhe Eafterne parts of the world, avery Banhty 
Paradife;a moft fitting and defirable place, tofertle an Englith Colony and Plan- 
tation there,rather then in any other partrof the knowne world, ‘ 

Alfo the Condition of the Natives,their inhabiting, their affability, Habit, Weapons, 
and manner of living,the plency,and cheapnefle of Food,Fleth, Fifh ; and Fowle, 
Orenges and Lemonds,Sugar,Amber-Greece,Gold, Tortle-fhels, and Drugs, and 
many other Commodities fit for Trade and Commerce,to be had and gotten there at 
cheaper Rates then in Indja or elfewhere. 

Alfo trading from Port to Porrall India and Afia over, and the great profit gained 
thereby. 

The chioten place in the world to enrich men by Trade,to and from India, Perfia Mo- 
co, Achine,China,and orher rich Eafterne Kingdomes.I being the fitteft place for a 
Magazine or Store-houfe of Trade between Europeand Afia, farre exceeding all 
other Plantations in America or elfewhere, | 

Alfo the excellent meanes and accommodation to fit the Planters there,with all things 
needfull and fuperfluous for backe and belly(out of India neare adjacent, at one 
fourth part of che price,and cheaper then it will coft in England; yea, Fat Bullocks, 
Sheep,Goats,Swine,Poultrey,Rice, (and Wheat and Barley reafenable, &c.) ex 
ceeding cheap, for the value of twelve pence or one fhilling Englifh, will purchafe 

or buy of the Natives as muchas §, 6,7 pounds or moreia Engiand, in this famous 
Iflandactheir firft arrivall, which no other Countrey hath afforded, 

By R. B. and Francis Lloyd, Merchants. 

The fecond Edition correSted and amended. 
5 ne eR 

Londen, Printed for Iohn tardefy, at the Signe of the 
Black-{pread Eagle i” Duck-lane. 1647. 
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A RARE BOOK ON TIDES, COURSES, ETC. 

NORMAN (ROBERT, Translator). The Safeguard of Saylers: or, Great Rutter. 
Containing the Courses, Distances, Soundings, Flouds and Ebbes, with the Markes for the 
entring of sundry Harboroughs, both of England, France, Spaine, Ireland, Flanders, and 
the Sounds of Denmarke, with other necessary Rules of common Navigation. Translated 
out of the Dutch into English. Newly Corrected with Discovery of a new Spits. Title 
within woodcut border. Numerous woodcuts in text. 

London: Printed by T. F. for G. Hurlock, 1647 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to S in fours; T, 2 leaves. Size, 71/ by 5 11/16 inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

ALL EDITIONS OF THIS WORK ARE RARE. 



HE TH. : 
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THE SECOND ELIOT INDIAN TRACT 

{SHEPARD (THOMAS).} The Day-Breaking, if not the Sun-Rising of the Gospell 
with the Indians in New England. London: Printed by Rich. Cotes for Fulk Clifton, 1647 

Small 4to, sewn. Signatures A to C in fours; D, 2 leaves. Size, 7 3/16 by 514 inches. In a half morocco 
slip case. 

A BEAUTIFUL COPY OF THE First EDITION OF THIS EXCEEDINGLY RARE TRACT, the 

second of the series of reports to the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel among the 
Indians. It is one of the most CURIOUS, INTERESTING AND VALUABLE OF THE SERIES; con- 
taining relations of four meetings with the Indians, and describing their habitations, manner 
of living, language, laws, and some of the productions of the country. It has been attributed 
both to John Eliot and to the Rev. John Wilson, but from the similarity of titles and text 
to other works known to be by Shepard, most bibliographers list it as above. 
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RARE NEW ENGLAND TRACT 

BY THE GOVERNOR OF PLYMOUTH COLONY 

WINSLOW (EDWARD). New-Englands Salamander, discovered by an irreligious 

and scornefull Pamphlet, called New-Englands Jonas cast up at London, &c. Owned by 

Major Iohn Childe, but not probable to be written by him. Or, a satisfactory answer to 
many aspersions cast upon New-England therein. Wherein our government there is shewed 
to bee legal and not Arbitrary, being as neere the Law of England as our condition will 
permit. Together with a briefe Reply to what is written in answer to certaine passages in a 
late Booke called Hypoctrisie unmasked. 

London: Printed by Ric. Cotes, for John Bellamy, 1647 

Small 4to, sewn, some lower margins UNCUT. Signatures A to D, in fours. Size, 7 3/16 by 5%/ inches. 
In a half morocco slip case. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THIS EXCEEDINGLY RARE NEw ENGLAND TRACT, BUT FEW COPIES 

OF WHICH ARE KNOWN. THIS IS THE SECOND COPY TO BE SOLD BY AUCTION. This is 

one of the tracts which Winsor deems necessary to an understanding of the condition of 
affairs in New England at the time. 

THIS IS THE LAST, AND LEAST KNOWN, OF THE FAMOUS GORTON CONTROVERSY PAM- 

PHLETS. Samuel Gorton had been whipped and banished from Boston for his “damnable 
heresies”, and on his return to England secured the influence of the Earl of Warwick to 
redress his wrongs. He printed Simplicitie’s Defence in his own defence. Winslow answered 
in Hypocracie Unmasked, which drew forth New England’s Jonas cast up at London, by 
Major John Child. Governor Winslow had been sent to England to defend the colonies 
against these enemies, which he does in no measured terms in the present work. 
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THE FIRST WORK ON THE WEST INDIES 

BY AN ENGLISH AUTHOR 

GAGE (THOMAS). The English-American, his Travail by Sea and Land: or, A 
New Survey of the West-Indias. London, 1648 

Folio, contemporary sheep (small crack along front hinge, covers partly discolored). 

First Eprrion. One of the most popular voyages of the period. This is the first and 
only extensive work on the Spanish Indies written by an English author. Contains the 
chapter on Gage’s journey to Rome, expunged from later issues. A FINE COPY. One or 
two marginal inscriptions. 
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A RARE VIRGINIA TRACT 

PERFECT DESCRIPTION OF VIRGINIA (A): being a full and true Relation of 
the present State of the Plantation, their Health, Peace, and Plenty: the number of people, 
with their abundance of Cattell, Fowl, Fish, &c . . . Being sent from Virginia, at the 
request of a Gentleman of worthy note, who desired to know the true State of Virginia as 
it now stands. Also, a Narration of the Countrey, within a few dayes journey of Virginia, 
West and by South, where people come to trade . . . With the manner how the Emperor 
Nichotawance came to Sir William Berckley, attended with five petty Kings, to do 
Homage... London: Prind | sic} for Richard Wodenoth, 1649 

Small 4to, unbound. Signatures [A}, 2 leaves; B and C in fours; D, 2 leaves. Size, 7 1/16 by 51/4 inches. 
In a half morocco slip case. 

FINE COPY OF THE FIRST EDITION OF A VERY RARE VIRGINIA TRACT. With the leaf 

preceding the title containing the royal coat-of-arms. The work is an outline description 

of Virginia and its history for the previous twenty-five years. At the end are lists of the 
fauna and flora of the country. 
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A full and true Relation of the prefent State 
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Being {ent from Virginia , at the requeft of a Gentleman of worthy note, 
who defired to know the true State of Virginia as it now fands. 

ALSO, 

A Narration of the Countrey, within a few 
dayes journey of Virginia, Weft and by South, where people come 

to trade : being relaced to the Governour, Sir William Berckley, 

who js to go himielfe to difcover it with 30horfe, and 50 foor, 
and other things needfull for his enterprize. 

With the manner bow the.Emperor Nichotawance 
came to Sir William Berckley , attended with five petty Kings, 

to doe Homage, andbring Tribute to King CHAR LES. With his 
folemue Proteftation , thatthe Sunand Moon fhould lofe 

their Lights, before ke(or his people in that Country) 
fhould prove difloyall, but ever to keepe Faith 

a(t 
PSA A 

London, P rind for Richard Wodenoth,at the Star unde r Peters 
Church in Cornhill. 1649. 
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RARE DESCRIPTION OF THE ENGLISH NAVY 

WHITE (PETER). A Memorable Sea-Fight penned and preserved by Peter White. 
One of the III. Masters of Attendance in Englands Navie. (Never before now,) Published 
for the Good of Englands Common-wealth, by Andrewes Bvrrell. Gent. Or, A Narrative 
of all the Principall Passages which were Trans-acted in the Downes, in the Year, 1639. 
Betweene Antonio de Oqvendo. Admirall of the Spanish Armado, and Martin van Tromp, 
Admiral for the States of Holland. Title in red and black. 

London: Printed by T. Forcet, 1649 

Small 4to, sewn (a few marginal notes cut into). Signatures A, 5 leaves (A5, a Table, being misbound at 
the end); B to H in fours (the last blank and missing). Size, 7 3/16 by 55% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

First EDITION. APPARENTLY BUT TWO COPIES HAVE APPEARED FOR SALE BY AUCTION. 

An account of the defeat of the Spanish Armada in 1639, with a comparison of the English, 
Dutch, and Spanish fleets, and a protest against the condition of the English fleet. 
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A VERY RARE VIRGINIA ITEM 

WITH THE IMPORTANT SECOND PART ON SILKWORMS 

W{ILLIAMS}. (E[DWARD}].). Virginia: More especially the South part thereof, 
Richly and truly valued: viz. The fertile Carolinas, and no less Isle of Roanoak, of Latitude 
from 31. to 37. Degr. relating the meanes of raysing infinite profits to the Adventurers and 
Planters. The second Edition, with Addition of the Discovery of Silkworms, with their 
benefit. And Implanting of Mulberry Trees. Also the Dressing of Vines, for the rich 
Trade of making Wines in Virginia . . . 

London: Printed by T. H. for John Stephenson, 1650 

Small 4to, sewn (upper corners of first two leaves torn off, injuring the first letter of the title). Signatures 
{A}, 2 leaves; B to I in fours; A to L in fours (the first leaf blank and present, the last leaf blank and missing). 
Size, 7 1/16 by 5 5/16 inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

This is the second edition of Virgo Triumphans: or, Virginia richly and truly valued, 
issued in the same year; and the First Eprt1on of The Discovery of Silkworms. The latter 
was also issued separately. This second edition differs from the first in preliminary matter 
only. This edition does not require a map, which was not issued until 1651. 

Although Williams’ name appears as author, the work was actually that of John Farrar 
of Geding. 



VIRGINIA 
More efpecially the South part thereof, 

Richly and truly valued: viz. 
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noak, of Lativude from 31. to 37. Degr. relating the 
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THE DISTOVERY OF SILKWORMS, 

with their benefit. 

And Implanting of Mulberry Trees, 

ALSO 

The Dreffing of Vines , for the rich Trade of ma- 
king Wines in VIRGINIA, 

Together with 
The making of the Saw-mill, very ufefull in Virginés, 

for cutting of Timber and Clapbord to build with- 
all, and its Converfion to many as profitable Ules. 

By &. w. Gent, 

rere 

LONDON, 

Printed by 7. H. for John S:ephenfon, at the Signe of 
the Sun below Ludgate. 1650, 
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A FAMOUS BOOK ON NAVIGATION 

SMITH (CAPTAIN JOHN). The Sea-mans Grammar: containing most plain and 
easie directions, how to Build, Rigge, Yard, and Mast any Ship whatsoever. With the 

plain exposition of all such terms as are used in a Navie and Fight at Sea. Whereunto is 
added a Table of the Weight, Charge, Shot, Powder, and the dimensions of all other 
appurtenances belonging to all sorts of great Ordnance. With divers practicall Experiments 
in the Art of Gunnery. Also the Charge and Duty of every Officer in a Ship and their 
Shares: With the use of the Petty Tally. Written by Captain John Smith, sometimes 
Governour of Virginia, and Admiral of New-England. 

London: To be sold by Andrew Kemb, 1653 

Small 4to, sewn (two small stains on title-page). Signatures [A], 2 leaves; B to K in fours; L, 2 leaves. 
Size, 7 3/16 by 5% inches. In a half morocco slip case. 

A SPLENDID COPY OF THE EXCEEDINGLY RARE FOURTH EDITION OF THE “ACCIDENCE”. 
It is a reprint in black letter of A Sea Grammar, 1627. 

In reprinting the first edition of this work, Arber wrote: “This Tract was a new departure 
in our literature, being the first printed book on seamanship, naval gunnery, and of nautical 
terms; and was besides written by an Army Captain.” 
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THE EARLIEST PUBLISHED NARRATIVE 

RELATING GENERALLY TO MASSACHUSETTS 

[JOHNSON (EDWARD).} A History of New-England. From the English 

planting in the Yeere 1628. untill the Yeere 1652. Declaring the form of their Government, 

Civill, Military, and Ecclesiastique. Their Wars with the Indians, their Troubles with the 

Gortonists, and other Heretiques. Their manner of gathering of Churches, the commodities 

of the Country, and description of the principall Towns and Havens, with the great 

encouragements to increase Trade betwixt them and Old England. ‘ With the names of all — 

their Governours, Magistrates, and eminent Ministers. 

London: Printed for Nath: Brooke, 1654 

Small 4to, contemporary calf (small tear in margin of one leaf and portion of fly-leaf missing). Size, 7 
by 534 inches. In a half morocco slip case. } 

FINE, CLEAN COPY, WITH WIDE MARGINS, OF THE EARLIEST PUBLISHED NARRATIVE 
RELATING GENERALLY TO MAssAcHUSETTS, which W. F. Poole (who edited a reprint of 
this work) calls “THE MOST IMPORTANT RECORD OF New ENGLAND’S LIFE WHICH THE 
FIRST HUNDRED YEARS BROUGHT FORTH”. The work is now generally attributed to Johnson, 
who came over with Governor Winthrop and afterwards founded the town of Woburn. 
Winsor also notes the value of the work for its historical facts. 
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WITH RELATION TO AMERICA 

{[DAVITY (PIERRE).} Nouveau Theatre du Monde, contenant les Estats, Empires, 
Royaumes et Principautez. Par le Sieur D. T. V. Y. Paris, 1655 

Thick folio, contemporary sprinkled calf, gilt fillet panelling and ornaments on the back, double gilt fillet 
border on the sides (a few marginal wormholes and slight water-stains) . 

Pages 1291-1348 relate to America. This volume of text apparently was issued to 
accompany a volume of maps, not present. 

| Not illustrated } 



HISTORY 
New-England. 

From the Englith planting in the Yeere 
1628. untill the Yeere 1652. 

Declaring the form of their Government, 
Civill, Military; and Ecclefiaftique. Their Wars with 

the Indians, their Troubles with the Gortonifts, 
-and other Heretiques. Their manner of gathering 

of Churches,the commodities of the Country, 
and defcription of the principall Towns 

and Havens,with the great encou- 
ragements to increafe Trade 

betwixt them and Old 
ENGLAND. 

With the names of all their Governours,Magiftrates, 
and.eminent Minifters. 

BESPAsL LO 7.24. 
The righteous foall fee it and rejoice, and all iniquity foall ftop her 

mouth! 
Dice Aaioe Gil: 2s 

The works of the Lord are great and ought to be fought ant of all that 
have pleafure in them. 

LONDON, 
Printed for Na tu: Brook £ atthe Angel 

in Corn-hill, 1 6 § 4. 
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WITH 15 IMPORTANT DOUBLE-PAGE MAPS 

SANSON D’ABBEVILLE (NICOLAS). L’Ameriqve en plvsievrs Cartes, & en 
divers Traittés de Geographie, et d'Histoire. La ot sont descripts succinctement, & avec 
vne belle Methode, & facile ses Empires, ses Pevples, ses Colonies, levrs Moevrs, Langves, 
Religions, Richesses &c. 15 double-page maps, colored in outline. 

A Paris: Chez l’Avthevr, 1657 

Small folio, contemporary mottled calf (some leaves and maps lightly stained), gilt tooled. 

A RARE EDITION. The Sanson maps are of fundamental importance, as they directly 
precede the great explorations of the Mississippi and Great Lake regions. 

The maps are as follows: 1. Americqve Septentrionale; 2. Le Canada, ou Nouvelle France; 
3. La Floride; 4. Audience de Mexico; 5. Audience de Guadalajara, Nouveau Mexique, 
Californie, &c.; 6. Audience de Guatimala; 7. Les Isles Antilles; 8. Ameriqve Meridionale; 
g. Terre Ferme, Nou’veau Roy’me de Grenade, &c.; 10. Guiane; 11. Le Perou, et le cours 
de la Riv’re Amazone; 12. Le Chili; 13. Le Brésil; 14. Le Paraguay; 15. Destroit de Magellan, 

Terre, et Isles Magellanicques. All the maps are dated 1657, but in some cases the last figure 
of the date has been re-engraved. 
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Dans le Cloiftre de Sainét Germain de I Auxerrois 
joignant la crande Porte du Cloiftre, 

CIO. oCuUVIL 

Avec Privilege pour vingt Ants, 
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THE ENLARGED SECOND EDITION 

DU TERTRE (JEAN BAPTISTE). Histoire Generale des Antilles, habitées par les 
Francois. Divisée en deux Tomes. Engraved title-page, armorial frontispiece, 3 double- 

page maps, and 14 engraved plates, some double-page. Paris, 1667 

2 vols., 4to, contemporary limp vellum. 

SECOND EDITION, enlarged, of Histoire Generale des Isles de S. Christophe, de la 
Guadeloupe, etc., which was issued in 1654. The present copy contains 3 maps in Vol. I 

and 14 plates in Vol. II. According to Sabin, there should be 5 maps and 13 plates. The 
Catalogue of the John Carter Brown Library describes Vol. I as containing 5 maps and 
1 plate, and Vol. II, 12 plates. Two supplementary volumes were published in 1671. 
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A VARIANT OF THE FIRST ENGLISH EDITION 

HUBBARD (WILLIAM). The Present State of New-England. Being a Narrative 
of the Troubles with the Indians in New-England, from the first planting thereof in the 
year 1607, to this present year 1677: But chiefly of the late Troubles in the two last years 
1675, and 1676. To which is added a Discourse about the War with the Pequods in the 
year 1637. Folding map. London: Printed for Tho. Parkhurst, 1677 

Small 4to, old sheep (joints cracked). Signatures: 4 leaves without marks, the first blank and bound after 
a4; a, Bto A, A to L in fours. Size, 734, by 6 inches. 

A SUPERB COPY OF THE First ENGLISH EDITION, printed but three months after the 
American edition. This copy is a variant from those described by Sabin and by Field, and 
from the John Carter Brown and Church copies, in that the license by Roger L’Estrange is on 
the verso of the title rather than the leaf before the title. FIrNE COPY OF THE CORRECT MAP FOR 
THIS EDITION, containing the “Wine Hills”. 

FOR TWO HUNDRED YEARS THIS NARRATIVE HAS BEEN REGARDED AS A STANDARD OF 

AUTHORITY BY HISTORIANS. The contribution in verse, signed B. T., was written by 
Benjamin Tompson, the earliest native American poet. 
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But chiefly of the late Troubles in the two laft 
years 1675, and 1676. 

To which is added a Difcourfe. about the War 
with the PE 9 UODS inthe year 1637. 

ay W. Hubbard Minifter of gee 

rehearfe it in the ears of Fofhua; for 1 will utterly put out the Remem- 
brance of Amalek from under heaven, Exod. 17, 14. 

LONDOWN: 

Printed for Tho. Parkhurft at the Bible and Three (rowss in (heapjide, 
near Mercers-Chappel, and at the Bible on Lo#don-Bridg. 1677. 

| 
| 
| 

| 

And the Lord faid unto Mofes, Write this for a Memortalin a Book, and 

amucics-g Ssasla ae iooe te coer anaenis a 
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FIRST ENGLISH ACCOUNT OF THE SETTLEMENT 

OF LOWER CALIFORNIA 

{SOTO HERNANDO DE).} A Relation of the Invasion and Conquest of Florida 
by the Spaniards, under the Command of Fernardo de Soto. Written in Portuguese by a 
Gentleman of the Town of Elvas. Now Englished . . . With some Discoveries made 

by the Spaniards in the Island of California, in the Year 1683. 

London: Printed for John Lawrence, 1685 
Small 8vo, old mottled calf (hinges partly cracked). 

First EDITION OF THIS TRANSLATION. ‘This work contains the first printed account 
in English of the settlement of lower California. 



A 

Reneieoene tt ON 
One erick: 

Invafion and Conqueft 

FLORIDA 
ive APTS he 

SPANIARDS, 
Under the Command of 

FerNANDO de SOTO. 
Written in Portuguefe by a Gentleman 

of the Town of ELV AS. 
Now ENGLISHED. 

To which is Subjoyned Two Journeys of the 
prefent Emperour of C HIN A into Tartary 

in the Years 1682, and1 68 3. 

Wish fome Difcoveries made by the Spaniards in | 
the Ifland of CALIFORNIA, inthe Year 1683. 

London ; Printed for Fobn Lawrence,at the Angel inthe Poultry 
over againft the Compter. 1686. 
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EARLY EXPLORATION OF THE AMAZON 

ACUNA (CHRISTOVAL DE). Voyages and Discoveries in South-America. The 
First up the River of Amazons to Quito in Peru, and back again to Brazil, perform’d at 

the Command of the King of Spain. The Second up the River of Plata, and thence by 
Land to the Mines of Potosi. By Mons. Acarete. The Third from Cayenne into Guiana, 
in search of the Lake of Parima, reputed the richest Place in the World. By M. Grillet 
and Bechamel. 2 folding maps. London: Printed for S. Buckley, 1698 

8vo, contemporary calf. Signatures A, 4 leaves; B to M in eights; M*, 4 leaves; N to X in eights; Y, 4 
leaves. Size, 734 by 43 inches. 

First EDITION IN ENGLISH. Especially valuable for its descriptions of the Indians. 



ps conn aa 

POV AGES 
AND 

DISCOVERTES) 

South-America. | 

| 
| 
| 
| 

| The Firft up the River of Amezens to 
| Quito in Peru, and back ayyitn to Brazel, 

perform’d at the Commaad of the King} 
| of Spain. | : 
| ByCHRISTOPHER' DACUGNA, | 

| ‘Phe Second up the River of Plata, and} | 
| thence by Land to the Mines of Potof, } + 

By Monf. AC ARETE. 

of the Lake of Parima, reputed the richeft| 
Place inthe World.’ i 

| The Third from Cayenne into Guiana, in fearch; 

| By M. GRILLET and BECHAMEL. 
| eae enero ae 

Done into Englifh from the Orrgsnals, being the on- 
ly Accounts of thofe Parts hitherto extant. 

The whole ifluftrated with Notes awd Meps.. 
——-—— A OTT Te ae a 

— 

LONDO.N, 

|| Printed for S. Buckley at the Dolphin over against 

j St. Dunftan’s Church in Fleetftreet. 1698. 
At a eee 
i Stat peer aig araeareenenar cat 
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